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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The lack of suitably illustrated material for use in the 
social studies program in Walpole, Massachusetts, prompted the 
preparation of a story of colonial life for third grade chil-
dren. Teachers at this grade level felt that such a booklet 
would be valuable to youngsters studying the customs and life 
of America's settlers during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. 
Fifth grade teachers felt a need for appropriate informa-
tion on the history of Walpole. Thus, the second part of this 
study aims to meet this need. 
This study is intended to provide third and fifth grade 
children with supplementary materials to enrich t he present so-
cial studies program in the Walpole school system. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Appropriate supplementary materials are essential to any 
social studies program. When a variety of books and materials 
such as slides, authentic objects and pictures are used, 11 ••• 
children develop richer meanings, clearer concepts, and deeper 
understandings • II 1 Such materials should be an integral • • • 
part of the unit of work. 
Pamphlets and books constitute two important sources where-
1John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a 
Democracy, New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.-;-1950. p .95.~ -
~oston t1ni "1ere1 t t "•• 
School of Education 
Library 
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by children learn the social studies. Teachers should encourage 
" ••• the development of meaningful concepts, by using larger 
and better pictures, and by gearing the content and illustrations 
to the maturity level of the ehild."1 
Thus, in writing material for primary grade children one 
must keep in mind the material should be written in a simple and 
interesting style. May Hill Arbuthnot, the author of Children 
!.ru! Books, emphasizes that: 
Books must be easy to read, with clear-cut themes and plen-
ty of exciting action. We must find books which help the child 
understand his own world today • • • • Above all, ••• we 
need to fi~d books which build strength and steadfastness in 
the child. 
In writing books one must also remember that: 
Good literature recalls the past, reflects the present and 
prognosticates the future; it is more than a mirror, for it 
reaches ahead of today and beckons one into tomorrow, offer~ng 
the reader new growth in wisdom, insight and understanding. 
What grade level would benefit from reading a book on colo-
nial life? John u. Michaelis, Edgar Bruce Wesley and May Adams 
place learning about early settlers at a third grade level. 4 This 
is the level at which it is taught in the Walpole school system. 
1William B. Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum, New York: 
The Dryden Press, Inc., 1953. p.302. 
2May Hill Arbuthnot, Children and Books, New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1947. p.564. ---
3Bess Adams Porter, About Books and Children, New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1953. viii ---
4John u. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a 
Democracy, New York: Prentice-Hall, Ine.-;-1950. p.20;Edgar Bruce 
Wesley and May Adams, Teaching Social Studies .!.!! Elementary 
Schools, Bost on: D. c. Heath and Company, 1952. p.44. 
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These authors further suggest the study of the local community at 
the fifth grade level. 
What can students gain from a study of their local history? 
Such a study ie significant for several reasons. "The two most 
important are those of increased interest and a heightened sense 
of realism. 11 1 Also of importance are the " ••• development of 
skills in critical thinking, an understanding of historical con-
tinuity, greater awareness of community problems and more active 
citizenship . 112 
Many authors, including John u. Michaelis, Edgar Wesley and 
William Ragan, state that the history of the local community also 
helps children to understand national and international history.3 
Lloyd Allen Cook states: 
From an educational standpoint, the local social world is 
the fundamental unit of learning and teaching. It is the 
child's greatest educator, for in it he comes of age. It 
inducts him into its forms and norms of life, its groups and 
associations, and thus affects his school achievement in 
countless ways. 4 It is the chief source of "life" materials for the teacher. 
Things that are real and existing today are of interest to 
children. It is difficult for them to understand the abstract 
1William G. Tyrrell and Ralph A. Brown, "How to Use Local 
History," National Council for the Social Studies, Washington, 
D. C., 1954. p.1. 
2Ibid. p.1. 
~ichaelis, .211· .£..!.1., p . 240; Wesley and Adams, .211· .£..!!., 
p.28; and Ragan, 212• .£..!!., p.290. 
4Lloyd Allen Cook, Community Backgrounds of Education, New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938. p.14:' 
or intangible. Existing houses dating back to colonial days, 
visits by notable people and famous residents all help to en-
courage children to have an interest in their own community. 
4 
This was emphasized in such pamphlets and articles as "How to Use 
Local History," "History Comes Alive in Our Town," and~ 
Teaching .2f Local History .!.!! American Schools. 1 
"The child who understands history beet is the one who ex-
periences it as a story or drama in which he is personally in-
volved.112 Such a story should include only the facts that are 
significant and pertinent . 
Local history, though tied up into the wider story of the 
state and the nation and the world, nevertheless must be 
treated as the pageant of men, women and events within the 
locality, i~ it is to have significance as an educative 
experience. 
The following is a quotation from Lieutenant General James 
G. Harbord, LL.D., United States Army Retired. 
The roads you travel so briskly 
lead out of dim antiquity 
and you study the past chiefly because 
of its bearing on the living pr4sent 
and its promise for the future. 
1William G. Tyrrell and Ralph Adams Brown, "How to Use Local 
History," How To Do It Series, National Council for the Social 
Studies, 1954, p .1; Helen Ferris Tibbets, "History Comes Alive In 
Our Town," Parent 's Magazine 21:113.March, 1946; and Lenore 
Evelyn Rimer, ~ Teaching of Local History in American Schools, 
Minneapolis : The Burgess Publishing Company, 1949. p.4. 
2Malcolm Provus, "Teaching Critical Thinking Through History," 
~ School Review , 3:393. October, 1955. 
3Maurice P. Moffatt and Stephen G. Rich, "The Place of Local 
History in Modern Education," Journal !2!_ Educational Sociology, 
26:79. October, 1952. 
4Address to the Newcomen Society in North America, March, 
1953. Delivered at the 11 1953 Massachusetts Dinner" held in Boston. 
PROCEDURE 
Research consisted of reading many college, high school and 
children's books on colonial life in New England, as well as 
books by Alice Morse Earle, Caroline Emerson, Robert Coffin and 
other noted writers. 
The next step was to visit places as the Harlow House in 
Plymouth, Massachusetts to see demonstrations of spinning; 
Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, Massachusetts; Pioneer Village, 
Salem; and the Concord Antiquarian Society, Concord, Massachu-
setts to see authentic furniture, clothing and objects used 
during the 1600's and 1700's. 
Appropriate pictures were taken with a Kodak Signet 40 
camera and its flash attachment. Also used were the number two 
close-up lens, skylight and other filters. A light meter was 
valuable in determining the correct exposure setting. 
After the booklet was rewritten several time, the illustra-
tions and the typing were done directly on Colitho plates using 
special reproduction pencils and pens. It was then printed by 
the offset process and distributed to (five) second, (five) third 
and (two) fourth grade teachers. The booklets were to be tried 
out in order to determine the suitability and interest of the 
material at each grade level. 
The second grade teachers used the material with their top 
reading groups. This included about forty per cent of the chil-
dren in the five second grades. 
The booklets, teachers' manual, tests and questionnaires 
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are included in the appendix . The pictures are filed separately. 
A kit of supplementary materials accompanied the booklets. 
The majority of teachers felt that Great Grandfather's~ 
was best suited for use by third grade children. 
Topics listed under what children liked were: 
1. church and customs 
2. glossary 
3. stories about colonial schools 
4 . Pilgrim life 
5. contrast between the eighteenth and twentieth 
centuries 
6 . how colonial children made their own toys 
Topics about which children wanted to know more were: 
1. work done in colonial schools 
2 . the Tithing Man 
3. clothing and how it was made 
4. the whipping post 
5. corn husk dolls 
6. toys and games 
7. Pilgrim stories 
Thus, from the questionnaire, the writer learned that the 
children showed an interest in all the stories as well as a 
desire to know more about colonial life . 
On the basis of the teachers' recommendations the material 
was revised. These revisions consisted of clarifying, adding or 
deleting information which proved to be confusing. 
The major changes included 
1. An introduction was added to Colonial Days to 
help children better understand the concept of time 
when reading from modern life to the colonial period. 
This was the only major criticism listed by three 
of the twelve teachers who participated in this 
study . 
2 . The sentence on page 53 in the children's booklet 
about hula-hula hoops was omitted. It was felt that 
7 
within a few years these would be obsolete. Therefore, the chil-
dren would not understand what they were. 
The history of Walpole required research in old newspapers, 
town reports, and the searching through old trunks for diaries, 
letters or documents. Interviews were secured with people 
connected with the local industries and with prominent citizens. 
However, previous to this, a number of theses containing local 
histories were reviewed such as "A History of the Town of 
Braintree, Massachusetts,"1 and "A History of West Hartford, 
Connecticut."2 
This same procedure that was used to reproduce Great 
Grandfather's~ was followed in preparing and distributing 
Walpole, ll!! I!.!!!~ Present to (five) fifth and (two) sixth 
grade teachers. A total of about one hundred sixty children 
read the booklet on Walpole. 
From the questionnaire, the writer learned that the booklet 
was best suited for fifth grade. The children responded enthu-
siastically to the history of Walpole. However, some children 
wanted more illustrations. 
Revisions in the booklet were made. Sentences and para-
graphs were reworded. 
1william F. Kelley, "A History of the Town of Braintree, 
Massachusetts for use by third-grade children," Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1957. 
2Mildred M. Tenney, "The History of West Hartford, 
Connecticut, for the third grade," Unpublished Master's Thesis 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1955. 
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Introduction 
A SYNOPSIS OF THE STORY 
Great Grandfather's Book is divided into three parts; Fun 
With Nancy and Bruce, Colonial Days, and More Exciting Times 
With Nancy and Bruce. 
Tne first part centers around two children, Nancy and Bruce, 
and their experiences of opening their great grandfather's old 
trunk . While rummaging through the trunk they find a book 
written by him in 1860 . Tnis book, about colonial life, is read 
to them by their father . 
Part Two of Great Grandfather's Book contains Colonial Days. 
Here the way of life of colonial people is portrayed through two 
children Prudence and John, their parents and a colonial school -
master . 
Part Three contains Nancy's and Bruce's reactions to their 
great grandfather's story . Their excitment and enthusiasm in 
learning more about colonial life leads them to the library and 
to lively discussions with their father . 
2 
The purpose in writing this story is to give children an 
accurate and interesting account of the life of colonial boys 
and girls. From this it is hoped they will gain an understand-
ing and an insight into life in that period. 
The story is based on how the majority of people lived in 
the 1700's in Massachusetts. Although some people lived in 
beautiful houses and had exceptionally fine imported furniture, 
the average person didn't have these luxuries, especially the 
colonial people in Walpole. 
Thus, this story gives children an idea of how people 
lived in Walpole in the 1700's . 
3 
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SUGGESTIONS ON PRESENTING AND USING THIS MATERIAL 
KIT OF MATERIALS, GLOSSARY, VOCABULARY 
In connection with this story, things from the kit of 
materials may be displayed and used for motivation. (See page 6 
for a description of these materials .) 
Extensive use can be made of the illustrated glossary either 
before the reading of each section or during the reading. 
The vocabulary is divided into two sections. The first 
section contains all the words not presented in the Houghton 
Mifflin reading books grades one - three. 
The second section of the vocabulary is titled Do You Know 
These Words? It contains words that have not been presented in 
the 22 reader but are presented in the 31 or 32 reading books. 
Thus, these words are compiled primarily for use by second grade 
children. 
ACTIVITIES 
1 . Read and discuss other books that accompany the kit of 
materials . (See pages 8 - 16 for a list of books.) 
2 . Write about what interested them most and why. Perhaps 
write their own reviews on books about colonial life. 
4 
SUGGESTIONS ON PRESENTING AND USING THIS MATERIAL 
ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 
3 . Draw scenes that they have read about or things that 
they imagine might have happened in the 1700's . 
4. Plays dealing with colonial life can be presented . 
5 . Models from clay of colonial towns can be constructed. 
6 . Dramatizations of events and things that occurred 
during that period can be put on . 
7. Children may have fun reading the parts of the v~rious 
people in an oral rereading of the story . Other pupils 
can be chosen to read the non- conversational lines. 
8 . Visit colonial houses near Walpole 
a. Fairbanks House 
b . Concord Antiquarian House 
c . John Adams House 
d. John Quincy Adams House 
9 . Visit other places of interest 
Dedham, Mass. 
Concord, Mass . 
Quincy , Mass . 
Quincy , Mass . 
a . Walpole Library to see a colonial fireplace, 
iron kettle, flax and wool spinning wheels: etc . 
b . Sturbridge Village Sturbridge, Mass . 
c . Plymouth, Mass . 
5 
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kit 0£ Materials 
I NCLUDES 
1 . A pressed bloodroot mounted under glass 
2 . Herbs - pressed parsley, dried parsley, mint mounted 
under glass 
18 
3 . Cross- stitching - a sample of done by a seven year old 
child 
4. Flax fibers mounted under glass 
5 . Flannel 
6 . Ginger 
7 . Rock candy 
8 . A ruffle 
9 . A wick 
10 . Old fashion candy sticks 
11 . Iron kettle 
12 . Bristol glass 
13 . A large paper drawing of a sampler 
14 . Candied fruit 
15 . Dried fruit 
16 . Sweetmeats 
17 . Cards 
6 
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kit 0£ M o±eci o Is 
SLI DES 
Objects Used in Colonial Days 
1 . Bloodroots 
2 . Bayberries and making candles 
3. Butter churns 
4 . Cards 
5 , Spinning wheels 
Other Slides Include 
1 . Old houses 
2 . Colonial kitchens 
Objects Found in the Old Trunk 
1 . Watch that winds with a key 
2 . Telescope 
3 . Old books 
4 . Stereoscope 
7 
S1Jppl emen±oc~ Books 
* ?~ 1 . Anderson, A. M. and Emmett A. Betts, Squanto and the 
Pilgrims. Chicago: Wheeler Publishing Company, 1949. 
156 pp. 
* .. ~. 
The authors have written an interesting account of 
Squanto•s life . 
They tell (1) of his bravery and courage in becoming 
a brave 
(2) how he saved his tribe's chief 
(3) how he became the loyal friend of the 
Pilgrims and prevented their starvation 
and attack from Indians . 
Also emphasized is the bravery and courage of the 
Pilgrims. 
2. Bailey, Bernadine, Picture Book of Massachusetts. 
Chicago: Albert Whitman and Company, 1949. 28 pp . 
The author tells the story of the Pilgrims in England 
and their settlements here. 
Miss Bailey also brings in many Massachusetts towns 
like Marblehead, Newburyport, Salem, and others. There is 
a map showing these and other towns. An illustration of 
20 
what the town is noted for accompanies the name of the town. 
The book contains a simply written account of early 
Books secured from the 
* Walpole Library 8 
~ East Walpole Library 
Massachusetts stressing the hardships and the rigid life 
along with the wonderful results that were accomplished . 
21 
The colored illustrations help to make the book appeal -
ing to second and third graders. 
* i; 3. Bulla, Cltde Robert, John Billington Friend of 
Squanto . New York : Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1956. 88 pp. 
It is the story of a young Pilgrim named John 
Billington . The story evolves around John's ability to get 
into trouble and mischief, whether he is on board the 
Mayflower or later when he becomes friends with Squanto . 
The book also gives children an idea of how the 
Pilgrims and Indians lived and the hardships endured by 
both. 
The style of writing and simple vocabulary will appeal 
to second and third grade children . 
* * 4. Bulla, Clyde Robert, Squanto; Friend of the White Men. 
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1954 . 
Squanto's adventures are told in an exciting and 
interesting way . 
The book is written at a second grade vocabulary level . 
* ~r s. Cavanah, Frances, Our Country's Story . Chicago: 
Rand McNally and Company, 1945. 72 pp. 
The book contains a brief account of a few things thnt 
have occurred in making .America what it is today . It is 
9 
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.extremely useful in helping children develop an understand-
ing of what life was like in colonial days. 
Such chapters as "The Pilgrims Have the First Thanks -
giving 11 , 11The Colonies Get Better Acquainted 1', and 1 Paul 
Revere Gives a Warning 1' are the most valuable. 
Janice Holland 1 s illustrations are excellent in giving 
a realistic touch to the stories . 
* * 6. Coatsworth, Elizabeth, First Adventure . New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1950 . 60 pp. 
This is the story of John Billington a seven year old 
child who came to America on the Mayflower. The book tells 
of the preparations for settling in their new homeland and 
of his like for adventure. 
One day John wandered into the woods and reached an 
I ndian settlement. After resting with the Indians, they 
took him back to the Plymouth Colony by canoe. 
The account of the adventure is contained in Gov. 
Bradford 1 s, History of the Plimouth Plantation. 
7. Coffin, Robert P., Life in America, New England . 
Grand Rapids: The Fideler Company, 1951. 124 pp. 
The book takes the children on a fascinating tour of 
New England . It contains many beautiful photographs of the 
seashore, mountains, farms and factories. 
The author tells about old New England and New England 
today. 
10 
* 
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* 8 . Dalgliesh, Alice, Tne Tnanksgiving Story . New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1954 . 
The book contains a beautifully written family story 
following the Pilgrims across the ocean, through their first 
winter and the first Thanksgiving. 
9 . Dalgliesh, Alice and Lois Maloy, America Builds Homes. 
New YorK : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938. 
The section on English Homes in New England is well 
written . The authors tell why the people came to live here, 
what they found, how they built their homes and how they 
lived. Miss Dalgliesh and Miss Maloy have tried to select 
incidents which would appeal to children and which will make 
the life of the pioneers as vivid as possible . 
Much emphasis is placed on 11Life in New Plymouth 1'. 
Topics discussed are: a settler, his supplies and the great 
importance of the fireplace. 
* * 10. Duffee, Marcelle, New England Colonial Days . New Yorlc: 
Row, Peterson and Company, 1941. 36 pp . 
It is an interesting colonial story of Portsmouth, N.H. 
in 1690 . Nathan Jeffries, his brother Sam and Martha his 
sister have many interesting adventures . 
The illustrations are in color and add much to make 
the story appealing to youngsters. 
*i~ 11. Einerson, Caroline D., Pioneer Children of America. 
11 
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Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1950. 302 pp. 
This is an excellent book in helping the children to 
understand life in colonial times. Unit Three "Pilgrim 
Pioneers from England 1' provides a great deal of information 
about early settlers. 
The book would have to be read to second grade child-
ren . 
* •~ 12. Hays, Wilma Pitchford, Christmas on the Mayflower. 
* 
New York: Coward- Mccann, Inc., 1956. 
Wilma Hays tells about the important part the captain 
of the Mayflower, Christopher Jones, played in the life of 
the Pilgrims. He saw to it that the Pilgrims had adequate 
shelter for the winter. He refused to leave for England 
until the Pilgrims were settled although the sailors were 
on the verge of mutiny because the longer they stayed the 
rougher the seas would be, making it more dangerous for the 
ship to return to England . 
Also discussed were the other hardships faced on that 
December 25, 1620 - lack of food, cold weather, and a 
child's want for a Christmas celebration which eventually 
comes true for all . 
13. Hays, Wilma Pitchford, Pilgrim Thanksgiving. New 
York: Coward- Mccann, Inc., 1955. 
The book stresses how the Pilgrims and Indians learned 
the meaning of friendship and understanding as they 
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celebrated the first Thanksgiving. 
* i~ 14. Heal, Edith, The First Book of America. New York: 
* * 
Franklin Watts, Inc., 1952. 93 pp. 
Miss Heal tells the story of the original thirteen 
colonies. Much of the book deals with happenings that 
occurred in Massachusetts. Topics discussed are: its 
industries, the minutemen, the tea party, etc. 
The author stresses freedom and the never ending fight 
to gain and keep it . 
15. LaRue, Mabel G. , Dicky and the Indians. 
and Company, 1948. 128 pp. 
Boston: Ginn 
This is an excellent book for showing and describing 
the types of early settlements that occurred in New 
England . It is written in the vocabulary of the slow 
second grade reader . 
The story centers around Dicky, a boy who came over on 
the Mayflower . It describes in an interesting way how he 
lived, what he ate and the Indians that were friendly and 
unfriendly. 
* * 16 . Morris, Richard B., The First Book of the American 
Revolution. New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1956. 67 pp. 
The story of the American Revolution is vividly told, 
especially why and how the colonies fought. 
The book is more appropriate for third grade children. 
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* * 17. Pine, Tillie and Joseph Levine, The Pilgrims Knew. 
New York: Wnittlesey House McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1957. 32 pp . 
This book gives an excellent picture of life in 
Plymouth . It tells (1) what the Pilgrims knew how to do 
(2) whether we use some of those same 
things today 
(3) what experiments children can do to 
prove simple science concepts liKe 
wind and water moves things. 
It tells how children can make candles, butter, syrup, 
and weave mats . 
The large illustrations by Jack Keats add much to make 
this book delightful. 
* * 18. Rich, Louise Dickerson, The First Book of New England . 
New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1957. 60 pp. 
Miss Rich tells the story of New England in a simple 
way so that children can easily understand it . The author 
includes sections on the Beginnings of New England 1', 
11 0ld New England'' , 11Boston '', and the other New England 
states. 
The story of New England is told by ~aving the story 
book people take trips to many cities in New England, like 
PlJlllouth, Sturbridge, Boston and others . 
Life today is constantly being compared with life in 
the olden days; a one room colonial school vs. the modern 
14 
* 
* 
reglonal school is just one example of this. 
19. Sickels, Evelyn, The School Bell q1ngs . New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942. 
The book contains many well written chapters about 
schools in New England . It describes Boston's schools 
centering the story around a boy named Nat. Many hardships 
that children faced are brought out in the story. 
20 . Smith, Mila and Stephen Bayne, Frontiers Old and New. 
New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1947 . 
Children can secure glimpses of early America through 
the stories of families who came over on the Mayflower. 
Conversation adds a great deal to make the book appealing. 
The authors describe the blacksmith, the Indians and the 
colonial schools. 
The book is written beyond the level of most second 
grade children. 
21 . Turner, Mina, Town Meetin6 Means Me. Boston: :rough ton 
Mifflin Company, 1951. 
The book illustrates the basic democratic principles 
and concepts in terms understandable to children . 
22 . Wilkins, Mary E. Freeman, The Green Door. New York: 
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1940 . 
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Tne story centers around a girl named Letitia who lives 
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in an old house which was her great great grandmother's. 
Letitia tries to re - live the past as it would have 
been in her great great grandmother's day . Tnus, the author 
weaves into the story what the colonial children did, home 
furnishings, herb gardens for medicine, and attacks from 
Indians . 
Miss Wilkins points out to her readers the numerous 
chores girls had to do, because repeating the addition and 
subtraction combinations were of little value to girls in 
the past . 
Letitia sets herself to acquire the wisdom of her 
ancestors to card, spin and weave and to dye cloth . The 
seven year old girl imagines attending services at the cold 
meeting house which had hard benches to sit on . 
Thus, the author describes in an interesting way child-
hood in colonial days . 
Because of the sentence structure and difficult 
vocabulary, the book must be read to second and third grade 
children . 
16 
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01Jestionnoire~ 
1 . What did the children like best about the booklet? 
2. Did the pictures help them understand colonial life 
better? 
3 . What didn't they understand? 
4. What would they like to know more about? 
5. What didn't they like about the story? 
6 . At what grade level do you think the story is best 
suited? 
7, Other comments 
8 . Suggestions you might offer 
17 
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It was Saturday. Nancy and Bruce were sitting watching 
their favorite television program THE BIG TOP CIRCUS. They 
became so interested in the clowns that the program was over 
before they knew it. 
"Oh! It's all over . And it's raining . Now what will we 
do? 11 asked Bruce . 
Mother, hearing his question, answered, "There is an old 
old trunk up in the attic. Wouldn't it be fun to find out 
what's in it?" 
"Is it a pirate trunk?" asked Bruce. 
11 0h, no , " said Mother . 11 It belonged to your great 
grandfather, Alden Guild. He lived in Walpole a l most a hundred 
years ago. 11 
Before Mother could say any more, Nancy and Bruce ran up 
the stairs to the attic . They found the old black trunk in the 
corner. It was made of wood and iron. 
3 
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11 Hurry ! Let 1 s open it, 11 sai d Nancy . 
11 I can 1 t, 11 said Br u ce. 11 The cover is stuck. 11 
Turning to Mother, who had followed t hem up the stairs , 
Nancy cried, 11Help u s, Mothe r! I can 1 t wait t o see what 1 s 
inside! 11 
The three of them tugged and pulled at the dusty cover. 
Finally they opened it . 
11 0h ! Look, 11 said Nancy, "an old watch that winds with a 
key. And a telescope that pulls out. Here you try it, Bruce. 11 
11 I can 't see anything with this. It mu st be broken , 11 
said Bruce. 
11 No, Bruce, you're using it the wrong way. Let me show 
you, 11 said Mother. 
Just then Nancy spoke up. 11 See what I found --- stamps, 
old spoons, a camera, and some small pictures of buildings. 11 
11 That isn't a camera, 11 said Mother. 11 Put this small 
picture between the wires. Now to your eyes and 
look through 
~~~bl«J @-
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"Bruce! Come and see this," said Nancy . "See how large 
t he buildings look now. Let 's look at some more pictures . 11 
Mot her left the children as they began to look at the 
pictures through the stereoscope. 
37 
Having seen all the pictures , Bruce went back to the trunk. 
11 I wonder what's under all those clothes?" he asked. 
"I don't know," said Nancy. 
Bruce quickly took out the old clothes and put them beside 
the trunk. 
"Look at these books!" cried Nancy. 11 0ne 1 s about ALICE'S 
ADVENTURES I N WONDERLAND . And this funny-looking one has a 
l eather cover. There's one about HANS BRINKER or the SILVER 
SKATES . II 
"And look at this one ! " shouted Bruce . 11 It has a paper 
cover and some writing on it. Let's show it to Mother." 
Bruce and Nancy ran down the attic stairs shouting, 
"Mot her ! Mother! Look what we found." 
I ~ I 
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Bruce handed her the small book. Nancy and Bruce could 
hardly wait to see what the book was about. 
11What kind of a book is it, Mother?" asked Nancy. 11 Where 
did it come from? Who wrote it? What does it say?" 
Just then Father came home from work. 
11What's all the excitment about?" he asked. 
Nancy and Bruce told him all about the old black trunk and 
the strange looking book . 
"Daddy, let's look at it right now, 11 said Bruce. 
Father looked at the book as he walked toward the sofa in 
the living room. Nancy and Bruce followed closely behind 
/111\\~ 
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"Why, this is a real old book written by your great 
grandfather when he was only eight years old, 11 he said. 
"That's how old I am, 11 said Nancy. 
"I'll be ten tomorrow," said Bruce proudly. 
"What's the book about?" asked Nancy. 
"It's about young boys and girls your age who lived in 
Walpole many years ago, 11 said Father. "It's about colonial 
children." 
"Did any colonial children live in this house?" asked 
Bruce. "How did they live? I'd like to know. 11 
"Me, too!" said Nancy. 
"Supper's ready now, 11 called Mother. 
"We'll read the book after supper, 11 Father said as he set 
the book on the table. 
The children quickly ate their supper and helped dry the 
dishes. They wanted Father to read the book written by their 
great grandfather. 
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how the boys and girls lived many 
years ago?" Father asked the children as they settled themselves 
comfortably on the sofa. 
11 Yes, 11 said Nancy and Bruce together. 
"Did you know that the colonial children didn't have any 
faucets from which to get water?" he asked. ·"They didn't even 
A 
have telephones or refrigerators . 
"This book, written by your great grandfather in 1860, 
tells how boys and girls your own age lived here many, many 
years ago. The pictures will also help you to understand how 
the boys and girls lived from the time of the Pilgrims in 1620 
to about 1780. 11 
Before Father could begin the story, Bruce asked, 11 Did the 
houses in colonial days look like our houses?" 
8 
11 No, they were different from our homes,tt said Father. 
11 Most of the early settlers didn't have glass, nails or strong 
bricks . They chopped down trees from which they could make 
boards. Then they used the boards to build their homes . ti 
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ttWhat were the colonial schools like, Father? 11 asked Bruce. 
ttstop asking so many questions, Bruce, 11 said Nancy. "I 
want Father to read Great Grandfather's Book. 11 
11Now try to imagine yourself in colonial days, 11 said 
Father. 
Then he began reading Great Grandfather's Book. 
9 
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It was fall. The nights were cool. 
girl about seven , ran to the door and called her brother who 
was outdoors getting some wood for the fireplace. 
"John, hurry up wit h the wood! 11 She quickly shut the door 
to keep out the cold, then ran back into the parlor. 
Mother was sitting on a settle sewing a blue coat for J ohn. 
Father was reading the Bible. 
"Why can 't we have other books besides the Bible?" asked 
Prudence. 
"Well, 11 answered Father. "The Bible is about the only book 
most people can afford to buy. Isn't that true, Mr. Jones? 11 
11 
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The question interrupted the thinking of Mr. Paul Jones, 
the town 's schoolmaster. He was thinking about his experiences 
as a teacher who lived in the home of his pupils for two weeks. 
11 Sometimes the beds were comfortable and the food was 
good, 11 he thought. 11 0thertimes, because the families were poor, 
my bed was hard and the food terrible. But living in with the 
family is how I am paid for teaching children. I mustn't 
complain . 11 
Prudence jumped up and ran to the door. 
"What's keeping you John!" she yelled. 11 If you don't 
hurry we won't have time to hear the schoolmaster's story. 
Tomorrow he leaves to go to another house." 
John, who was ten years old, hurried into the house and put 
the wood by the fireplace. 
'JWe 're ready for the story, 
she John sat in front 
12 
"Tonight I will tell you a story about Pilgrim boys and 
girls . They lived long, long ago," sai d the schoolmaster. 
"Who were the Pilgrims?" asked Prudence. 
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"They were men, women, and children who landed in Plymouth 
in 1620," he answered. "They left England on the ship Mayflower 
because they were not allowed to worship or pray the way they 
wished . 
"When they came ashore in the shallop, t he only people 
there we re the I ndians . There were no houses. So the Pilgrims 
chopped and sawed logs into beams and boards from which they 
built their houses. 
"Beams are large pieces of wood that hold a house together. 
The beams were held together with wooden pegs because nails were 
very hard to get . Each nail had t o be made by hand . That took 
a long time and made them ve ry expensive. 
"Most of those early houses had no wooden floors . A few of 
the Pilgrim houses had floors made from logs cut in half. The 
roof was thatched with bundles of coarse grasses tied with 
grapevines . The dry grass often~on 
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"Inside the one-room house was a fireplace built of s_tone. 
The fireplace chimney was made of small logs covered with clay. 
The clay kept the logs from burning. Big iron kettles filled 
with food or water hung over the fire. Did you know, John, 
that a fire was kept burning all the time even in the summer?" 
"No, I didn't know that. Why did they have a fire in the 
summer? '' 
"Without a fire, they couldn't cook their food, 11 the 
schoolmaster answered. 
"But why didn ' t they cook on a stove?" said Prudence. 
11 There were no stoves in the 1600 ' s or early 1700's. The 
fireplace was used not only to cook the food but to heat the 
one - room house . Very often the fire went out. 11 
14 
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"What would happen then?" asked John. 
"The Pilgrims had no matches. Instead they hit a piece of 
flint and steel together. 11 
"Did it take a long time to get a fire started that way? 11 
John asked . 
11 Yes, it did, 11 said the schoolmaster. "The flint and 
steel often slipped and it took a long time to start a fire. 
"In the early houses the kitchen was the parlor, bedr:oom, 
and dining room all in one - room. When the Pilgrims had more. 
money, better and larger houses were built. But this didn't 
happen until the late 1600 1 s. 
"Pilgrim children slept on the floor with cloth coverings 
under them . Several years later, the children's beds were made 
of quilts with only ropes for springs . 11 
"Did they have candles made from bayberries like we do? 11 
asked John . 
"Yes, they did, 11 answered the schoolmaster. 
"Bayberries are small gray berries. When they are boiled 
the fat from the berries comes to the top. This can be skimmed 
15 
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"I know how candles are made," said Prudence. 11 I helped 
Mother make them once . 11 
The schoolmaster looked at her crossly, as if to say you 
mustn't interrupt. 
Just then the clock began to strike. John counted to 
himself. 1 2 -- 3 4 - - 5 - - 6 -- 7, 
"Seven o'clock, 11 he said. 
"I noticed you counted the chimes , 11 said his schoolmast er. 
11 Perhaps you can guess how the Pilgrim children told time? 11 
11 That 's an easy question, 11 answered John. 11 By a clock, of 
course. 11 
11No, you' re wrong, 11 said the schoolmaster. "The Pilgr im 
children didn 1 t have any clocks. 11 
11Well, if they didn ' t have clocks, how did they tell 
time? 11 asked Prudence. 
11By the sun, 11 replied Mr. Jones. "When the sun was 
overhead the people knew it was noontime . When the sun set in 
the west, they knew n i ght was coming . 11 
The noise of a pars~12._g~a!t interrupted 
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"Mr. Jones, what kind of coaches did the Pilgrims have?" 
asked John. 
"They had no coaches pulled by horses. They had to walk 
wherever they wanted to go. Because they couldn't walk long 
distances people lived close together . " 
"I wonder what the Pilgrim children wore," said Prudence . 
"You remember the Pilgrims came from England . When they 
came to America they brought all their clothes with them. So 
the Pilgrim children dressed like the English children, " said 
John. 
"That's right," said the schoolmaster. 
"Usually the boys wore long sleeve shirts with white 
collars and white cuffs . Their pants tied at their knees . 
Knee high stockings were worn. Most of the girls wore long 
sleeved dresses with large white collars and white cuffs . 
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"Here is a picture that shows you what their clothes 
looked like," he said as he unfolded the paper from his pocket. 
"You can see that they didn 't wear any fancy lace clothes . " 
17 
11 Did they really look like that? 11 asked Prudence . "They 
look so funny." 
"You mustn't say they look funny, Prudence, 11 said Mr. 
Jones. 11 Did you ever stop to think that your clothes may look 
funny to boys and girls who live in the 1900' s. 11 
11 Why couldn't they wear fancy clothes of lace and silk?" 
asked Prudence . 
11 Laws were passed telling people they couldn't spend much 
money for clothes . That's why people couldn't wear lace and 
silk ruffles. 
11 You know most of the cloth and clothes were made by hand. 
There were no stores where the Pilgrims could buy things. They 
couldn't even buy spoons or dishes. That's why most of the 
children ate from wooden dishes called trenchers. Later , in 
the late 1600 1 s, some people had dishes and bowls of pewter. 
Then the children could eat their porridge from them. 11 
"Like this one, 11 cried John, who ran to the kitchen to get 
a pewter bowl. 
"Yes," said Mr. Jones. 
18 
11 Silver in those olden days was scarce. Not many 
families had silver spoons and knives. Nobody had ever heard 
of using forks then. 
"Some of the people who had alot of money could afford a 
few cups and spoons of silver . But, there weren't many who 
had mu ch money . 
"Well! It ' s getting late and you have to go to bed . 
Perhaps on my next visit , I will tell you another story about 
the Pilgrims . " 
"Oh, Mr . Jones," cried Prudence . "Couldn't you tell it 
to us now? I like to hear stories . · I'm not sl--ee-- py. 11 
"Why are you yawning then? " asked Mr. Jones. 
"Oh, all right, I'll go t o bed," cried Prudence. 
"That ' s no way to talk to the schoolmaster," Mother said. 
"Now tell him you're sorry." 
While Prudence told the schoolmaster she was sorry, her 
father pulled out a little bed from under his bed. That's 
It was called a 
t~e 1 sheets to warm them. ~ 
Boston Uni vers1 ty \ • ~ 
School o:fl iduca t1on 
·, Library 
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The warming pan was a round metal pan with a cover on it. 
The l ong wooden handle kept people from getting burned after 
the hot coals were put into the pan. 
take long for Prudence 
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t ~n Prudence and John awoke in the morning , they found 
that the sun was shining. It was a beautiful cool day. 
The children were so anxious to get dressed that they 
almost forgot to wash . 
Splash! Splash! Out spilled the cold water from the 
basin . 
While the children washed up, their father pushed the 
trundle bed under the big bed. 
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11Now we have more space to walk around the room," he said. 
Prudence and John were fortunate . They had one trundle 
bed to sleep in . Usually three or four children had to sleep 
in one bed. People couldn't afford to give each child a bed 
of his own . 
After washing, the children hurried to the kitchen to 
help Mother get breakfast. 
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"Prudence! You can set the table," said Mother. 
"Are we going to use the greenish or the milky white 
dishes?" asked Prudence. 
"We'll use the milky white Bristol dishes this morning," 
Mother answered . 
"Prudence! Don't forget to put the knives, forks and 
spoons on the table!" 
"J ohn, you can help too, 11 said Mother. "Put the milk, 
Indian corn porridge , and eggs on the table. We will also 
need bread and butter. Then fill the wooden bucket with water 
from the well . " 
11 I'm glad the well is near the house, 11 John said. 11 Some 
people have a long walk to get water from a brook or spring." 
As John left to get the water, Prudence asked her mother, 
"Will milk be scarce this winter?" 
"I don't know, 11 said Mother. 
"I like milk," said Prudence , "but I don't like cider 
mixed with water." 
Breakfast was soon ready. 
Prudence and John stood at the table and ate as quickly 
and as they could. 
22 
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After breakfast was over Prudence helped wash and dry the 
dishes . John got ready for school. 
As he put on his winter coat and mittens, he called, 
11 Mother! I'm leaving for school now. 11 
sure to take his mother shouted. 
1 
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John started off on his two mile walk to school . As he 
walked along the dirt road, he thought about the town's new 
schoolhouse. It was made from wood and had oiled paper instead 
of glass for windows. Glass was hard to get and it cost too 
much to be used in the new one-room schoolhouse. 
As he came near the new school, he could see the church 
steeple in the distance. That reminded him of how he had 
walked up the steep hill to school when it was held in the 
church. 
In the colonial days many towns used the church as a 
school. Usually the minister was the town's schoolmaster then. 
Just as he got to the schoolhouse, the schoolmaster came 
out and rang the cowbell . 
As John entered the building, he thought, 11This is a 
wonderful school. I am proud to go to this new schoolhouse . 11 
24 
Inside the schoolhouse John saw big boys and litt le boys. 
They were all in the same room. 
John took his seat on the wooden bench behind the long 
wooden table. 
After everyone had taken his place, the teacher or 
schoolmaster as he was usually called stood and read from the 
Bible . Then he asked the ten and eleven year old boys if they 
had studied their lessons in the NEW ENGLAND PRIMER. 
John raised his hand and stood. 
11 Mr. Jones, " he said. "I know my lesson." 
"All right, John," said the schoolmaster . "Come up and 
recite your lesson. Then we will see how well you know it . " 
John recited without looking at the book. This i s what 
he said. 
"In Adams Fall 
We sinned all. 
A Dog will bite 
A Thief at Night. 
The idle Fool 
Is whipt at School." 
11 You said that very well! " replied the schoolmas ter. 
"Now you may be seated. William, you recite the next lesson ." 
William walked slowly to the front of the room . He s aid, 
"c is for Camel 
That Lives in the East." 
Then William couldn't say any more. He didn ' t know his 
lesson. 
25 
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"Is tha t a l l you know?" asked the schoolmaster, angrily . 
"Yes, Mr. J ones ," said William. 
"Very, well! 11 said the schoolmaster. "Come up and sit on 
this high stool and put on the dunce cap. 11 
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The other boys laughed. This made William feel very sad. 
Sometimes John had seen the schoolmaster whip some boys at 
the five - foot wooden whipping post, if they did anything 
wrong. 
As the other boys recited their Catechism, John took out 
his goose quill pen that the teacher had made . He dipped it 
into his home- made ink. John had made the ink by mixing some 
ink powder with water. 
John was lucky. Today he had a piece of paper . Usually 
he had to write on white birch bark or even wri te numbers in 
sand. 
As he practiced writing the alphabet and some sentences, 
he could hear some of the younger boys learning to say the 
alphabet from 
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The Hornbook was a small thin board which usually had a 
small wooden handle. There was a piece of paper on it. On the 
paper were the capital and small letters of the alphabet and 
the Lord's Prayer. A thin sheet of horn was put over the paper 
to keep it from getting dirty. The paper and the sheet of horn 
were held onto the board by a piece of metal. 
Now the morning was almost over and lunch time was near. 
John could hardly wait. He was getting hungry. 
Just then the schoolmaster told John to put some wood on 
the fire. 
John was sitting near the end of the bench and it was easy 
for him to get up. He quickly went to the woodpile and took 
some logs that his father had given him to put on the fire. 
All the children had to bring some wood for the iron stove. 
Remember there were plenty of trees that could be chopped down 
to get wood to burn. 
After lunch of bread with butter, milk and cooked 
cranberries, John started on his lessons again. He studied his 
lesson in his NEW ENGLAND PRIMER. Then he wrote some numbers. 
John couldn't help but think of the long walk home. The 
wind was blowing and the sky was getting dark. His back was 
getting tired, too. There were no backs to the long hard 
wooden benches. 
Soon it was four o'clock, time to go home. Before John 
started for home, he filled the dipper full of well water and 
took a drink. William also had his drink from the same dipper. 
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Then John put on his coat, scarf and mittens . 
the schoolhouse, he put on his woolen hat. 
John was tired, but he tried to walk quickly. 
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As he left 
His fingers 
were beginning to feel the cold, even through the mittens . 
-------
---
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He felt glad as he saw his house . As John opened the 
front door, he could smell the freshly baked bread and the 
cookies. 
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When he entered the parlor, John saw his sister working on 
her sampler . A sampler is a piece of linen with the capital 
letters of the alphabet and numbers to ten on it. The name of 
the girl who made it and the year are also embroidered on it. 
Prudence had worked on it while John was in school. 
Oh ! How she wanted to go to school and learn to read and 
write . But not many girls were al l owed to go to school. 
"Mothe r! Mother!" cried Prudence. "I've just finished 
the last cross- stitch. My sampler i s f i nished." 
Mother and John hurried to see the sampler . It was white 
and had many pretty colored \stitches on it . 
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Supper was ready. John and Prudence stood and ate it 
quickly. The long walk made John very hungry. Mother gave him 
some more milk and rolls . 
After supper John asked, "Prudence, would you like to 
help me make a list of rul es that we have to follow?" 
"Yes, that will be fun , 11 said Prudence . ''Let's see who can 
follow them for two weeks. Everytime we break a rule it will 
be a mark against us. 11 
John wrote down the rules. 
"Father, 11 cried John. "Here are the rules we made . Will 
you listen to them?" 
"All right, 11 said Father . 
Then John began reading . 
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1. Stand up when someone speaks to us. 
2 . Do exactly what Mother and Father tell us to do. 
Prudence interrupted. "You know William didn't do what his 
mother told him to do and he was beaten very hard by his father. 
"Don ' t interrupt, 11 said John. 
3. Don't complain about our food or ask for 
anything on the table. 
4 . Talk to older people only when they talk to us 
first. 
5 . Break our bread into smaller pieces. Don't 
bite into a whole slice. 
6 . Take off my cap when I enter the school and bow 
to the schoolmaster. 
7. Do exactly what the schoolmaster tells me to do. 
"I 'm ge t ting sleepy, 11 said Prudence. 
"So am I, 11 John said. 
But before they went to bed they planned out what they were 
going to do the next day . 
At seven o'clock they were in bed . 
Prudence was a proud little girl because Mother let her 
wear her new flannel nightgown. 
O • 
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John had no school . Then 
Prudence and John could play, if they didn't have to help their 
father and mother around the house. 
After Prudence helped her mother with the dus t i ng, she 
played some singing games with he r friends. They sang "Oats, 
Peas, Beans and Barley Grow, " "London Bridge is Falling Down," 
"Farmer in the De ll" and "Ring Around the Rosy". 
Whi le Prudence played, John had fun playing with a ball. 
When he got tired of that, he blew soap bubbles. 
Later in the morning, he played tag with William and his 
other school friends . 
In the afternoon, Prudence made some dolls out of corn 
husks and played hop-scotch. After that she used milkweed pods 
as fairy cradle s. 
John made a cob house and a fiddle. 
In the 1700 ' s, some children were lucky t o have a tin toy . 
But J ohn and Prudence didn ' t have any . 
By night time they were tired . Mother didn't have to tell 
them i t was t i me to go to bed. 
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Sunday came. John and Prudence got up early. After a 
big breakfast, they put the dishes in a wooden tub to be washed 
on Monday. Then they walked with their parents to church . 
The church was very cold and damp . 
John whispered to his father, 11 It's as cold here as it is 
outdoors. 11 
11 Not quite, 11 replied Father in a soft voice. 
Father was glad he had carried the small footstove with 
him. 
John sat with the other boys on the stairs inside the 
church or the meeting house as it was called. Prudence was 
sitting with her father and mother in a box pew. 
Soon the sermon began. John was tired and sleepy . Soon 
he started to nod his head. A man called the Tithing Man 
awakened John by poking him with a stick. 
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At noontime the minister told them they could eat . 
Prudence and John ate with their mother and father in the box 
pew at the meeting house. They had shortcake and cheese . 
When all the other families had eaten their dinner, the 
minister began his sermon again. 
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The church service was very long. It lasted three or four 
hours or even longe r . 
The clock struck four as John and Prudence entered their 
house Sunday afternoon . 
"Too bad it isn't Monday, 11 said John. "Then we could play 
some games or spin some tops." 
That evening J ohn 's father read a chapter from the Bible, 
and said a prayer. Then they all went to bed. 
John didn ' t go to sleep right away . He was thinking 
about having his portrait painted with Prudence tomorrow . 
Oh! How he hated to get dressed up and wear his very best 
Sunday clothes, just so a man could paint his picture. 
Finally he fell fast asleep·----~--
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The week passed quickly . John and Prudence were glad it 
was Saturday again. 
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Would there be time for play? John and Prudence hoped so. 
Oh! How disappointed they were when Mother told them there 
was no time for play. Today they had to help around the house. 
Prudence helped her mother cook and sew. Then she spun 
flax on the small spinning wheel, while her mother spun wool 
into yarn on the large spinning wheel. 
Flax is a plant that grows about 2! feet high. Towards 
the end of summer the plant is cut. After the stem has been 
dried, it is soaked in water to make it soft. Then it is dried 
again and cleaned . Finally it is pounded into long fibers . 
These are spun into thread. 
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Next Prudence helped her mother weave some of the wool 
into cloth for her new coat . Her eyes followed the shuttle as 
she put it between the threads on the loom. 
In the morning, John helped his father make wooden 
furniture and wooden tools. He also helped to care for the 
cows, chickens and horses. 
In the afternoon, Mother called, "John~ Will you card 
some wool?" 
"Yes, 11 he said, as he hurriedly took the cardefrs from the 
wooden chest. 
Carders are two small pieces of wood with many small sharp 
nails through them. When the wool is put between the nails and 
pulled apart, the wool becomes fluffy. 
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Later, John emptied some wood ashes into leach barrels, so 
they could make soap. Then he took some hot water from the 
kettle over the fire. With some liquid soap, he began cleaning 
the bricks and windows . 
"Don't waste any soap! 11 said Mother. 11 You know it takes a 
very long time to make it. 11 
While John cleaned the bricks and windows, Prudence cut 
wicks and dipped them in melted bayberry fat. 
Their father was busy also . He salted some pork and deer 
meat. After that, he laid some apples, pears and fish out to 
dry in the sun. 
At half past three, Mother called, "Prudence! Come, sit 
and turn the iron crank on the roaster. The goose must cook 
evenly." 
11Yes, Mother! 11 s aid Prudence, as she hurried to the fire-
place in the kitchen. 11 Is the goose for Sunday dinner? 11 
11 Yes, it is," said Mother. 
As Prudence turned the crank, she looked up and sawL~ . . ~
drying near the fireplace. -
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Herbs are small dried plants. They are put in soups and 
roasts to make them taste better. 
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Mother fixed the brown bread and cheese on the plate and 
set it on the table. Then she took out the baked be ans that 
had been baking in the brick oven for eight hours. Dried plums 
and peaches were also placed on the wooden table. 
Prudence's arm was getting tired and it was getting sore. 
Now, she turned the goose ever so slowly. 
Mother called, "John! Turn the crank on the roaster . 
Prudence is tired. 11 
11 All right, Mother, 11 he said . 
While John turned the crank, Prudence took the dishes from 
the cupboard. In the cupboard, she saw many preserved jars of 
fruit . There were wild strawberries in some jars. There were 
also jars of raspberries, blueberri es, wild plums and pears. 
Up on the top shelf were some jellies and marmalades she had 
helped Mother make. 
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"May we have any sweetmeats or sugarplums, now?" asked 
Prudence . 
11 No ! 11 said Mother. "Not before supper. 11 
11 Can 1 t we even have any candid fruit or sugar-covered 
nuts?" asked John. "I'm hungry. 11 
"No! 11 said Mother again. 11 Supper is almost ready. After 
you have eaten your beans, you can have some rock candy. Rock 
candy is a hard white candy on a string. It came all the way 
from China . 11 
11Really! 11 said John excitedly . 
John and Prudence were anxious to try the rock candy. Up 
to now their favorite candy had been sugared almonds . 
John and Prudence didn ' t have sweet fruits very often, 
Only on Thanksgiving or Christmas they had raisins, oranges 
and figs for sweets. 
As the ships traded with people in other countries, John 
and Prudence had chocolate and ginger. Ginger candy is 
yellowish in color and covered with sugar. 
After supper Mother called, "Prudence! Fill the betty 
lamp with grease. John, you fill the pewter and glass lamps 
with whale oil, 11 
-- ------ -~ .,. -· ~- ----·- -- ,. 
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caine. There was snow on the ground. John 
went to school even when it snowed. Sometimes he got a ride in 
a sleigh drawn by two horses , but most of the time he had to 
walk. He didn't mind walking except on real cold days. 
On his way to school, he liked to stop and glance in the 
doorway of the General Store. There he saw rock candy, dates, 
licorice sticks, figs and other good things to eat. Many times 
he wished he could have some nice skates and new tin toys. 
The General Store was the town's only store. In it people 
bought the things they needed. 
Often John's mother asked him to stop at the store on his 
way home from school to get things like flour, salt, pepper, 
crackers and sugar. Sugar caine in a large cone shaped loaf. 
When the fainily wanted sugar, they had to use a cutter or a 
spoon to scrape some off. 
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The winter months were long and col d . There we re many 
snowstorms. Mother and Prudence sewed many things during the 
long , dark, cold winter days. J ohn helped his father make 
chairs and tabl es . 
They used many jars of preserved fruit and dried and 
salted meat . 
The cows didn ' t give much mil k . 
Everybody looked forward to spri ng and summer, when they 
could plant vegetables and eat fresh fruit and berries . 
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Finally spring did come. Oh! How glad John and Prudence 
were. It was a wonderful time of the year. 
The birds sang in the trees. J ohn and Prudence loved to 
climb the apple tree to look at a robin's nest, which had four 
greenish - blue eggs in it. 
The apple, pear and cherry trees were in bloom. Oh, how 
sweetly they smelled to John and Prudence every time they 
walked pass them. 
When the buds on the trees began to open, John helped his 
father cultivate the soil. After the soil was ready, John and 
Prudence put two herring to a hill of corn to make it grow. 
Then they dropped in three seeds to a hill. 
"Now," said Father to John and Prudence as he covered the 
seeds over with soil, "When the ears on the corn begin to 
form, you will have to scare the blackbirds and crows away. 11 
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Other vegetables like pumpkins, squash, carrots and beans 
were planted . 
Prudence liked spring because she could dye her doll's 
clothes with the juice of the bloodroot. 
A bloodroot is a plant that blossoms in the early spring. 
It has white flowers. After the bloodroot's petals have fallen 
to the ground, its large leaves unfold. When the stem is cut, 
a red sap runs out. 
Other plants were also used to dye cloth. 
John had fun painting pictures with the sap from the 
petals of red peonies. 
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[-Be.iog Ihookful 
John and Prudence always had to help their mother and 
father whenever they could . There was much work to be done, 
both in spring, summer, fall and winter. Yet, John and 
Prudence had fun playing outside in the fresh air, although 
they didn't have many toys . 
They didn ' t even have many different kinds of food to eat. 
Yet, they never complained . 
They were happy and thankful for the things they had 
their home, friends, food and clothes . 
44 
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Daddy, 11 said Nancy as her father closed the old 
book. "That was a wonderful story Great Grandfather wrote . " 
Everyone was silent for a minute. 
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Then Bruce said, 11 I was thinking . You know Daddy, 
Prudence and John had alot to be thankful for. But, we have 
alot more to be thankful for - like good libraries, telephones, 
and automobiles. 11 
"That's right, 11 said his father . 
Nancy and Bruce were tired. 1'1ey were happy that they 
could sleep on their foam rubber mattresses instead of on rope 
springs covered with quilts. 
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Ao Fxciling Afternoon 
It was Nancy, Bruce and Father sat at 
the dining room table . Mother was in the kitchen putting ice 
cream on the apple pie. 
"You know, Father! 11 Bruce said. "I learned many 
interesting things about the Pilgrims yesterday. I still 
can't imagine that the Pilgrim settlers didn't have the things 
we have today. 11 
"There weren't any cement mixers or lumber yards in those 
days, 11 replied Nancy. 
"That's right," her father said. "They didn't even have 
matches, electric lights or airplanes. 11 
"Did they use bicycles? 11 asked Nancy. 
"No, 11 said her father. 11 You remember that Great 
Grandfather 's Book told us the Pilgrims had to walk wherever 
the wanted to o." 
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Just then Mother brought in the dessert. 
As Nancy picked up her fork, she thought, 11 What would I 
do if I didn't have a fork? 11 
After wondering awhile , she asked, 11 Father! How did the 
Pilgrim children eat without a fork? 11 
11 I see you remembered that the Pilgrims had no forks, 11 
Father answered. 11 The children ate with a spoon. But many 
times they picked up the food with their fingers . 11 
11 I'm glad I don 1 t have to do that, 11 replied Nancy as she 
took her first piece of pie . 
11 I know a great deal about Pilgrims, 11 said Nancy. 11 Now, 
it would be fun to learn more about boys and girls who lived 
in the 1700 1 s. 11 
11 You know, 11 said Bruce. 11 We can go to the library 
tomorrow after school. I know, Miss Brown, the librarian, 
will help us. She might even want to look at Great 
Grandfather's Book. 11 
11 Father, do you really think so?" asked Nancy. 
11 You may take it with you to school and to the library, 11 
said Father. 11 But you must be sure to take very good care of 
it . 11 
11 I'll take good care of it, 11 said Nancy happily . 
11 Now you better eat your ice cream or it will be melted!" 
said Mother . 
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It was Monday afternoon. Ho!Jw.lowly the afternoon passed 
--- \\I Vil ,,~bl' \\\ 
for Nancy and Bruce. Finally, the school bell rang. It was 
2:30. 
Nancy hurriedly put on her coat and waited for Bruce by 
the school flagpole. She didn ' t wait long. Bruce was the 
first one out of his room. 
Bruce and Nancy hurried off to the library. 
"Good afternoon, Miss Brown, 11 said Nancy and Bruce 
together, as they entered. 
"What can I do for you this afternoon?" Miss Brown asked. 
"Would you like to see Great Grandfather's Book? 11 a s ked 
Bruce. 
Miss Brown looked puzzled as Bruce handed her the old book. 
She carefully, but quickly, looked through the old paper 
covered book. 
"This is a wonderful book, 11 she said. 
11 Father read it to us Saturday , 11 Bruce said. 11Now we want 
to find out more about colonial boys and girls." 
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"Follow me, Nancy and Bruce, 11 the librarian said. 
The librarian stopped at the books that had the number 923 
on them . 
"Here ' s a book about toys and games of children in the 
1700 1 s , 11 said Miss Brown. 
"Is that book about colonial children, too?" asked Nancy 
as Miss Brown picked up another book . 
"Yes, this one is about clothes and food of colonial 
children. 11 
"Does it have any colored pictures?" asked Nancy. "I like 
books that have colored pictures in them . 11 
11Yes, it does , 11 said the librarian. 
Bruce , you might like these books, 11 Miss Brown said. 
"They show some of the things that you have now, which the 
colonial boys and girls had never heard of . 11 
11 0h ! I know I ' ll like those books, 11 he said. 
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11 we have other books about children in the 1700 1 s, 11 said 
the librarian, 11but they are out now. However, you can 
reserve them. 11 
"We'll reserve those books," they said loudly. 
11 You mustn't talk loud here. 11 
11 0h, I forgot, 11 said Bruce. 11 Ever since Father read 
Great Grandfather's Book, I've been so excited. 11 
Nancy and Bruce could hardly wait for the librarian to 
stamp out the books. 
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"They will be due in two weeks," she said in a soft voice. 
Nancy and Bruce hurried home carrying the books in their 
arms. 
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That evening, Nancy and Bruce sat with their father on the 
sofa . On the table, side of the sofa, were the library books. 
Nancy, Bruce and their father were each looking through a 
book. 
"My book says that the colonial chi ldren played singing 
games," said Nancy. "They sang "Puss in the Corner1' and 11 Hunt 
the Hare"." 
Then Father asked, 11Do you know how to play some of those 
games , Nancy?" 
"Yes, Father," she answered. 11 Just yesterday we sang 
"Oats, Peas, Beans and Barley Grow 11 in school. Daddy, it's 
fun to think that boys and girls who lived here long ago 
played these games . 
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"This book also says the boys and girls sang verses like 
Lady-bug, lady- bug fly away home, 
Your house is on fire, Your children will burn." 
"You know, Father," said Bruce, "I'm going to be more 
careful of my metal toys. I'll never again leave them out in 
the rain . 11 
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"I'm glad to have toys to play with, 11 cried Nancy, "even if 
·some are plastic and break easily." 
Nancy reached over to the table and took another book. She 
hadn't looked through it long before she shouted, "Oh, Look! 
Bruce! Here are some pictures of what children did for fun . 11 
Bruce and Father also looked at the book. 
"Father, read what it says, 11 cried Nancy. 
Father read, "Some boys and girls were fortunate to have 
books like GOODY TWO SHOES and DR. JAMES FEVER POWDER to read . 
But most colonial children played hop-scotch and flew kites for 
fun. Many children in olden days played with wooden marbles and 
hoops. 11 
"Those hoops look something like our hula, hula hoops," 
said Bruce . 
"In the fall, 11 said their father, "the children had just as 
much fun as you do making jack- o- lanterns from the pumpkins they 
grew or pipes from horse chestnuts . " 
"Here 1 s a pipe I made, 11 said Bruce. "It looks just like 
there's." 
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11 The girls made necklaces out of pine cones, 11 said Fat her. 
"How could they do that?" asked Nancy. "Will you show me 
how, Father?" 
Nancy and Bruce went outside and got some brown pine cones . 
As Father put the needle with the white string through the 
cones, he said, 11 Many times colonial boys and girls had t o find 
things that grew and make play things ou t of them. There were 
no balloons, crayons or pencils. Sometime s the morning glory 
could be blown up and popped. 11 
"Were there automobiles at the time of John and Prudence?" 
asked Bruce . 
11 Not in the 1770 ' s, 11 said Father. 11 Nobody had ever heard 
of automobiles. They hadn't even heard of airplanes or r ockets .11 
11 0ne day last summer, I walked through the field, ti said 
Bruce. "I stooped and picked a wide blade of grass . Then I 
held it close to my mouth and blew on it. i t 
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11 What happened, Bruce? 11 asked Nancy excitely. 
11 You 1ll have to do it and find out yourself , 11 said Bruce. 
"Did you know," said Father, 11 that the colonial boys and 
girls also did that?" 
11Really ! 11 answered Bruce. 
"I wouldn't like to have lived then, 11 said Nancy. 
11 Why? 11 asked Bruce. 
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"This book says that there were no radios, television sets, 
super markets or magazines, 11 said Nancy. "They only had a few 
newspapers. The newspapers didn't even have any comics . 
11 0h! Look at this picture of a newspaper. 
what it says. 11 
11 Let me see! 11 said Bruce. 
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I can't read 
After looki ng through the books, Bruce said to Nancy, 
"Let's think up a list of other things colonial boys and girls 
didn't have. 11 
At last their list was r e ady . 
''Father! Will you listen while I read our list to you? 11 
asked Bruce. 
11Yes, 11 replied Father as he put down his paper. 
11 Colonial boys and girls didn't have these things, 11 
replied Bruce . 
1. Fresh fruits and vegetables in winter. 
2. Hot water in pipes . 
3. Frozen foods. 
4. Canned foods. 
5 . Books with colored pictures . 
6 . Libraries. 
7. Millanen who sold milk , eggs and butter. 
As Bruce read the word butter, Nancy cried, 11 I think 
I'll write a poem. 11 
She hurried to her father ' s large desk drawer and got 
some white paper and a pencil. 
"I 'm going to write one too, 11 shouted Bruce as he went 
over to his desk. 
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This was harder than they thought. Words were crossed out 
and new ones were written. These too were crossed out. 
Finally the poems were ready. 
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Winter 
by Bruce 
In olden days when winter crune, 
The children sat by the fireplace tall. 
Listening to stories of Pilgrim frune, 
As told to them by Schoolmaster Paul . 
Busy Days 
by Nancy 
Said John to Prudence one day, 
11 I wished that we could play. 11 
But such was not the case, 
For they had to clean the fireplace. 
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A low growing ~ bush with green ' 
leaves and small 
bluish- white berries. re 
The berries are 
used in making candles. 
Bellows are used 
in making a fire 
burn better. 
When pushed in and 
out, air is blown out 
at one end. 
A metal lamp into 
which grease is 
poured and lit to 
give light. 
The name given to 
large or small birds 
that are black in 
color . 
A plant used for 
making dye. 
A sugar syrup was 
added to fruit to 
keep it from spoiling. 
@) 
cherriQs 
pQ..ars 
Used in combing 
wool to make it 
fluffy bef ore spinning. 
A book which has 
questions followed by 
the answers . 
Cream is poured into 
a wooden tub. Then the 
long handle is moved up 
and down. 
Used by people to 
go from one town to 
another . 
A baby's bed in 
the colonial days. 
~ ~ 
These are pictures l::tt:J 
of cross-stitches. XX 0 '1 ~6 
A large black 
bird. It sometimes 
destroys crops . 
Used in scraping ~ 
and cutting sugar off 
a sugar-cone. 
dunc-e.. cop 
A long pointed cap 
worn by a person who 
didn't know his lessons. 
Threadlike parts 
a plant like flax. 
threadlike parts of 
of l Also 
wool. 
A type of soft cl oth 
made of wool or cotton. 
A plant which has 
a blue flower. It's 
• 
fibers are used in making cloth. 
A very hard stone. 
A fire can be started 
when a piece of steel 
is hit against the stone. 
~......,........____ WIJ 
~ root of a plant that 
grows in warm places. Sugar 
is put over the ginger. Then 
it is eaten as cand • 
\'lt4ive.s fYv1 t---~~G ..... r._.e..._e_n_ p_l _a_n_t_s_ t_h_a_t ca~ bV~· 
eaten. Usually they a;~ / 
dried and put into soups, , 
roasts, etc . 
A piece of paper on 
a board. A sheet of 
horn is put over it. 
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pewie..r 
A large black heavy 
kettle hung in the 
fireplace. 
A wooden machine 
used to weave cloth. 
A climbing plant ~­
wit h large blue horn 
shaped flowers. 
A book used by 
colonial children. 
A small plant with 
green curly leaves. 
A herb. 
A small piece of wood 
used to fasten things 
together. 
Plants that grow 2t 
feet tall. They have 
large red flowers . 
Silver in color . Made 
from various metals like 
copper, tin, etc. Used in 
makin bowls and pictures. 
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porr i ge..-
Made by boiling -. 
grain like oats, ~"'' 
wheat or rye in water. 
A small pewter 
bowl into which 
porridge is put. 
A painted 
picture of a 
person . 
A pen made from 
a feather, usually 
a goose feather. 
Made by sewing 
pieces of cloth 
together. 
Wool or cotton 
was put between the 
pieces of cloth. 
roast~r 
/ 
A box-shaped metal ~ 
oven which stood on 
four legs. I ts open 
s ide faced the fire. 
Pieces of hard clear ~ 
sugar crystals on a string., 
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Cloth that has 
been gathered on 
one side so little c.lo+h .\J,J 
f olds appear in it JnrTI nas bun 
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A long wooden seat jU] 
with a high back on WJ 
it . 
A wooden boat 
which looks like 
a row boat . ~~~~~~~ 
A wooden machine 
that was used to spin 
flax into thread. 
. 'T ~ :J 
A machine made 
of wood. 
I t was used i n 
spinni ng wool into-..rn~~~---.J 
yarn. 
A 
made 
~ 
small sweetmeat s~~~t~~~~s 
of sugar. tcl!l\ 
A name given to 
candy or candied 
fruits . 
A wooden bowl 
used for serving 
food. 
A child's small 
low bed . 
LJ o bonbon 
~ 
bonbons and 
~he.rrie.s 
It could be pushed 
under a larger bed. 
WIG 
Used to warm 
A large wooden 
machine for making 
cloth, rugs , and 
other things. 
Also known as a 
loom. 
A wooden bucket 
that could be raised 
or lowered by moving 
a wooden pole. 
Used in bringing 
water up from a well. 
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Oil from the whal~ 
Used in lamps as 
fuel. 
A post to which 
children were fastened 
when they did something 
™ a lomp wick 
., '"'dl a c.a ndle. w ic.k. 
Thick strips of cloth woven 
together. The oil or wax is 
drawn to the top and burned. 
How Butter Was Made 
1 . The cream was taken from the top of the milk . 
2. It was put into a wooden butter churn. 
3 . The wooden handle of the paddle was moved up and down 
a great many times. 
4 . When the cream had formed little ball s of butter , the 
bu t termilk was poured out of the churn into jugs. 
5 , Then the balls of butter were gathered and squeezed 
and pressed together, so that all the but t ermilk was out 
of it . 
How Cloth Was Made 
Flax 
1 . Flax was gathered and dried in the sun. 
2. Then it was soaked. 
3 . Next, it was pounded into fibers. 
4. The fibers were s pun into thread on a smal l spinning 
wheel. 
5 . Some t imes the t hread was dyed with the sap from plants . 
6 . Threads were woven together into cloth . 
Wool 
1 . The wool was cut from the sheep . 
2. Ne xt, it was cleaned and washed . 
3 . Then it was combed with the carders. 
4. Now, i t was ready to be spun into yarn . 
5. The yarn was dyed and woven i nto cloth . 
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How Candles Were Made 
1 . Fat from bayberries or animals was placed into the 
iron kettle which hung over the fire. 
2. Many wicks were placed on a stick. 
3 . The wicks were dipped into the fat. 
4 . They were placed between two chairs and allowed to 
cool. 
5. Next, they were dipped again. 
This was done over and over again until they had 
enough fat on the wick to make a good size candle. 
6 . Sometimes the fat was placed into tin candle moulds 
and allowed to cool. 
Then it was dipped into hot water to get the candles 
out of the moulds. 
How Soap Was Made 
1 . Animal fat was melted in the iron kettle outdoors. 
2. Lye, made from wood ashes and water, was added to 
the fat. 
3 . Then it was boiled and put into a barrel. 
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VOCABULARY 
3, Nancy * settle 
Bruce Bible 
television afford 
program Jones 
attic 
pirate 12. interrupted 
Alden experiences 
Guild pupils 
Walpole family 
ago terrible 
iron yelled 
hurried 
4. tugged 
dusty 13. Plymouth 
winds England 
telescope Mayflower 
using worship 
stamps pray 
spoons * shallop 
camera log 
beam 
5 . stereoscope * peg 
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND expensive 
HANS BRINKER *thatched 
bundles 
6 . wrote coarse 
excitment grapevines 
sofa 
14. chimney 
7, real clay 
written *kettles 
that's heat 
colonial 
15 . * flint 
8 . themselves steel 
comfortably *quilt 
fauce ts candle 
refrigerators * bayberries 
own skimmed 
Pilgrims 
16. chimes 
9 , settlers noontime 
bricks west 
10. 17. English 
collars 
11. schoolmaster cuffs 
Prudence pants 
parlor worn 
* Explained in the Glossary 66 
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VOCABULARY 
unfolded 26. angrily 
fancy * dunce 
lace * Catechism 
goose 
18. silk * quill 
laws ink 
* trenchers mixing 
* 
pewter powder 
porridge birch 
* Hornbook 
19 . scarce 
knives 27. thin 
yawning Lord's Prayer 
you ' re cranberries 
* trundle 
28. scarf 
20 . metal 
29.* sampler 
21. awoke linen 
splash embroidered 
basin I've 
space stitch 
fortunate 
30. break 
22 . milky 
Bristol 31 . slice 
bucket * flannel 
brook gown 
cider 
mixed 32. dusting 
beans 
23. barley 
London 
24. church dell 
steeple bubbles 
reminded tag 
minister husks 
hop-scotch 
25 . bench weed 
studied pods 
* primer * cradles 
recite cob 
Adams fiddle 
sinned tin 
idle 
William 33 . tub 
camel damp 
East pew 
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VOCABULARY 
sermon almonds 
Tithing raisins 
figs 
34 . cheese chocolate 
service grease 
spin whale 
evening 
40. chapter sleigh 
* portrait glance 
general 
35 . disappointed licorice 
spun dates 
* flax flour 
* spinning pepper 
yarn scrape 
soaked 
* fibers 41. 
thread 
42 . robins 
36.* weave cultivate 
* shuttle herring 
* loom * crows 
tools 
chest 43 . squash 
sharp dye 
fluffy juice 
* bloodroot 
37 . ashes petals 
leach sap 
barrels * peonies 
liquid 
pork 44 . although 
pears 
crank 45. 
* parsley 
* herbs 46. libraries 
automobiles 
38 . soups foam 
plate rubber 
plums mattresses 
sore 
preserved 47. yesterday 
strawberries cement 
marmalades mixers 
electric 
39 . * candied 
nuts 48. dessert 
China deal 
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librarian 
49 . 
50 . 
51. reserve 
due 
52. puss 
hare 
53 , verses 
bug 
plastic 
James 
fever 
marbles 
hoops 
hula 
VOCABULARY 
r Boston Un~re1ty 
School of t'ci?ioation 
Library 
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jack- o- lanterns 
chestnuts 
54 . necklaces 
crayons 
glory 
r ockets 
stoop 
blade 
blew 
55, super 
magazines 
comics 
56 . frozen 
poem 
57 , frame 
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VOCABULARY 
DO YOU KNOW THESE WORDS? 
FUN WITH NANCY AND BRUCE 
3 . favorite 6. 
great 
hundred 7. supper 
corner 
8 . settled 
4 . stuck 9 , nail 
5, leather imagine 
silver 
COLONIAL DAYS 
10. sleeve 
sh irt 
11 . wood 
18. s pend 
12 . comfortable store 
complain bowl 
13. ashore 19. family 
ship fork 
bundle few 
sorry 
14. hung warming 
stove sheet 
15. fat 20 . 
boil 
explain 21. 
16 . cross 22. 
clock 
strike 23. lunch 
easy 
course 24. steep 
sun rang 
replied entered 
17. distance 25. lesson 
usually 
wore 26. stool 
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VOCABULARY 
DO YOU KNOW THESE WORDS? 
COLONIAL DAYS 
whipping roaster 
practiced 
38. peach 
27. pile fruit 
wild 
28. raspberries 
shelf 
29. jellies 
30 . list 39. rock 
rules anxious 
mark lamp 
oil 
31. exactly 
proud 40. winter 
except 
32. 
41 . 
33. early 
nod 42. wonderful 
awakened cherry 
sweet 
34. soil 
corn 
35. busy 
wool 43. vegetable 
carrots 
36. furniture root 
37. wick 44. yet 
melted different 
salt clothes 
dry 
MORE EXCITING TIMES WITH NANCY AND BRUCE 
45. 48. 
46. 49. finally 
47. 
pole 
interesting 
bicycle 50. 
71 
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VOCABULARY 
DO YOU KNOW THESE WORDS? 
MORE EXCITING TIMES WITH NANCY AND BRUCE 
51 . voice 55. radio 
52 . sang 56. desk 
53 . break 57 . 
54. needle 
72 
10 
Draw a circle around the correct answer to each question . 
1. The Pilgrims had windows made from 
cloth leather paper glass 
2. The Pilgrims built houses from . 
bricks logs cement boards 
3. The Pi l grim houses had roofs made of . • 
paper wood clay grass 
4 . Prudence and John lived in t he . 
• 
1800's 1500 ' s 1900's 1700 ' s 
5 . Each little girl had to make a . 
dress collar sampler doll 
6 . Some colonial children went to school in the OP 
town hall village church general store 
7 . In the colonial schools children had few 
• 
toys friends books quill pens 
8. Most of the cooking was done on 
Sunday Saturday Monday Wednesday 
Put X before everything that is true. 
Put 0 before everything that is not true . 
The schoolmaster lived with different people during 
the school year. 
Stoves were used by the Pilgrims. 
Most colonial people bought candles. 
A warming pan was used to cook food. 
Some children studied from a Hornbook. 
A tithing man was a teacher of boys and girls. 
Draw a line to the correct answer. 
What did people spin wool on? small spinning wheel 
What did people spin flax on? large spinning wheel 
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Io±coduc±100 
Walpole, Its Paet and Present contains stories, charts and 
illustrations about the history of Walpole. Included in these 
stories are the most important and significant events that help 
make Walpole the town it is today. 
Purpose, 
The purpose in writing this history of Walpole is to give 
children a knowledge and an understanding of their community. 
From this study children will have a greater awareness of com-
munity problems. 
1 
SUGGESTIONS ON PRESENTING AND USING THIS MATERIAL 
EXPLAIN 
1. creosote 6. trust fund 
2. chlorine 7. selectmen 
3. pound keeper 
4. college and university 
5 . moderator 
8. St . (Saint) 
9 . J r. (Junior) 
10. inc. (incorporated) 
The word incorporated (inc . ) begins with a small i in 
Bird & Son, inc. because it was felt that a capital i would 
distract from the name. 
The area now Walpole was known as South Dedham until 
1724. Thus, South Dedham refers to the present Walpole area. 
VOCABULARY 
The vocabulary contains all words not presented in the 
Houghton Mifflin reading books grades one through five. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Time charts can be drawn showing when important 
events occurred. 
2. Visit historical places. 
3. Compose poems, songs or plays about Walpole's past 
or present. 
4 . Draw a map of Walpole's past. Taverns, factories and 
houses can be included. 
2 
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0£ Ma±eriols 
INCLUDES MATERIALS FROM 
Bird & Son~ inc. 
1. Tack boxes 
2. Shoe cartons 
3. Corrugated cartons 
4. Roofing shingles 
5. Asbestos siding 
6. Flowerpots 
7. Cutworm containers 
8. Floor treads 
9. The complete coating process for linoleum and other 
floor coverings. 
10. Pamphlets and booklets on products produced 
Farrington Texol Corporation 
1. Printed embossed artificial leather 
The Kendall Company 
1. Milk filters 
2. Diapers 
3. Booklets containing 
a. Twenty samples of cheesecloth ranging from 
coarsely to finely woven materials. 
b. Twenty-five samples of scrims of various 
thickness and weaves. 
c. Many samples of drip-dry cotton cloth 
d. Poplins 
e. Non-woven materials 
Walpole Woodworkers 
1. Milking stool 
3 
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kJt 0£ Materials 
SLIDES 
Buildings 
1. Town Hall 
2. Police and Fire Station 
3. Central Library 
4. Bird & Son, inc. paper mill 
5. Bird & Son, inc. office building 
6. Farrington Texol Corporation 
7. Hollingsworth & Vose 
8. The Kendall Company 
9 . Walpole Woodworkers 
Schools 
1. Bird 
2. Boyden 
3. Fisher 
4. Plimpton 
5. Stone 
6. Junior High 
7 . Senior High 
Churches 
1. Blessed Sacrament 
2. Epiphany Episcopal 
3. Methodist 
4. St. Mary's 
5. Union Congregational 
6. United 
Other Places of Interest 
1. Cedar Swamp 
2. Neponset River 
3. Lewis Castle 
4. Colonial House (Fuller's Tavern) 
4 
SLIDES 
kit Of Materials 
5. Statue in the triangle formed by East, Plimpton 
and Everett Streets. 
6. Fisher Street, North Walpole near Willett Pond 
7. Bandstand 
8. Common 
9. Damon Forge 
10. Francie William Park 
5 
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Ou~stion nnireL 
1 • What did the children like best about the booklet? 
2 . Did the illustrations help them understand the history 
of Wal pole better? 
3. What didn't they understand? 
4. What would they like to know more about? 
5. What didn't they like about the history of Walpole? 
6. At what grade level do you think the history is best 
suited? 
7. Other comments 
8. Suggestions you might offer 
117 
Ot Jes± ion noi c e.,, 
Walpole 
Its Past ancJ Present 
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INTRODUCTION 
You have studied about America and how it came to be the 
great country it is today. You learned about its early set-
tlers, its expansions, its wars, its inventions and many other 
things that helped to make America as we know it. 
Our town shared in these developments and contributed, 
along with many other towns, to America's growth. You will 
read about our town's early settlers, its industries and its 
famous people. You will see some of the significant events 
that make Walpole the fine industrial community it is today. 
As you read the history of Walpole, you must keep in mind 
that until 1724 Walpole was part of Dedham and was known as 
South Dedham. Thus, the land referred to as South Dedham was 
the area which today is called the Town of Walpole. 

Indians and Their Trails 
Wnen the Puritans came to America in the 1630's and set-
tled where Boston is now, Indians roamed through the woods in 
Massachusetts. One of the famou~ Indians of Massachusetts in 
the 1630's was Chicatabut. He claimed that he was the chief 
Indian ruler of many of the tribes around S·~·uth Dedham. In 
1636 a large tract of land wa5 purchased from him. This land 
included what is now Dedham, Westwood, Walpole, Medfield and 
other towns ahown on 
land 
---land purchased in 1636 from 
Chicatabut 
Soon Puritans settled in the Dedh run terrjtory cloae to the 
Dorchester settlements. People were afraid to settle any 
great- dlstant:e from one another. 'l'hey feared the many danger~ 
that exjst ~1 q~ that time. 
AlttLJ[tl'. ;ne large tract of land had been purcha~ed from 
Chicatabut , ~everaJ Indian chiefs claimed the area . Massassoit 
cl aimed it in the 1640 ' e. Later it was claimed by the famous 
King Pr,llllp, ar. 11 w'/ompatuk , ~un o f Chicatabut. 1'hus , the early 
settlers cons:ar1tly faced the danger of being driven off the 
land a:-:j havJ ng their homea burrr1ed. 
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Set~lements, payments of money and land titles were agreed 
upon with Wompatuk and King Phillip . However, these treaties 
failed to end the Indians' claim to the land. 
As late as 1685 another agreement was made . This time it 
was with Josias, the grandson of Chicatabut. He agreed that 
the white people could have claim to the land as long as two 
hundred acres ;~: left between Dorchester and the Neponset 
River for two I ndian reservations . In this two hundred acres 
was the area now called East Walpole. 
In October, 1685 Josias sold what is now East Walpole to 
Dedham, but he retained his claim to the right to hunt within 
South Dedham. You recall South Dedham refers to the present 
Walpole area. 
The Indians had many trails through the Dedham territory . 
There were paths in every direction through South Dedham. Some 
were blazed trails . A blazed trail consists of marks made on 
trees by a tomahawk. Others were paths worn bare by trotting 
feet. 
Where did these paths and trails lead? Most of them led 
to Indi an hunting, fishing and planting grounds. Streams 
provided them with pure water and fish. The woodlands were 
rich with such game as wild turkeys, pheasants, ducks, geese, 
bears, foxes, wolves and wildcats. For these reasons, South 
Dedham especially now East Walpole was a popular area for the 
Indians. 
4 
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Early White Settlers 
Around 1640 a few courageous men left the Dedham settle-
ment near Dorchester to explore the area further west. 
Traveling on foot along Indian paths they passed through swamps 
and hills. 
When these men returned, they told stories about thousands 
of cedar trees growing in a vast swamp. Cedar trees are ever-
greens which grow sixteen to eighteen feet tall. The reddish 
wood from these trees was often used because it was long 
lasting. 
It wasn't until the 1660 1 s that the first permanent set-
tlers appeared in what is now Walpole Center. James Fales was 
the first settler. Shortly after came Thomas Clap, Samuel 
Parker and Quinton Stockwell. They were lured over the Indian 
trails to this area by the stories of the rich timberland. The 
men came in hopes of building a sawmill. 
Soon four crude one-room wooden dwell ings were erected 
near what is now Walpole Center. One was located near Spring 
Brook, another near the present Kendall and Main Streets, and 
two at the corner of Stone Street and Massachusetts Avenue. 
5 
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The First Industry 
The early settlers decided to build a sawmill at the cedar 
swamp near the Neponset River. The sawmill was to be located 
near one of the three main Indian trails leading from Dedham 
through the South Dedham area . The old trail that was selected 
has become Walpole's fine paved highway known as Route lA or 
Main Street. 
After the location of the mill was determined, saw pits 
were built. These were twelve feet in length, four and one -
half feet across and five feet deep. Boards were sawed direct -
ly from the logs. The man in the pit pulled the downward 
cutting stroke. It was this stroke that left its mark on every 
inch of board. Another man would straddle the log while 
holding the upper handle of the saw. Thus, he would direct the 
cut. Near the sawmill were a few rough log dwel l ings for the 
workers. 
It was very difficult for the oxen to haul lumber over the 
narrow Indian path to the main Dedham settlement. So a crude 
highway was laid out. Not a highway in the sense of the word 
today, but a clearing which consisted of several feet of land 
free from ~rees . 
Along this newly cleared highway passed supplies for the 
early settlers and lumber for the other people in Dedham. Once 
in a while people traveled beyond the sawmill road, as it was 
called in the 1660 1 s to Wrentham. At that time Wrentham had 
only sixteen families . 
6 
More People Come 
I n 1669 two more men, Caleb Church and Francis Jones , 
joined the small sawmill community in South Dedham . 
1 1 
Ac more people passed along the two main I ndian trails and 
sett led t he tract purchased in the 1630's from Chicatabut, the 
Indians increased their attacks on the white settlers. Fear 
and suspicion continued bet ween Indians and whites . 
At t his time, 1630's, King Phillip had complained that t he 
white man's fences prevented the Indians from using the land . 
He furthe r claimed that the land should be shared by the In-
dians and white people. Thus, al t hough t he land was being set-
tled by the white people , King Phillip felt, the I ndians should 
have ownership and control of it . 
In 1675 , at the start of t he King Phillip's War, a force 
gathered in Dedham to fight the I ndians. Thomas Clap and J ames 
Faleo joined them in an attack on a Narragansett Fort in Rhode 
Islana . This fort was occupied by Indians . 
Friendly Indians were ordered to the Ind ian reservations 
a t Nctick or Ponkapoag, Canton to protect t hem from danger 
during the war . 
South Dedham was fortunate not to be within the area of the 
wa.r . However, it was under const ant attack f rom I ndians until 
the late 1700's . 
Just three years after the start of the terrible Indian 
war, in 1678, Ezra Morse built a sawmill near Ellis Pond on t he 
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main Indian trail in South Dedham . This was part of Walpole 
until 1738. Now it is Norwood. This sawmill was Walpole's 
second industry. 
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Although the Indians were useful in freeing the forests of 
wolves, wildcats, foxes, rattlesnakes and other dangerous wild 
beasts, some of the townspeople living in South Dedham in 1682 
told the Indians to leave. The Indians left, but refused to 
give up their fishing privileges. 
In the 1690's and early 1700's the sawmi.11 divide took 
place . This sawmill divide gave several acres near the mill to 
individual owners. This land division brought more people into 
this territory. These families cleared land for their homes 
and for planting. In the process, Indian hunting grounds be-
came ploughed fields . 
Dwellings were built from boards produced at the sawmills 
or cut by hand nearby. The homes were furnished with only such 
bare essentials as a few wooden chairs, tables, beds and a 
chest. All the furniture was hand-made including the pegs . 
Later, looms were built and spinning wheels secured. 
To accommodate the increased amount of traveling in the 
early eighteenth century, a wooden bridge was built over Spring 
Brook near Main Street. 
As the century came to a close, South Dedham was becoming 
a prosperous community. More and more people were settling the 
area near the sawmill. 
8 
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Dedham Ref~ses Its Southern Townspeople 
Y~u will recall that the present Walpole territory was 
owned by Dedham until 1724. It was known as Sout:h Dedham. 
1_20 
T.~e people who lived in South Dedham were separated from 
activities in Dedham. It was difficult for these settlers to 
travel eight miles along the Indian trails to attend church , 
town meetings or other :special gatherings at the Dedham Vil -
lage, Medfield was much closer for them, being only about 
three miles away . Because of this hardship , Dedham allowed the 
people in South Dedham to pay one-third of their church taxes 
tc Mejfield for the privilege of attending its church. How-
ever, _h:: people of South Dedham still had to pay high taxes 
on their homes as well as taxes for the support of Dedham's 
schocls .. 
In the early 1700's the ~eople of the Dedham Village were 
asked during a town meeting to relieve the people cf South 
DedhsJn of 1.::heir tax for the Dedham meeting house sc that they 
could h9.ve their own minister. However, their reques'ts were 
denied, The majority of townspeople voted against it because 
witho~t the taxes from this group their own financial burden 
\·:ould increace. 
In 1722 t.he South Dedham resident s asked the people of the 
Dedham Village if they might become an independent town. Again 
they were refused. 
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An Historic Year, 1724 
On May 15, 1724 the question of forming a new town3hip 
was brought up again. This time the Dedham townspeople agreed. 
In June of that year, the House of Representatives of the 
Province of Massachusetts Bay granted the sawmill resident s 
separation from Dedham as a new township. Because the township 
had so few inhabitants and desire for separation from Dedham 
was not unanimous, the upper Massachusetts House or Council was 
reluctant to grant it the right to become a town. 
The question of township came up again before the House 
and favorable action was taken. But it wasn't until early 
December of that year that the Council took its final vote and 
agreed with the Massachusetts House of Representatives on the 
formation of a new town . Finally on De cember 10, 1724 a new 
town called Walpole came into being. 
Pe rhaps you are wondering why the name Walpole was se-
lected by those forty-eight settlers. At the time the resi-
dents of South Dedham petitioned for an independent town, Sir 
Robert Walpole was prime minister of England and her colonies. 
He was a peace-loving man and he had always proved a true and 
helpful friend. In recognition of his fine qualities the town 
was named in his honor. 
11 
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Hardships Faced by the New Town 
One of the first requirements placed upon the Town of 
Walpole by the Massachusetts Council was to erect a meeting 
house within e ighteen months and to se cure a minister. Thi s 
proved difficult because there was disagreement among the peo-
ple as to where the meeting house was to be built . Finally , 
it was agreed that it should be built near what is now Main 
Street just before you get to Walpole Center. The meeting 
house was to be twenty-six feet long and eighteen feet wide . 
Soon the eighteen months were up . Still the meeting 
house had not been completed. 
In 1726 the residents of Walpole voted to make the meeting 
house twenty- eight feet long and twenty feet wide -- t wo f eet 
longer and wider . 
While some were attempting to build the meeting house , 
others tried to secure a minister. Reverend Belcher accepted 
after being offered one hundred pounds (about two hundred 
eighty dollars) for the first two years to be increased by ten 
pounds (about twenty-eight dollars) every year after that. 
Although the salary was large for those days, it was not 
enough. The minister also received all the firewood he needed 
anytime he wanted it . 
How would this and other town expenses be paid? The peo-
ple planned to pay their bills by free contribution . However, 
this method didn't seem to be successful. Reverend Belcher 
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left Walpole in 1728 because he had received only fifty pounds 
for pay. Also the town had no meeting house. 
Walpole was again faced with the same two problems : 
1. Building a meeting house 
2. Finding a minister 
In 1729 Reverend Payson, a young man twenty- five years old 
and a graduate of Harvard (the first college in our country), 
was called upon to act as the town's minister. The town agreed 
to pay him one hundred pounds a year and in addition to that 
four-foot logs were to be brought to the place where he lived . 
Reverend Payson accepted the town's offer. 
As progress continued on the erection of the meeting 
house, the people turned their efforts towards establishing a 
school and building better roads. 
The town was faced with other hardships. Among them was 
the constant danger from Indians and wild animals. 
13 
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The First Meeting House 
Finally, in the late 1740's the meeting house was finished . 
It had taken over twenty years to build. The structure was 
small and crude having been built from boards perhaps sawed at 
the local sawmill. A fireplace furnished heat on damp or cold 
days. 
The pews were built by each family and would be for their 
own use. Thus, there were many different sized pews of various 
designs and heights. Many walls were so high that the people 
couldn't be seen in them. This proved to be an advantage be -
cause they could fall asleep and not be seen . Several pews had 
floors higher than the meeting house floors . In order to enter 
them, you passed through a gate, walked up a step or two and 
sat down. Here you would remain for several hours on Sunday . 
The very poor people had only a wooden bench with no back 
on it. Imagine sitting three or four hours on it! 
The boys and girls sat in the gallery near the rafters . 
It was hot and stuffy in the summer and freezing in the winter . 
In 1755 the townspeople voted to elect twelve overseers of 
young people to curb their whispering and laughing in the church 
or meeting house as it was usually called. 
The meeting house was not only used as a church and a 
place to hold town meetings or other events but in 1758 the 
town's stock of anununition was placed there. 
14 
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The French Neutrals 
There was fighting among the English and French in the 
area now Maine and Nova Scotia during the 1750's. Two resi -
dents from Walpol e joined other men from surrounding towns and 
left this area to aid the British . 
The French Neutrals were taken from the region to settle 
in other lands in Massachusetts . Maine was part of Massachu-
setts at that time and was not known as a separate state . 
Some French families came to Walpole to live . The towns -
people had to provide them with shelter and food . However, 
the people who cared for the French would be reimbursed for it . 
As the struggle continued between the French and English, 
ot her Walpole men joined the group from Massachusetts to march 
on Canada. A year later , Walpole ' s soldiers took part in t he 
English move against Fort Ticonderoga , and also fought the 
final campaigns of the war which resulted in France's loss of 
Canada . 
Months passed since the first French settler had come to 
Walpole . Still no money was paid to the Walpole residents who 
fed and cared for them. Therefore , the townspeople didn 't 
want the responsibility of caring for the French Neutrals any 
longer. Thus, after several years, upon the request of t he 
Walpole townspeople, they left. Banning together with other 
French Neutrals , they started in 1766 on their long walk to 
their old homelands in Northern Massachusetts or Nova Scotia . 
15 
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A Struggle Is Near 
Early in 1768 Sir Francis Bernard, Governor of Massachu-
setts, made a decision to dissolve the Massachusetts General 
Court. What did this mean to the colonists? To them it seemed 
that they had lost their only means of true representation in 
the government controlled by the British . 
Why had Sir Bernard made such a radical decision to dis-
solve the General Court? The members of the court were in 
favor of the colonists in their opposition to 11taxation without 
representation 11 • 
The situatioP reached a climax when Sir Francis Bernard 
refused the colonist1s request for a special session of the 
General Court. The colonists were not defeated by his deci -
sion. Instead, they took matters into their own hands. In 
September , 1768 a special meeting of representatives from each 
town was called to meet at Faneuil Hall. 
Tne people of Walpole being interested in the affairs of 
Massachusetts sent one person to represent them . Such topics 
as the increased number of British troops, larger taxes and 
greater levies made upon them by the British were discussed. 
Again, Sir Bernard interfered with the discussions. He 
wasn't going to let that meeting interfere with his duties as 
a British governor loyal to the King of England. He ordered 
the meeting dissolved and warned them that any person not 
obeying the King 1 s orders would be punished. However, this 
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didn't stop the colonists who were determined to do something 
about their hardships under British rule. Therefore, they 
continued their meeting. 
Months passed quickly. Soon September came and with it 
one of the most unforgetable days Massachusetts settlers had 
encountered up to that period. On September 28, 1768 the 
British troops arrived in Boston. 
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How did this affect the settlers of Boston? Why were they 
so concerned? With the presence of British troops and by 
paying judges out of the Royal treasury, England was able to 
establish a tighter control over the settlers. The colonists 
felt they were losing their rights and freedoms. They wanted a 
government run by their own people to ensure their rights and 
liberties. 
As years passed, the colonists labored under increased 
burden s and hardships. In January, 1773 a special town meeting 
was called by Walpole to discuss the course of action. At the 
meet i ng it was agreed that Walpole would unite with other towns 
which were also crying out against the grievances placed on 
them by the Bri ti.sh. This included war as a means of bettering 
their conditions. 
Some of Walpole's townspeople feared clashes with the 
British . Because of this fear in May, 1773, Walpole set aside 
five pounds or about fourt een dollars in today's money to build 
a powder· house six feet square. 
TI·~e foll owir.g year, one hundred fift y pounds of gunpowder, 
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bullets and flint was secured as ammunition and placed in the 
powder· house. Also one pound and four shillings was donated 
to assist the Committee of Congress in establishing a Massa-
chuset~s Provincial Government. Money was also given to the 
Cont.inental Congress to help the representatives from the 
thirteen colonies in North America who were meeting in Phila-
delphia to discuss the British situation. 
The English rulers imposed still more restriction3. 
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They prohibited town meetings in 1774. However, Walpole held 
one in ~hat year to select delegates to attend various meetings 
held by Boston and the surrounding towns. These meetings were 
held to determine what should be done in view of the closing 
of Boston's Port and the extra tax burden on the coloni3ts due 
to the Sugar and Stamp Acts. The Sugar Act placed a duty on 
foreign goods like sugar, silks and molasses. The Stamp Act 
required stamps to be bought on almost everything that was sold 
here including newspapers. This was a way that Britain pro-
vided revenue for supporting its army and for regulating colo-
nial trade to encourage British trade. 
Walpole now had various committees. Some aided in running 
the town, others assisted in the cause of the colonists. In 
December, 1774 a corrunittee of prominent leaders in Walpole was 
estaolished to inspect merchants and traders to see that goods 
imported from England were not being sold to Walpole residents. 
Ou.r· town like many other towns had its Minutemen. In 1775 
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twenty pounds (about fifty - six dollars) was appropriated to 
pay the men who were being trained to fight against the British 
soldiers. 
On one occas ion early in the year 1775, a Walpole resi-
dent, Phillip Robbins, informed some British soldiers in a 
Boston inn that the Americans although poor ly equipped would be 
better fighters than the British if war broke out between them. 
For t hat remark , he was arre sted and held prisoner a few hours . 
Agreeing t hat they were loosing their freedom·, the major -
ity of Walpole 's residents , including Phillip Robbins, soon 
declared their desire for independence from England. 
The question now arising in the minds of the settlers was 
who would be the first t o face the British in battle. Would 
Walpole be prepared should it ge t involved in a war? You will 
soon find the answer to this que stion . 
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War Comes 
April, 1775 was a month of greatly increased hardships . 
During this month the Americans and British began fighting at 
Lexington. 
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As soon as news of the fighting reached Walpole, the 
Minutemen secured arms and horses and marched toward Lexington . 
About one hundred sixty men , out of Walpole's population of 
eight hundred, hastened to fight against the British . However, 
by the time they arrived in the area the encounter with the 
British troops was over . Thus , they took no part in the actual 
fighting . The Minutemen spent a week in Boston then returned 
to Walpole because food was scarce . 
Later that year the Massachusetts Provincial Congress 
asked for troops to establish an army to fight the British . 
Walpole 1 s troops were among those of the newly formed company . 
In June of 1775 Walpole quickly responded to the alarm 
that there was fighting at Breed 1 s Hill. This is now referred 
to as the Battle of Bunker Hill . 
At this time many colonial troops f rom Rhode Island and 
Connecticut passed through Walpole on their way to Boston. 
Cannon and other arms also passed along Walpole 1 s three main 
roads leading to Boston. 
Walpole now had men in the colonial camps at Roxbury, 
Charlestown and even in Rhode Island, after the British fleet 
had sailed into Narragansett Bay . 
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In 1777 Walpole voted to give thirteen pounds'or about 
thirty-six dollars to every man who would enlist in the Conti -
nental army for three years . To us this seems a very small 
salary and the men at that time thought so too because they 
failed to respond to the offer. So the swn of money was 
greatly increased to one thousand pounds and a half-bushel of 
corn for each twenty miles they traveled. 
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This new offer readily brought many acceptances . In 
addition to these, Walpole hired three soldiers who lived in 
other countries to fight . One of the hired soldiers came from 
Ireland, the other two came from France. Hiring soldiers from 
foreign countries was a common practice . 
Even though a few Walpole families refused to pay taxes 
which woul d be used to pay the soldiers , appropriations of 
money for the war continued. Among these appropriations was 
eighteen thousand pounds for beef for the army. 
Years passed. Walpole's soldiers were still fighting in 
the war. People became enthusiastic every time news arrived 
telling of victories by the Continental armies. 
Finally the war was over on October 19, 1781. After the 
surrender of Cornwallis, the British General, thousands of 
French troops passed over Walpole's roads. Remember that the 
French under General Lafayette's comm2nd helped the colonists 
fight the British. 
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Walpole Continues to Prosper 
In 1776 Eleazar Smith came to Walpole to live . I f you 
were living in Walpole in that year , you would know him as an 
inventor. Among the many things he invented were : 
1. A machine that turned out isoo pins a day 
2. The first machine in America that cut nails from 
cold iron 
3. A machine for making cards. Cards were used to 
comb and fluff wool or flax fibers . His idea 
was stolen and patented before he could pe rfect 
the machinery . 
Also, in 1776 smallpox, a highly contagious and deadly 
disease , was spreading in Massachusetts. At the town meeting 
that year permission was granted to the town's doctor to in-
oculate the children . This action saved the lives of many 
children in Walpole . 
It is interesting for us to note that Walpole approved 
the Articles of Confederation in 1777. You will recall that 
these were a series of articles binding the thirteen states 
together, allowing one vote to each state regardless of its 
size. It gave Congress no power to secure taxes or money 
other than by asking the states for it. Thus, the states re-
tained most of the power including the right to issue and 
coin money. 
Maybe you are wondering what the Congress could do? It 
could control foreigD affairs, an army and navy which were 
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raised and equipped by the states, and Indian affairs . 
The residents of our town showed another interest in their 
state government. One year after passing the Articles of Con-
federation, Walpole approved the constitution of Massachusetts. 
But due to the failure of many towns to vote on the constitu-
tion, no action was ever taken on it . So in 1779 Massachusetts 
held a constitutional convention. Walpole chose and sent a 
representative to the meeting . Finally on September, 1779 
Walpole ' s men voted on t he constitution of Massachusett s in our 
first state election. 
After the war was over, the townspeople turned their at -
tention to the meeting house. By now it was beginning to show 
its forty-six years of use . Thus, in 1783 the old one was torn 
down and a new one built. Material that was in good shape was 
re - used . The building was sixty feet long and forty feet wide . 
To e rect the new building and to operate the town effec -
tively , the town needed funds . One method of securing money 
was by fining people about six shillings or eighty-four cents 
if they tied their horse within twenty-four feet (a rod and a 
half) of the new meeting house. 
Massachusetts towns were grouped together into counties. 
Walpole was part of Suffolk County. The townspeople had in 
1727, 1732 and 1740, asked to be separated from Suffolk County 
which included the city of Boston. The answer was always no. 
However, the residents wouldn't take no for an answer . Walpole 
again asked in 1785 to be in a different county . 
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Why didn't they wish to belong in Suffolk County? The 
main reasons were the distance the jurors had to travel and the 
small pay received . 
Walpole's request for a new county was again denied. 
Finally, they got their wish but it wasn't until 1793. In that 
year a new county was established called Norfolk County. 
Now that peace had come more people were traveling. Stage-
coaches and taverns were busy accommodating travelers. Walpole 
had four taverns during the 1700's. These included: the Roe 
Buck Tavern, on what is now Coney Street, East Walpole; Clapp 
Tavern, near the present town hall; the Brass Ball, just beyond 
Walpole Center; and the Morse Tavern, in what is now East 
Walpole Center . 
It was expensive to venture far from home. It cost 
twenty-five dollars in 1795 to take the stagecoach from Boston 
to New York. Travel was bad because of the poor roads. It 
took eight days to cover two hundred thirty miles. Not many of 
you would have wanted to ~ake such a journey unless it was 
absolutely necessary. Today you can sit back in a modern car 
with soft comfortable seats , shock absorbers, strong springs, 
and travel to New Yorl{ in about five hours using our super-
highways . ·;•imes have certainly changed! 
Post riders in the late 1700's took only five days on 
horseback . It's hard for us to imagine that the people of the 
1790's thought this was a speed record. Compared to the eight 
days it certainly was. 
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Just think, today we can travel around the world by air-
plane in less time than it took to get to New York in those 
days. 
25 
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More Changes Occur 
In 1802 Walpole had its Light Infantry . Its members were 
easily recognized by their high leather hats with brass 
mountings. The Infantry was in addition to its Militia. 
Relations with England declined in the early 1800's and 
the value of keeping these military units in readiness to fight 
was recognized by all. Even those who thought they had been 
unnecessary since the war for independence had been fought now 
agreed to support its cause . 
While relations with England grew worse, Walpole residents 
again thought of protection for the town . In 1811 they agreed 
to build a new brick powder house seven feet by eight feet . 
A year later war with the British came again . Not all of 
Walpole's residents favored the war . Many times Walpole's 
Infantry and Artillery Companies were prepared to march but 
they saw no action. On one occasion they got as far as Boston 
and prepared for an attack that never occurred . You will 
recall it was during this war that the British burned the White 
House . 
In the meantime, while war preparations were going on , 
other industries came to Walpole. Among them was George Bird's 
paper mill . You will read about his mill l ater on . 
After the war in 1815, Polly's Tavern, East Walpole, be-
came a very busy terminal. As many as twenty stagecoaches 
drawn by four horses would stop at the tavern for refreshments 
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before continuing their trip to Providence to change horses. 
Later, this old tavern became East Walpole's post office. 
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Although peace had come to the country, fighting continued 
in Walpole . Not fighting in the sense of guns and war, but 
a r guments arising from differences of opinion . 
What was the cause of this? It seems that some people 
attending church in the meeting house became dissatisfied with 
the views preached by Reverend Storer who had been appointed 
minister of the meeting house. These people separated from the 
church and attended Sunday services elsewhere. 
Finally, in 1827 these discontented people built an 
orthodox church . Here they could cling to their old ideas of 
worship . The men and women sat on different sides of the 
vestry just as they had done in the early Dedham church . In 
1850 galleries were built . At this date the women and girl s 
occupied the eastern part of the galleries and the men and boys 
the western part . 
Interest in the Walpole Militia was beginning to decline. 
By 1830 the Massachusetts Militia was reorganized and the 
Walpole Company was made part of the First Regiment. This 
regiment was disbanded in 1835 because its members lost inter-
est . 
In the middle of the nineteenth century the first rail -
road ran through Walpole . Its significance and importance was 
felt by all, especially the industries. How did it help 
Walpole in its development as an industrial town? Railroads 
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provided convenient and fast transportation. 
Exc itement was high among the people who attended church 
in the meeting house in 1851. I t was the first time an organ 
was played there. 
Again war comes during the nineteenth century or 1800 1 s. 
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Not with the British but among the colonists themselves -- the 
north versus the south over the question of slavery. Abraham 
Lincoln called for volunteers in 1861 to save the Union and to 
abolish slavery. Four Walpole men were among the first to 
serve. One of the men, Lowell Fales, participated in the first 
Battle of Bull Run. The town raised money to pay each volun-
teer enough money in addition to his army pay to make his total 
pay twenty-five dollars a month. 
In 1862 twenty-four men of Walpole were ordered into 
military service. Walpole's quota was now filled , so a dozen 
men were 11sold 11 to Charlestown. Being nsold 11 meant that 
Charlestown paid a soldier's bounty and other additional wages. 
Our town now had sixty men enlisted in the service for 
three years . Several were under eighteen years of age. 
Just a year later, ·two hundred twenty of Walpole 1 s men 
were in the Union Army. Twelve of these men gave their lives 
for a 11United 11 States and emancipation of the slaves. 
As late as 1881 the town meetings were held in the vestry 
of the first church . It was poorly ventilated and not many 
attended the meetings even though they were offered cake and 
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nutmeg buns. Something had to be done! A ne w buildi!'"tg , kr,cwn 
as the town hall, was erected in September, 1881. Thi s is our 
present town hall. 
Walpole spent larger and larger sum::: of mocey to ope r'a"Le 
the town and provide for the welfare of its resident .so O...:.r 
town with money appropriated at the town meetings always took 
care of its people who couldn't work be cau se of illness or old 
age. Most of those people lived together i n one house called 
the Almshouse. 
Money was also appropriated at the town meet.ings f or t he 
maintenance of street lamps. Six dollars was g .iven to e very 
person who maintained a street lamp . These lamps were kero-
sene lamps which had to be lighted each nigh t. at· du sk and 
turned off at dawn each day. 
The he alth of Walpole's residents was not negl e cted 
e ither . Preventative measures were take n by the ow~ers 0f 
cows infected with tuberculosis or other sick an::ma:t.s . Al.1 
inspector was hi.red t o examine catt.le and other anirr1a l s f ~r 
disease . It was also his job t o see that me asures we re ~aken 
by the owners or' unheal thy ani mal s . 
At that time, 1890's , there were more horses than nouse s 
i n Walpole. Here are some figure s on the n..uriber of ani mals in 
Walpole i n the late 1800' s. There were 586 horses ~ 381~ ~ows _, 
3;693 f owl ,' 66 swi ne and 5 sheep . 
The 1800 1 s now come to a close. You have seen hc,w the 
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town slowly increased in population as its industries expanded. 
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Life In This Century 
Now let's turn our attent ion to the 1900's . Many changes 
have taken place during this century. Industries have ex-
panded, especially the Lewis Manufacturing Company (known to-
day as The Kendall Company) and Bird & Son, inc . Grocery, 
hardware and clothing stores have been built in Walpole and 
East Walpole. Older stores expanded to accommodate the in-
creasing population . Electric streetcars operated be tween 
Walpole and other surrounding towns until 1919, when they gave 
way to 11mode rn" buses. 
During this century electric lights were erected over 
most of Walpole's streets. What an improvement over kerosene 
lamps! 
Roads were wi dened and improved. New methods of building 
them better and cheaper were tried. I n 1907 because gravel 
was expensive, an experiment was tried using ashes secured 
from Bird & Son at a cost of twenty- five cents to thirty cents 
per yard . This was a reduction of t wenty to thirty cents over 
the price of gravel. Two or three inches of ashes were put 
over the whole length of the street. Then it was wetted down 
with water and rolled. Anothe r three inches was applied . The 
same process continued until t he desired thickness resulted. 
On top of t his was put an inch of loam . 
This t ype of road absorbed water and it was cheaper to 
build. But frequent oiling was needed, especially during the 
the summer months . 
Thi s experiment proved that grave l roads were t he best . 
Therefore , most of the roads built after 1910 were of gravel . 
Later , cement or tar was used . 
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The early twentieth centur y saw an increase in a numbe r of 
insects in Wal pole . Especially prevalent were t he insects 
wh ich destroyed trees . Farmers were always trying to rid the ir 
land of harmful insects . Now, however , a l l t he people in the 
town worked together because they were conce r ned about the 
gypsy and brown- tailed moths which had invaded their land . So 
in 1909, the t own appointed a man to be Superintendent of Bugs . 
Later , he was known as Superintendent of Moth Suppression . 
About $2 , 500 . 00 a year was spent by the t own on this work . 
How did the gypsy moth come into t h is area? What d i d t hey 
look like ? Why was so much money spent? These are some of t he 
que s tions that wil l soon be answered . 
In 1869 a man in the Town of Milton , Massachusetts, which 
i s about twe lve mile s f r om Walpole, de cided to r aise silk 
worms . A silk worm spins a we b from which si.lk is se cured . The 
sil k fibe rs are f inally made into c l oth. He secured some worms 
which he thought were silk worms . To ·his amazement and di s ap-
pointment, they turned out to be a different worm known as a 
gypsy moth . They escaped from his home in Milton and multi -
plied . In the 1900 1 s the area around Milton was infested with 
t hem. They s oon spread t hroughout t he New England states . 
The male gyp sy moth i s brownish i n color. The female is 
...., ,, 
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a lighter brown . She has large wings with blackish marks , 
yet is too heavy to fly . The male can fly easily and quickly . 
Eggs are laid on the bark of t rees in a cluster of four 
to eight hundred . Each cluster is covered with a buff - colored 
web . Eggs are laid in July and hatch in spring . The cater-
pillars or worms are usually two to three inches long . They 
are night eaters of leaves from any tree, especially oak and 
apple trees . 
Home owners were requested to use creosote on the nests . 
Creosote is an oily liquid with a burning taste . The creosote 
killed the eggs and young caterpillars . 
Assisting in spotting trees infested with the gypsy moth 
was the man on the lookout tower . However, this was not his 
major work . The state had built a forty foot steel tower at 
Moose Hill, Sharon so that fire's could be spotted before they 
got much headway . The tower was equipped with maps, field 
glasses and a telephone. The tower benefited not only Sharon 
but Walpole and other surrounding towns . 
In addition to fire protection, Walpole's Sel ectmen passed 
laws to safeguard the lives of children. Suppose you were 
l iving in Walpole in the early 1900's and wanted to go coasting 
in the winter. A law was passed prohib i ting coasting on the 
sidewalks or streets unless the Selectmen had set aside the 
area for that purpose. If the rule wasn't followed and you 
were caught, a fine of one to ten dollars had to be paid. A 
fine of that same amount was imposed on boys and girls playing 
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ball on the streets or sidewalks. 
During this century our country was faced with two world 
wars. Many of Walpole's citizens saw action in both of them 
and gave their lives that we may continue to enjoy our wonder-
ful freedoms. 
In the 1900's Walpole was made a more beautiful place to 
live . Parks were improved with shrubbery and trees. Thou-
sands and thousands of trees were also planted along the sides 
of the streets . Swimming pools were built for its residents 
to enjoy . 
Walpole's population in the last fifty years has surged 
from 3,500 to over 12 , 000 . Why this tremendous increase? The 
expansion of existing industries and available employment drew 
many people to Walpole. Also , there was a general move from 
the city to the country throughout Massachusetts . Excellent 
transportation for those who commuted to such cities as Boston 
and Providence , also increased settlement in Walpole. The 
fact that Walpole had available land for homes and excellent 
schools were two more factors aiding its growth. 
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A Pond Is Built 
Of interest in the early 1900's was the building of 
Willett Pond or "New Pond" . It is hard for us to imagine that 
in the 1800's and first part of the 1900's, this was a swampy 
marshland where people picked blueberrie s . George Wil le tt , 
who formerly resided in Walpole, decided around 1916 to make 
the swampland into a pond. Earlier he had built Brummitt Pond 
near his old homestead on Peach Street now the Walpole Country 
Club . 
His dream came true after many months of d i gging and 
scraping by nearly a hundred men . The gravel, mud and soil 
taken from the area was banked up on the side of the pond . 
Sandbags were also used . This pond is almost a mile long . 
The largest part of the pond is in North Walpole . Wille tt 
Pond is also part of the territory of Norwood and Westwood . 
Appropriately enough, Willett Pond was named after George 
Willett . He was also the founder of t he Norwood Hospital. 
Land and a building was donated by him to be used as a hospi -
tal . This not only benefited Norwo·od but also people in the 
surrounding towns including Walpole. This white wooden 
building , which is at present used as a nurses home , can be 
seen in Norwood on Washington Street near the entrance to the 
hospital. 
George Willett was known as a philanthropist because he 
gave money , land and buildings to benefit mankind . 
Our Town Se al 
The town in 1913 authorized twenty-five dollars to be 
spent on a design for a town seal. A contest was held and a 
high school student won. Edna Buck's sawmill design best 
depicted Walpole in its early years. In 1914 it became our 
town seal. 
If you have looked at the town seal , you will see that the 
early history of Walpole is told. 
It shows: 
1. The Neponset River on which Walpole's 
industrial life was centered 
2. A water wheel necessary for the operation of 
the early mills 
3. The cedar trees that l ured Walpol e's first 
settlers to t his area 
4. A sawmill -- Walpole' s firs t industry 
\ 
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Churches 
Wal pole ' s churches incl ude the: 
Blessed Sacrament Church 
The church was built in Walpole in 1913. The 
Catholic people prior to building this church, held 
their services in a wooden church building. Before 
that t hey worshiped in a local mill . 
Epiphany Episcopal Church 
It was built in Walpole in 1904. The people 
organized an Episcopal church group in 1886. 
Methodist Church 
I ts fi rst service was held in 1822 in a small 
house . As membership increased, the present church 
was built in South Walpole in 1886 . 
Union Congregational Church 
The church was built in East Walpole in 1915 on 
land given by Charles Sumner Bird . This church was 
first organized in 1877 , 
United Church 
The church is located in Walpole Center . It 
was organized in the year Walpole was incorporated 
as a town. The members of the church back in 1838 
built a new church and changes have taken place 
since then. 
St . Mary's Church 
This church was built in East Walpole Center in 
1927. 
(Jue lownS 
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Schools 
Middle and Late 1600 ' s 
The early schools were different in many ways than your 
schools . You are taught subjects that children had never even 
heard of before . Your buildings are much different too. Now 
let's find out what the early schools were like . 
The boys who lived in South Dedham in the 1600's and early 
1700's attended the village school in Dedham . It was a one-
room wooden building with a tower on the top which served as a 
watch tower . taught reading , writing and some 
Books were few and paper was 
It wasn't very pleasant attending 
school then . Walking or riding horse -
back such a great distance was dangerous 
especially in winter . Can you name some reasons why this was 
true? 
If you arrived at school cold and shivering, you had no 
chance of warming up . In winter, the room became very cold 
because the fireplace didn 't throw off enough heat to warm the 
room . 
Girls didn't attend school, but they were instructed at 
home by their mothers in cooking , sewing , spinning and we aving . 
1700's 
When Walpole was incorporated in 1724, a school was 
requir2d by law . Howe ver, it wasn't ur.ti:-;. 1732 that Walpole 
apprcpriated the necessary money for a sclicol . Thirty pounds 
(about eighty-four dollars) was appr opriated to supp=rt two 
schools, a writing school and a dame school . Classes for both 
were to be held in local dwellings be cause schoolhouses had 
not been erected. 
The writing school, held in winter only , was attended by 
boys your age. For hours , they practiced the correct f onnation 
of le~ters in the alphabet. Birch bark, sand or paper was 
u sed. However, the boys didn 1 t have paper very often. 
Tne dame school was taught by a woman i~ her living room 
or kitchen. She taught young boys and girls the alphabet, 
reading and arithmetic. 
In 1757 a schoolhouse was presented to Walpole. It had 
been buil t by Deacon Robbins on land given by Walpole's seccnd 
minister, Reverend Payson . The town accepted it and ~hus ~ad 
its first schoolhouse. It was twenty·-one feet long , eighteen 
feet wide and nine feet high . Soon other schoolhouses were 
built in the North , East and We st parts o.f towno 
The town didn't hire teachers. Instead, ~he schools were 
t-aught by the selectmen or by the min5-ster. 
1800 ' s 
Improvements were gradually made. Fc.c inst-ance, in the 
e a r ly 1800 1 s the fireplace and a box-: ror! s t:ove were u::,ed t o 
heat the room. The stove had an open nven whe r-e childr'en 
warmed their dinners. The children had to make the fire when 
they got to school in the morning. 
Girls in the 1800's gradually received more education 
than what was offered by the dame school. 
Books were still scarce. One book was used by many chil -
dren. After one child had finished reading the New Engla~~ 
Primer, it was passed onto another boy or girl. For l essons 
learned well you received a certificate of merit. 
On Mondays, the children would have to tell how many 
chapters of the Bible they had read over the week end. Just 
before being dismissed the multiplication tables up to .144 
were said by all. 
The school in East Walpole near Lewis Castle was a long 
one -story building. Its hallway was used to store wood. The 
schoolroom had a continuous board seat around the side and 
rear walls. In the front on a raised platform was the desk 
and seat of the teacher. 
In 1831 a two-story schoolhouse was built in Walpole 
Center. 
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Harvard College students were employed as teachers in the 
early 1800 's. Later in the 1800's when a high school was es-
tablished, teachers with special training were employed. How-
ever, a great many of the elementary schoolteache rs were still 
only high school graduates. 
Besides reading , writing, arithmetic, spelling and gram-
mar, the grammar schools taught music, gymnastics and art. 
Even in the 1870's there were still three or four grades in 
one room. Even then the room wasn't crowded. 
As time went on, children had more books to study from 
and paper to practice on. New methods of manufacturing paper 
made this possible. 
Can you imagine taking only one test a year ? Contrary to 
our present practice of frequent testing, only one test was 
given and that was at t he end of the year. If you passed it , 
you were promoted to the next grade. If you didn 1 t , you 
would remain in that grade another year or until you had mas-
tered what was taught there. This was changed in the late 
1800 1 s, and more tests were given to the pupils. 
Perhaps you are wondering if children had report cards. 
Yes, they did . The first report cards were used in 1889 . Then 
the one test at the end of the year was discontinued because 
parents wanted to know how their children were progressing in 
school . The boys and girls were marked by per cent , 80% in 
spelling , 90% in arithmetic, 70% in grammar and in other sub-
j ects. It wasn 1 t until 1921 that the letter grade system was 
' · .. 
used . 
Sewing classes were available for girls in 1895. Manual 
training classes were provided for the boys several years 
later. 
Until 1896 children secured water from wells. In that 
year, all schools except t he West were connected with town 
water. 
1900's 
Transportation was provided for children who lived a 
great distance from their school. However, it was primarily 
for the high school students . 
What was used for transportation? Until 1920 railroads, 
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electric cars or barges were used to transport the children to 
school. Barges were horse - driven wooden wagons used for 
transporting a large number of people. These proved to be the 
most reliable and successful of the various forms of transpor-
tation. Railroads and electric cars were used only a short 
time because timetables didn't correspond to the opening of 
school . After 1920 buses were used. 
In the 1900's the schools ceased to be called North, 
East, South and Center. 
North School became Fisher 
South School became Boyden 
East School became Bird 
Center School became Stone 
School 
School 
School 
School 
Each school building was named in honor of a resident of 
Walpole . This person lived in the section where the s chool was 
··-
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located or had exerted a great influence on the educational 
system of Walpole . 
A good breakfast is essential . Without one, you cannot 
do your best schoolwork. Do you know what boys and girls ate 
for breakfast? Surely not packaged cereal s! The school 
physician, Doctor F. Fuller, in 1909 recommended the following 
breakfast for children . 
1 . Fruit 
2. Cereals thoroughly cooked with sugar and milk 
3. Eggs lightly cooked, boiled or poached 
4. A light vegetable like baked potato with butter 
In place of eggs, broiled steak or lamb chops could be 
eaten . 
During The First World War vegetable gardens were planted 
by school children. This greatly increased the food supply, 
so that food could be sent to American soldi ers in Europe. 
I n 1920 Mrs. F. W. Bird and her mother, Mrs . George 
Phelps, established a dental clinic at Bird School. Here boy s 
and girls were provided with excellent dental care. The 
clinic was not operated on town funds, but with money given by 
the Bird family and Mrs . Phelps. Many years later, the town 
provided funds for dental clinics throughout the schools. 
Today in addition to dental clinics, our school s are well 
equipped with books, maps, colored paper, crayons, paints, 
flannel boards, motion pictures and television sets. Our 
system of education has certainly come a long way since the 
Revolutionary War . 
During the years between the 1800'e and the l900' s other 
schools were built and later sold or torn down. It would take 
too long to go into the history ot each school building. How-
ever, let's read about our present elementary school buildings. 
Our Present Elementary School Buildings 
Plimpton School 
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In 1913 a new eight-room school building was erected on 
Common Street in Walpole. It was built on thirty-tive acres 
ot land donated by George Plimpton, a prominent citizen in 
Walpole in the early l900's. Few towns had so much land tor 
parks, recreation, playgrounds, school gardens or forestry 
purposes. 
Bird School 
In 1919 a sixteen-room building was built on Washington 
Street, East Walpole. It was named atter Mary Bird, who had 
contributed so much to establishing a library in Walpole. 
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Boyden School 
This school was built in 1930 on Washington Street in 
South Walpole. The Boyden family are old Walpole residents. 
Their ancestors first set tled in this area in the early 
1700's. 
Stone School 
This large two-story school building was erected in 
1950 on School Street in Walpole Center. It is adjacent to 
the old Stone School which is still being utilized. 
Fisher School 
This modern ranch type school was completed in 1955 . 
It is located on Gould Street in North Walpole, not far 
from the old Fisher School. 
'·" 
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Libraries 
In the 1600 's, 1700 's and early 1800 1 s, a public library 
was unknown . During those years some peopl e were fortunate to 
have enough money to purchase books , others borrowed them from 
friends or neighbors . But not many people in Walpole had 
books except for the Bible . 
In 1816 a group of women met and voted to hold meetings 
to read and discuss books. Usual l y the meetings lasted for 
five hours . Imagine talking about books for that length of 
time, because all conversation not pertaining to books was 
prohibited . However, the women braided straw as they talked. 
The straw was sold and the money used to purchase more b ooks. 
Non- members could use the books if they paid one dollar a 
year . This provided people with access to a small number of 
books for a moderate fee . 
Nothing was done about starting a library until 1826 . 
During that year the Walpole Social Library came into exist-
ence. This was not a free public library where residents of 
the town could secure books . Again people had t o pay a fee to 
borrow books . This time the fee was four dollars and the bor-
rower was only allowed to take two books per year . Due to a 
lack of interest , the Social Library was discontinued the same 
year it started . 
The year 1872 was a very important one for Walpole . Miss 
Mary Bird presented the town with a public library on the con-
··-
dition t hat books were to be sent free of charge from Nalpole 
Center to the people in East Walpole . The town gratefully 
accepted this generous offer. 
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This first public library was quartered in the town hall. 
The town appropriated the money collected from dog- taxes for 
support of the library . This amounted to around two hundred 
thirty dollars . Many people gave books, magazines and pic-
tures to the library. Concerts and dramatic performances were 
held to raise money. Other people donated gifts of money. 
The library was able to purchase many books . By 1877 
there was a young people's library of one hundred twenty 
volumes , an agricultural library of fifty volumes and seven 
hundred volumes of literature. The library subscribed to five 
magazines . These included Harper's, Scribner ' s, Atlantic 
Monthly , St. Nicholas, for children, and North American 
Review . During that year , 1877, 325 volumes were acquired . 
The library's circulation increased as many school children 
began to borrow its books . 
The library was only open during the business hours . For 
many adults, this meant that they could only select library 
books on their lunch hour . 
To enable the library to be open at night, Francis W. 
Bird in 1878 said he would give twenty- five dollars to the 
library if the town voted an appropriation of t hree hundred 
dollars a year for its support. The people at the town 
meeting agreed. The hours were changed to 1 - 5 :30 and 6:30 -
9, This greatly increased t he library's circulation. 
In 1878 the library was forced to move out of the town 
hall because the rooms were needed by the town. The library's 
new home was Mr. Pillsbury's store and the town agreed to pay 
sixty dollars a year for rent. 
Among the largest gifts made in the late 1800's was that 
willed by Francis W. Bird . In a few years, with interest , the 
money had increased to six thousand dollars. 
The library soon outgrew its two rooms and a suitable 
place had to be located. A contribution of fifteen thousand 
dollars by Andrew Carnegie, the great philanthropist, was 
given on the condi t ion that $1 ,500 . 00 was appropriated by the 
town per year in support of the library. The town agreed . 
Thus, this generous offer by Andrew Carnegie enabled Walpole 
to erect a library in 1903, on land given by Charles S . Bird. 
This building on Common Street is the present home of our 
library. 
Through the years , many people gave books and magazines. 
Among those contributing a large number of books were G. A. 
Pli mpton, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bird, and C. S. Bird, Jr. Many 
pictures and photographs were also received. These are fre-
quently loaned to the schools. 
In the 1900 1 s space was given by Bird & Son for an East 
Walpole L~brary . A North Walpole Branch was later started in 
the Fisher School through money appropriated by the town. 
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Total Number of Total Number of 
Year Books Magazines 
1880 1,978 9 
1890 3,590 20 
1900 8,583 51 
1910 12,296 48 
1920 16, 359 38 
1930 20,194 46 
1940 22,956 52 
1950 28,563 61 
1958 46,496 86 
Notice how the number of books and magazines have in-
creased. 
Our Town Government 
How is our town governed? Since its incorporation in 
1724, our town has had the New England town meeting form of 
government. A warrant is issued notifying the people that on 
a certain day a town meeting is to be held. At the appointed 
hour the townspeople assemble to discuss and vote on matters 
pertaining to the town . 
In 1724 our town had its elected officers like town 
clerk, selectmen, moderator, constable and hog reeves . A 
total of five in all . 
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As the town grew in the 1800's, new town officers were 
elected and appointed. These included in addition to the ones 
mentioned above: collector of taxes; auditors to check the 
expenditures; police; engineers of the fire department; sealer 
of weights and measures J to test scales for accuracy , surveyors 
of lumber; assessors, to determine the taxes on buildings; 
field drivers; pound keeper; fence viewers ; and treasurer. 
Today our town has many more officers. They are : 
Officers Elected 
Moderator 
Selectmen (total five) 
Tax Collector 
Assessors 
School Committee 
Trustees of the Public Library 
Trust Fund Commis~ioners 
Walpole Housing Authority 
Town Planning Board 
Town Treasurer 
Officers Appointed 
Town Accountant 
Town Clerk 
Registrar of Voters 
Town Counsel 
Town Engineer 
Purchasing Agent 
Superintendent of Schools 
Superintendent of Sewers 
Inspector of Buildings 
Wire Inspector 
Forest Fire Warden 
Fire Department 
Inspector of Animals 
Health Officer 
Plumbing Inspector 
Librarians 
As our town continues to grow, more officers either 
appointed or elected may be established to handle the town's 
business . 
~ ,, 
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Police and Fire Departments 
Police Department 
When Walpole was incorporated as a town, its people 
promptly elected a constable. He acted as a policeman for the 
town. 
added. 
As the town i ncreased in size, more constables were 
However, this didn't happen until the late 1800's. I n 
fact , in 1880, Walpole had just two policemen. One received 
twenty dollars as his salary a year . The other policeman re-
ceived thirty-seven dollars. In 1940 seven policemen were 
employed . Today eighteen serve on the police force . 
Fire Department 
Fire protection in the late 1600's and 1700's was a 
community affair. Usually a small leather fire bucket with a 
handle was kept in every household. The alarm consisted of 
shouting and notifying the people· that something was on fire . 
Then people would form two lines , one to pass the full water 
buckets , the other to pass the empty buckets. How did this 
operate? The last person in one line was at a supply of water 
and the first person was at the scene of the fire . Water was 
passed by hand from person to person until it was thrown on 
the fire. The empty buckets were passed down the other line 
of persons. This enabled a constant supply of water to put 
out the fire. 
After the fire , the fire-warden made sure that each 
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leather bucket was returned to its owner. This wasn't too 
difficult for each bucket contained the initials of its owner. 
The fire-warden's other duties included an inspect ion of all 
kitchens. He looked for defective chimneys and wooden 
chimneys which he ordered removed at once. 
In the late 1880 1 s the town installed a fire alarm at a 
cost of $97.73. The town's fire apparatus was drawn by a pair 
of horses . Unlike today, it perhaps was used only four to ten 
times a year, depending on the number and severity of the 
fires. 
In 1891 the town purchased two chemical fire extinguish-
ers. Lacking adequate equipment, Walpole at this time ran1ced 
sixth in amount of loss by fire of all the cities and towns 
in Massachusetts . Many of the calls to put out a fire, al-
though fewer than the surrounding towns, would result in a 
total loss of a house or building. A steam fire engine was 
badly needed. 
By 1896 the town added two more stations -- one in East 
Walpole and one in South Walpole. The town now had a ~otal 
of three fire stations. 
Most of the fires in the late 1800 1 s and e arly 1900's 
were due to sparks from steam locomotives, lightning and over-
heated stoves. The fire alarm whistle system inaugurated in 
t he early 1900's aided in the reduction of loss from fire. 
This s ame fire alarm system is in effect today. 
In 1911 a new building was erected in East Walpole to 
house both a fire and police station. Horse stalls were built 
in the fire station so that horses could be stabled there for 
immediate use at night. 
A fire engine was purchased in 1917. Iv had six cylin-
ders a~d was equipped with taillights . The new engine was 
placed in the East Walpole Fire Station because horses were 
difficul t to secure there . The gasoline motor was capable ~f 
propelling the fire apparatus at a speed of thirty miles per 
hour. It could cover twenty miles an hour carrying a full 
load. But it wasn't too successful because of frequent en-
gine failures . 
More modern and scientifically equipped fire engines were 
added periodically during the last twenty-five years. The 
latest fi re alarm boxes were also installed . A new fire ~~d 
poli ce station was built in Walpole Center in 1956. This 
makes a total of three fire and police stations presently 1 n 
Walpole. 
Wa-l;:;er Supply 
Until t he l ate 1800 1 s Walpole's r e sidents secured water 
from their own well s or springs. 
The town de cided in 1894, after much discus sion and 
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figuring, t o build its own water system. Forty artesian wells 
were driven near Lowe Brook on Washington Street. These are 
wells drilled by powerful machine s to forty or sixty feet in 
the ground until a layer of porous rock is reached. 
I n 1895 a pumping station was erected and miles of piping 
was laid. Standpipes were built in South Walpole and East 
Walpole. They are tall metal tanks. Water was and still i s 
supplied by pumping it into the standpipes. 
Standpipe 
South Walpole 
Houses during 1895 were supplied with water only upon 
written request by its owner. The people were charged a flat 
fee of twelve dollars regardless whether they used all the 
water allowed them or not. 
How can you measure the amount of . .,at er used by each 
family? A device cal.led a water meter records the amount of 
water used . 
Today nearly every house has a water meter. Our water 
supply has expanded so that more standpipes have been built 
and wells driven. 
The water secured from the wells is pure and safe to 
drink. As the water filters through the various rock layers, 
the impurities in the water are removed. 
An Artesian Well Boring 
Standpipe 
Walpole Center 
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Roads 
In the early 1800 1 s Walpole had three major roads. These 
included the: 
Old Post Road 
The East Walpole section of the Old Post 
Road is known today as Pleasant Street. In the 
middle of the 1600's, the Quakers were driven 
by a whip from the Dedham Village because they 
refused to attend the Puritan Church. They held 
fast to their own ideas of worship and they re-
fused to call officers of the British government 
by their proper title s . The Old Post Road was 
called the first National Highway in America. 
Road through Walpole Center 
It is known today as Main Street or Route 
lA. The post riders in the middle 1750 1 s, trav-
eled over this route to Rhode Island . In the 
1800 1 s stagecoaches also traveled over this road 
giving its passengers many jolts. To go to New 
York from Boston in those days would take six 
days. The only way it could be shortened was to 
take a coach from Boston through Walpole to Prov-
idence, then to continue on in a packet - sloop to 
New York. If the weather was good , the trip 
could be made in three days. 
Washington Street Route 
The road was established in 1802 by the 
General Court of Massachusetts. The turnpike 
road was opened in 1806 and passed through East 
Walpole and South Walpole. It was one of the 
finest roads existing then. At that time most 
of the roads were dirt roads. This "new" pike 
was of stone and gravel laid seven feet wide at 
a cost of five thousand dollars per mile. In 
1828 thirty-five thousand people traveled over 
this toll road. The fare being about two dollars 
to travel from Boston to Providence . 
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In addition t here are now more than 197 fi ne paved roads 
in Walpole . 
Many of our roads were named after Walpole's early set-
tlers or people who contributed time and money to Walpole's 
development. Perhaps you are familiar with some of these 
roads. 
Bird Street was named for t he Bird family . 
Plimpton Street was named for the Plimpton family . 
Stone Street was named for Doctor Stone . 
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From the chart you can see that many businesse s failed to 
continue operating from one century to another. 
Reasons for this are many. 
1. Business declined due to depressions. 
2. Buildings destroyed by flood or f ire. 
Construction was usually of wood. Also fire 
fighting apparatus was poor in our standards to-
day. 
3 . New inventions came into existence. 
4. The products could be produced better and cheaper 
elsewhere. 
These are just a few of the more important reasons why 
industries fail to survive. Can you name others? 
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Industries of Walpole 
Some of Walpole's early industries have been previously 
mentioned. These included the sawmills and gristmills. Forges 
were also among Walpole's early industries. The forges drew 
their materials from the bog iron deposits along Spring and 
Mill Brooks. Its iron was used in cannon for the French and 
Indian War which occurred in the 1750's. 
As you read some interesting facts about each major in-
dustry, you will find out what is made, how it is made and in 
what way their products affect our way of li f e. However, be-
fore you begin your study of Walpole's present industries, you 
will read a history of paper making. This wi ll enable you to 
understand East Walpole's paper making industries. 
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History of Paper Making 
Making paper is not a new industry. It goes back to the 
ancient Greeks and Romans. They had parchment paper made from 
the skin of goats or sheep. They also had papyrus which con-
sists of strips of plants laid together, soaked, pressed and 
dried to form paper. As papyrus became unavailable about A.D. 
200 , learning declined. About this time, the Chinese made 
paper from mulberry leaves or from rags. 
These methods produced only a small amount of paper, but 
larger amounts of paper were needed due to the invention of 
printing. To supply the demand for paper, mills were con-
structed in Europe. 
Paper remained scarce in the United States during the 
Colonial Period. Why? Primarily, it was due to the lack of 
rags and the failure to secure new methods of producing it. 
Linen rags were best, but scarce, because linen cloth didn't 
wear out easily. Woolens were not suitable for paper making. 
Bleaching paper by chlorine began in 1774, but was not 
used extensively. The queer colors of the newspapers of that 
period were due to the scanty supply and the careless sorting 
of rags from which paper was made. 
When the American Army entered Philadelphia in June 1778, 
they needed paper but little could be found. So 2,500 copies 
of a minister's sermon were taken and promptly turned into 
cases for musket cartridges for the colonial troops. 
Massachusetts had more printers than the r est of the 
country. Four of the six .American newspapers in the 1770 's 
were published in Boston, two-thirds of the books and pam-
phlets were printed in Boston. 
Procedure in Making Paper, 1785 
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To manufacture paper, a large supply of water was neces-
sary because t he rag fibers had to be mixed with i t . The 
clumsy mill machinery was also run by water. Paper making in 
those days required a great deal of knowledge and know-how 
which few people acquired. The steps involved in making paper 
were many. 
1. The first step was to sort and grade the rags that 
had been bought by the mill. Inferior grades were used for 
coarse papers like printing paper . The better papers were 
used for writing purposes and bulletins. 
2 . Pins were removed and the seams were opened. 
3. The rags were cut into fairly uniform sizes . 
4. Rags were then reduced to fibers of suitable length 
for the kind of paper to be made . 
5. The fibers and water were beated by hand. 
6. The beaten pulp was carried to the molds and the 
water drained from them. 
7 . A wet sheet of paper was removed from a mold and 
placed onto soft felt . Then another felt was laid on top, 
ready for the next sheet of paper. 
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8 . When 144 sheets had accumulated in a pile, the pile 
was remaved to the great press. All hands joined in turning 
down t h e press t o expel all the water. 
9 . After they had been l e ft under pressure, they were 
released and the felt was removed. 
10 . The sheets were piled up and put through a second 
pressing. 
11 . Four or five sheets of paper were hung together to 
dry . 
Paper in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 
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Paper was especially scarce in 1812 due t o the shortage 
of raw materials and difficulty in procuring molds and engines 
from abroad . 
In the middle 1800 's, beating the fibers in water was 
done b y machine. The machine was an oval tub which had a 
roller and a plate be low it . Between the roller and the plate 
were some knives. Thus , the rags in the water were gradually 
reduced to pulp. The process sometimes took as long a s twelve 
or more hours . 
Today when a fourdrinier machine is used, enormous sheets 
of paper five to twenty-five feet in length can b e produced at 
a speed of 1,200 feet a minute . All this can be done in one 
process. I n a fourdrinier machine ~fte r a jordan cuts the 
fibers to the corre ct length, they are pressed t oge ther in 
water, then t he water is drained from them. Next, the rollers 
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squeeze out more water. Then the pressed wet paper passes 
over large steam-heated drying rollers. Finally, it goes 
through metal rollers which iron out the paper. 
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Bird & Son , inc . 
In the early 1800's George Bird was looking for a good 
site for a paper mill. He finally found what he wanted. It 
was located on the Neponset River in East Walpole . The land 
was cleared and a small wooden mill with a water wheel was 
erected in 1817. 
At that time, 1817, he 
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produced the paper 
United States currency. 
A Paper Mill 
1817 
of the paper was used in 
printing the three dollar 
bills now no longer printed. 
Tarred paper was also produced . The tarred paper was 
objectionable to mice and moths , rust and moisture proof . 
Therefore, it was used by woolen manufacturers to wrap their 
cloth . Many old government records and documents were a l so 
wrapped in it. 
The Bird Company , as the business was called t hen , r e-
ceived its first patent in 1825 . It was signed by Henry Clay, 
Secretary of State and John Quincy Adams, President of the 
United States . The patent was for a device for polishing and 
glazing paper . 
When Francis W. Bird entered his father's business, t he 
name be came George Bird & Son . In 1845 the business name was 
changed to F . W. Bird. 
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What kind of machinery was available for paper making in 
the early 1840's? The company had four small beaters run by 
water. These beaters mixed the rag strips with water. That 
was the end of labor-saving devices. 
In the late 1840's a new kind of machine was installed, 
known as the fourdrinier machine. It came equipped with five 
steam driers. 
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After paper had been made either from rags or pulp, it 
was cut into sheets to be polished. To polish paper consisted 
in putting it between iron or other metal sheets and when a 
sufficient quantity was ready, a thick heavy piece of paper 
was placed at the top and bottom. This was passed through 
rollers eight or more times . About one hundred fifty pounds 
of paper was made per hour. 
In 1850 F . w. Bird was buying twenty tons of rags a day. 
Most of these were shipped from Belgium, France and England. 
Now the company began manufacturing industrial papers. These 
included brown wrapping paper and other heavier quality paper . 
The company employed less than fifty men. F. W. Bird 
operated the paper mill twenty-four hours a day. There were 
two, twelve hour shifts . 
During the middle 1800's fire and floods were the com-
pany's greatest danger. A destructive flood occurred in 1864 
when a dam brol<:e . The company was without power. That was 
bad enough without including loss of some machinery. F. W. 
Bird had no sooner gotten over this loss when a fire raged 
7 1 .1. 
out of control. Only two machine rooms escaped damage . 
Many paper mills had the advantage of water or railroad 
transportation for their products . F . W. Bird's company had 
neither. They transported heavy rolls of paper to Boston by 
large wagons drawn by four or six horses . The round trip in-
cluding stops for supplies took the whole day. 
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Water power was still used in 1877 and the paper was still 
produced the same way . 
Can you imagine factory men being let off today to do 
chores around their home, especially during the summer haying 
season? This was a practice until Francis W. Bird's son, 
Charles S . Bird, curbed it . 
There were constant difficulties arising in the operation 
of the paper mill. One day in the late 1800 1 s the old walking 
beam engine called "Colonel Cobb " slipped from the belting and 
walked right through the roof . However, there was little dam-
age and the next day the machinery was back in its place and 
running smoothly. 
In 1880 another flood filled the machine room with four-
teen inches of muddy water. The water had no sooner receded 
when another fire broke out. Four buildings burned to the 
ground. Machinery, paper and supplies were lossed. The total 
loss was about fifty thousand dollars. 
Could you recognize the trademark of Bird & Son, inc? It 
is a little girl holding a sheet of waterproof paper over her 
head. It was first used in 1890. Perhaps you have seen it on 
7'? 
a televi sion advertisement . 
I n 1880 a bronze medal was awarded jointly to F . W. Bird 
& Son and to Holl ingsworth & Vose, another East Walpole in-
dustry, fer wrapping paper . 
In the late 1800 ' s the company manufactured shoe - boxes, 
boxes for tacks, shipph1g- cases and flower> - pots . These are 
still being sold throughout t he United States and other coun-
tries. Floor covering was manufactured in five colors in 
1894, but it was unsuccessful until 1911 . 
In the early 1900's many developments took place . Tne 
roofing plant was built in Norwood, Massachusetts in 1903 . 
Bird Machine Company was established in 1909, and it is now 
located i n South Walpole . Mills were built in Rhode I sland , 
five in Canada and one in Chicago . 
Today Bird & Son, inc . have i n addition to the plants 
mentio~ed above one in Arkansas, Louisana, South Carolina , New 
Hampshire, Connecti cut , Maine and a granule plant in Norwood . 
Th8 N'Jrwocd .r;:.:lant takes rock from its quarr:..e~ from Roslindale 
to Rhode Island , crushes ~ heats and forms it ~nto granules to 
be colored. 
A new product recently put on the market was Bird lino-
leum . You will see this and some of the other products in the 
display . 
Briefly let's tur~ back to 1875 and you will see how the 
pr oduction cf the company has grown . One and one - half tons of 
paper per day were produced by twenty people in 1875 . In 1959 
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around o~e thousand people in the East Walpole area produce 
seven to ten tons per hour . Quite a difference isn't it! 
Raw materials used in producing its many products come 
from the United States and from countries all over the world. 
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However, most of the raw materials used in manufacturing paper 
come from the United States. The rags and waste papers come 
from dealers in and around Boston. 
The leadership of the business which started in 1817 in 
East Walpole has passed to George Bird's son, grandson and 
great grandson. 
George Bird founder 
Franc i s W. Bird son of George Bird. He 
operated the business in 
the middle and late 1800 1 s. 
Charles S. Bird son of F . W. Bird, 
grandson of George Bird . 
He controlled the mill in 
the early 1900 1 s. 
Charles S. Bird, Jr. son of C. S. Bird. At 
present he is Chairman of 
the Board of Directors. 
Damon Forge 
The forge is located on Wa shington Street, East Walpole . 
Perhaps you have recognized this place by the anvil which has 
hung over the doorway. 
The wooden building is about two hundred y ears old . In-
side you will see huge beams and large wooden pegs which hold 
the beams together . There are also two brick fireplaces . 
There is no wooden or c ement floor , just a dirt one . Perhaps 
you know why? Because the blacksmith works over intense heat , 
which is essential for the h e ating of iron bars , the danger of 
fire becomes great . Therefore, wooden floors couldn 1 t be 
used . There is also another reason . This structure was built 
before the Revolutionary War and cement was not used in build-
ings in that period. 
Some of you may be wondering if this building was used as 
a blacksmith shop in t he 1700 1 s . According to the present 
owner of the forge, i t was not . The owner pointed out that 
the original builders when putting in one of the fireplaces 
sawed a piece out of a huge beam near one corner of the build-
ing . The support of the roof was weakened by this . However, 
the roof has stood through many storms even when modern struc-
tures have crumbled under the weight of heavy snow . 
We are now ready to discover what a blacksmith does and 
how he operates his forge . A forge is a place where iron is 
heated and hammered into many objects like iron railings , 
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hinges, fireplace sets, weather vanes and many other useful 
items. 
Perhaps you would like to follow the owner in his work. 
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First, he takes a straight iron bar twenty-two feet long which 
he secured from a steel concern. Next, he measures the length 
he needs and cuts the bar with an acetylene torch. He also 
might use a hardy which is a device for cutting off iron when 
it is cold. The iron bar is now put into the hot coal fire. 
The intense fire makes it red hot, but not hot enough to melt 
it. When the bar glows a bright red, the blacksmith removes 
it from the fire with suitable t ·ongs. There are many different 
tongs in the shop. The heated bar is then hammered into the 
desired shape. Perhaps a bar for an iron railing. The owner 
welds the bars together instead of riveting them as was done in 
the olden days. There is a device on the blow torch that blows 
the molten steel away. It is the moltened steel that makes the 
sparks not the flame of the acetylene torch when he is welding. 
Farrington Texol Corpo1•tion 
The factory was opened in 1950 to produce artificial 
leather, steel and wooden casee for radios and phonographs. 
Today the corporation employs about seventy people. Most of 
their work is devoted to making artificial leather. There's 
quite a fascinating process connected with its production. 
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First, the corporation begins with some cotton similar to 
handkerchief material. To make this material, the southern 
cotton mills wash the cotton, remove the seeds and dirt and 
weave its fibers into muslin, a coarser cotton cloth. This 
muslin remains unbleached. Next, the cotton handkerchief 
material is put on a heavy paper base. Then it is coated many 
times with a lacquer. Finally it is colored with colored pig-
ments and grained by an embossing press. The corporation has 
several presses which produce di fferent grains. These include 
a pig grain, an ostrich grain, an alligator grain and a printed 
grain. Be sure you see the pr1nted grain artificial leather in 
the exhibit. 
Artificial leather i s used for jewel boxes, boxes for 
watches and many other things. 
Texol is their registered trademark. The Farrington Texol 
Corporation is known in Germany, France, Italy, Mexico, Argen-
tina, Australia, Canada and throughout the United States. 
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Hollingsworth & Vose 
The buildings now occupied by this company on Washington 
Street, East Walpole were operated by the Bird family until 
1858, In 1871 it was sold to I. J. Hollingsworth. Shortly 
after, Charles Vose entered the business and the business name 
became Hollingsworth & Vose. They manufactured paper from 
manila rope fibers. The seven men employed in the 1870's made 
a ton of paper a day. 
You recall an award of a bronze medal was presented joint-
ly to F. W. Bird & Son and to Hollingsworth & Vose at the 
International Australian Exhibition in Melbourne in 1880 . 
Today they make paper from manila rope and jute fibers 
which come from a tropical plant. Their products are used in 
insulation materials, sandpaper, tag paper and other types of 
paper products. 
~s 
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The Kendall Company 
I n 1903 George Kendall purchased the Lewis Batting 
Company on West Street. It manufactured cotton batting. After 
acquiring the company , absorbent cotton and gauze were pro -
duced under the name of Lewis Manufacturing Company . The 
First World War brought a need for surgical supplies for our 
soldiers . Due to the great increase in demand, new buildings 
were added to the company . 
The Lewis Manufacturing Company extended its operations 
outside Massachusetts by purchasing the Slattersville, Rhode 
Island mill . This greatly i ncre ased the production of surgi-
cal supplies. 
A great amount of tobacco and gray cloth and other coarser 
cot ton cloths were used . The cloth had to be secured from 
various states in the south . This had its disadvantages. Not 
only the amount available varied at different times, but the 
quality as well. To eliminate these conditions, two plant s 
were built in South Carolina to spin and weave tobacco cloth 
and other low- count fabric used for gauze and cheesecloth. 
When The First World War was over, the demand for cotton 
products fell sharply downward. There was a large surplus of 
cotton and surgical supplies. Thus, business declined and the 
company needed less workers. However, in the early 1920's, 
the demand for cotton products increased . 
The company was incorporated in 1924 and was called 
Kendall Mills, Inc. until 1928 when it became known as The 
Kendall Company. 
Experimentation was done and new products were produced 
to meet the growing needs of the American people. For ex-
ample, gauze diapers were unheard of until the 1930's when 
research done by The Kendall Company proved that they were 
superior to other types of diapers. 
Gradually the company purchased or built many plants 
throughout the United States. These include : 
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1. Bike Web Manufacturing Company -- producers of 
knee caps and supports for athletic use including 
Little League Programs 
2. Griswoldville Mill in Massachusetts -- a cotton 
finishing plant 
3. Bauer and Black Chicago, Illinois -- makers of 
surgical dressings and elastic goods, blue jay 
plasters, adhesive tape, Curad plastic bandages 
and Curity products like diapers and other baby 
products 
Other plants are located in Cuba, Mexico and Canada. 
One of the products that accounted fo r the increased 
sales of the company was small attract ive packages of cheese-
cloth. Cheesecloth is a coarsely woven cloth used for 
dusting, netting , straining fruits for jelly and many other 
things. Ready-made dressings also became popular and were in 
demand by hospitals. Previously hospitals had to make their 
own dressings from one hundred yard bolts of gauze. 
Today the company also manufactures polishing cloth, 
dish towels, bibs, mesquite, ne tting, sheets, organdies, 
curtain materials and a number of new products like Clex and 
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Webril. Clex is a chemically-tested fabric used in men's 
collars. Webril is a non-woven fabric used for tea bags 
permanent waving pads and oil filters. 
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It takes over 300,000 spindles and 6, 800 looms to produce 
the cloth needed by the company for its many different products 
which are sold throughout the world. Wha t does the .lalpole 
plant produce? In turning our attention to Walpole let's find 
out what is manufactured in our town and how it is produced. 
The Walpole plant cvnverts lightweight coarsely woven 
cloths like tobacco cloth, and raw cotton into finished products 
suoh as gauze, cheesecloth, bookbinding cloth, cotton, milk 
filters and new synthetic products like Webril which you have 
read about previously and Perx, an interlining for men's coats. 
To understand how cotton, cheesecloth and towels are 
produced at The Kendall Company in Walpole, look at the 
following diagrams. 
Mach~es 
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Producing Towels or Cheesecloth 
... -· ---
Drying and Stretching Frames 
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Walpole Woodworkers 
In the early 1930's Philip Allen began making fences and 
railings from cedars growing on land he owned in Walpole. 
People liked his fencing and soon he was sold out. So in 1933 
he formed his business. The little shop on East Street, 
Walpole, produced fencing and fUrniture. 
In 1938 a destructive hurricane hit Massachusetts. Many 
pine trees were uprooted throughout Walpole . Something had to 
be done! Philip Allen quickly erected a sma ll sawmill and 
began turning out lumber from the fallen t r ees. This was used 
in sectional tool houses which were pre-cut and ready to be 
erected. 
Soon the local supply of timber was exhausted. Then cedar 
and pine trees were purchased from Maine suppliers. This 
proved to be unsatisfactory. Can you tell why? Some of the 
reasons include: 
1. Quantity of wood was not available when needed 
2. Quality of wood was often poor 
3. Cost of shipping the trees to Walpole was ex-
tremely expensive, especially when you cons i der 
the amount of wasted material on each tree. 
What would you do if you were faced with this situation? 
To eliminate this situation, the Walpole Woodworkers bought ten 
acres of land in Detroit, Maine. There they erected a sawmill. 
Today their trees come from : 
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1. Their own land 
2. Farmers who bring them logs 
3. Land which they don't own but have secured 
privileges to cut trees 
After the trees are trimmed at Detroit , Maine, they are 
stacked. As demand for them arises, they are loaded onto 
trucks to be sent to their Maine plant for peeling, splitting 
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and shaping into posts and other objects. Then a scoop loads 
several tons of wood at a time onto a huge truck which arrives 
in Walpole, Massachusetts the same day. Another huge scoop 
unloads the posts and boards. Then craftsmen transform these 
into tool houses, benches, cottages, fences and furniture. 
Left over materials are used in making three-legged milking 
stools or colored building blocks for children. 
Today the company employs between sixty to one hundred 
people . The larger number is employed during the spring 
through the fall of the year. 
Early Famous People Who Stopped In Walpole 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
Sir Francis Bernard 
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In 1760 he was Governor of the Massachusetts Province. On 
one occasion it was necessary for him to travel to Providence, 
Rhode Island. On his return trip, he and his guards passed 
through Walpole . Even in those days such an important person 
as a governor did not travel alone. He was accompanied by sev-
eral guards on horseback. 
Nathan Hale 
He was a captain in a Connecticut Company in 1775. Pass-
ing through Walpole, he stopped and dined at Hidden's Tavern. 
Later, Mr. Hale became a famous American soldier and was hung 
by the British as a spy. 
George Washington 
As a young colonel in the Virginia Militia, he came to 
Boston in 1756 to consult Governor Shirley on military business 
of the Seven Years' War . He stopped at one of Walpole's famous 
taverns, the Brass Ball. Again in 1776 George Washington had 
occasion to stop in Walpole. This time he rested at the Smith 
House on his way to New York . 
James Monroe 
In 1817 he began his tour of the country after being 
elected America's fifth president. His tour brought him 
through Walpole and to Clapp's Tavern which was located near 
our present town hall. 
General Lafayette 
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Many of you have read about this French General and the 
part he played in helping the Americans win the Revolutionary 
War. As he revisited America in 1824, he stopped at the Fulle r 
Tavern, South Walpole and Morse's Taver n, East Walpole on his 
way to assist at the laying of the cornerstone of the Bunker 
Hill Monument. 
Julia Ward Howe 
Mrs. Howe wrote the Battle Hymn of the Republic and many 
other poems . She gave her first lecture around 1850 in a hall 
which had been part of Morse's Tavern. In 1866 she attended 
F. W. Bird ' s twenty-fifth wedding anniversary where she read an 
original poem. 
Charles Sumner 
Charl es Sumner was a Massachusetts senator in the middle 
1800's and a close friend of F. W. Bird. Thus, he visited Mr. 
Bird at his home in East Walpole. On one occasion, Charles 
Sumner spoke on slavery at the old Orthodox Church. The church 
was unable to hold the entire throng of people who gathered. 
There wasn't even standing room! 
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First In Walpole 
Have you ever wondered when Walpole got its electric 
lights or its fire engine or perhaps its library? 
This list shows when Walpole first secured some of the 
great inventions and other information. 
First stagecoach 
First schoolhouse 
First railroad 
Public library was started 
Electric street lamps were erected 
Town water was received through pipes 
Electric streetcars began operating 
Concrete s i dewalks were laid 
First test blow of the fire alarm 
whistle 6:30 in the morning and 6:30 
in the evening. 
Tennis courts were erected in East 
Walpole 
Steam roller was purchased 
Gasoline fire engine was bought 
Buses between Norwood~ Walpole and 
East Walpole began operating 
1718 
1757 
1849 
1872 
1894 
1895 
1899 
1900 
1904 
1910 
1912 
1917 
1921 
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Places To Visit 
1. Statue of a Man on a Horse 
In the triangle formed by East, Pl impton and 
Everett Streets, is a statue erected by Isaac Newton 
Lewis. It was erected in memory of Barachiah Lewis 
who sat upon his horse in that exact location and 
saw to it that all Indians left the area and moved 
eastward to their new home. 
2 . Cross at Walpole Common 
The cross symbolizes the place where the 
first meeting house or church once stood. 
3 . Lewis Castle 
The castle is located on East Street. It 
was built in 1896 by I saac N. Lewis on land held by 
the Lewis family since 1742. It was designed from 
a pencil sketch made by Mr. Lewis while he was in 
Wales during his many trips to Europe. The castle 
is made from field stones secured locally . The 
granite for the trim was hauled by horses or oxen 
from Cape Ann and Quincy. The walls are two and one -
quarter feet thick. 
4. Drinking Fountain 
Did you know that the drinking fountain in 
East Walpole Center was erected by contributions made 
by children in honor of Mary Bird, donator of the 
library to Walpole? 
5. Colonial House 
This old house in South Walpole Center was 
once Fuller's Tavern. You recall Lafayette stopped 
there on his tour through the United States. 
6 . Indian Mortar Stone 
The stone is located near Plimptonville . 
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7. Cedar Swamp 
It is located near Route lA. Remember the 
cedar trees played an important part in shaping 
Walpole's history. 
8. Francis William Park 
This park compri ses many acres of land in East 
Walpole. Here you can find bridges, brooks, settees, 
a swimming pool, flowers, shrubbery, trees of all 
kinds, a bathhouse and many other things for your 
enjoyment. 
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George Bird 
As a young boy in Maine, he was fascinated with the meth-
ods of producing paper. Today you may be intrigued with air-
planes or rockets. 
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George Bird had always wanted to come to Massachusetts and 
learn the art of papermaking. Finally his dream came true in 
1788 when he was eighteen years old. His first job was in a 
paper mill in Mattapan, Massachusetts. It wasn't easy work, 
yet he never lost interest and continued to learn his trade. 
He learned from older men who had the distinguishing marks of 
paper-makers, a curved back and oversized shoulders . 
After learning the art of making paper by working in a 
mill and attending the Neponset School of Papermaking, he began 
his paper mill in Needham, Massachusetts in 1790. Later he 
moved to Dedham and made printing papers by hand. These in-
cluded papers to wrap loaf-sugar and tarred rope paper. 
Although he began operating a mill in East Walpole in 
1817, his home was in Dedham until 1825 . 
Through his hard work and ingenuity, his business began to 
grow steadily. 
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Francis William Bird 
He received his schooling in the early 1800 1 s from a very 
strict schoolmaster. The schoolmaster wore a cocked - hat, 
knee breeches and shoe buckles, the dress of the colonial 
period. 
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After graduating from school, he attended Brown University 
in Rhode Island . Thus, he traveled along the Old Post Road 
used by the Committees of Correspondence in Pre-Revolutionary 
days. 
Francis W. Bird entered his father's business shortly 
after his graduation from college . In 1843 he built a mansion 
on the hill above the paper mill . He called his mansion Endean 
which is Gaelic for "Bird's Hill". Doctor Estes Howe installed 
a ventilation system, a form of air conditioning and central 
heating which was a remarkable innovation for those days. More 
unusual were the six bathrooms, and the running hot and cold 
water piped to the dressing rooms adjoining each bedroom. 
Francis Bird was a member of the Massachusetts House of 
Representatives in 1847, 1848, 1867, 1877 and 1878. He also 
served on the Massachusetts Executive Council for many years. 
One voting day Mr. Bird told his men, 11 Now I am going to 
vote just as I please and I hope you will all do the same; but 
if any one of my men does not vote just as he wants to and I 
find out, I will discharge him tomorrow . " 
As a member of the Massachusetts Legislature in the 1860 1 s 
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Francis w. Bird was given a series of resol utions urging 
emancipation. These wer e delivered to Abraham Lincoln. From 
his meeting with President Lincoln, Mr. Bird was deeply im-
pressed with Abraham Lincoln's fine qualities . 
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F.W. Bird's political club in 1855 provided Harvey Parker , 
the club 's favorite waiter, with his own hotel. The hotel be-
came the famous Parker House noted for its Parker House rolls . 
It's still in operation today on Tremont Street , Boston. 
Francis Bird published a newspaper and with others sup-
ported the publication of a magazine urging people not to sup-
port cau se s or candidates he believed were not qualified to 
hold public office. Louisa M. Alcott, author of Little Women, 
Ralph W. Emerson and Henry Thoreau were some of the famous peo-
ple who wrote for the magazine. 
Emancipation and labor legislation urging shorter hours 
and better working conditions for the workingmen were among the 
issues to which he devoted his life. Opposition was also shown 
against the bribing of a public official and unnecessary taxa-
tion . 
A large fortune was not what Mr . Bird was seeking. He re-
fused rebates, a back payment for using a certain product or 
service s of a particular company. The New York , New Haven and 
Hartford Railroad offered rebates to F. W. Bird & Son because 
they were the largest shipper of goods on that line . Mr . Bird 
politely refused them . 
F. W. Bird enjoyed the fri 2ndship of as many of the lead-
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ing men of Massachusetts as any man living a+~ his -cime. To 
honor such a popular and wel l liked Walpole resident, a clock 
tower was erected in East Walpole's square in his memory. 
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Charles Sumner Bird 
Charles Sumner Bird was the son of Francis W. Bird. He 
graduated from Harvard College in 1877 and entered his father's 
business at the age of twenty-two. He realized that the future 
of Bird & Son laid in making heavier material than paper. Can 
you tell what these materials were? 
Mr. Bird was always on call in case of trouble at the mill . 
Many times he was on the scene before word could be sent to him. 
He usually was warned that something was wrong by some strange 
noise or by a sudden lack of noise . 
It is hard for us to believe that in the 1880 1 s, C.S. 
Bird drew only fif t y dollars a month from the business for 
household expenses. Most of his earnings were put back into 
the business so that it could continue to expand and provide 
work for many people in the Walpole area. In his business he 
insisted that his employees shouldn't accept free gifts. On 
learning that one of his salesmen accepted a free railroad pass, 
he insisted the man return it. 
In 1912 he campaigned for Governor of Massachusetts, but 
was defeated. Shortly after, he acquired the ownership of the 
Boston Advertiser which he operated until 1917. 
What were his contributions to the Town of Walpol~? 
The following include only a few of his many contributions. 
1. Francis William Park in East Walpole was donated 
to the Town of Walpole in memory of his oldest son, 
Francis W. Bird. 
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2 . Money was given to improve the parks. It 
was used for planting bushes ) sowing and caring 
for the grass. 
3 . A contribution of two hundred eighty dol-
lars was given towards a new fire whistle 
machine in East Walpole . Under the old system 
it seemed that no two people could count the 
alarm alike. 
4 . Money was given to the library for the pur-
chase of books and magazines . 
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Charles S. Bird, Jr. 
After his graduation from Harvard University in 1906, he 
began working for his father, Charles Sumner Bird, in the com-
pany's rag sorting room. By 1909 he was superintendent of tne 
paper mills. In 1918 he became a director of the company and 
in 1935 chairman of the Board of Directors. This is the posi-
tion he holds today. 
He offers the following advice to young people. 
1. Tell and seek the truth in all that you do. 
2. Believe that you can succeed through hard work no 
matter what your abilities may be. 
3. Seek liberty and virtue. 
4. Keep in mind the wonderful freedoms and liberties 
which our government gives its people through the 
constitution. Above all don't forget the many people 
who fought and gave their live' a so we can be a free 
nation today. Thus, freedom t hrough constitutional 
government protects the individual from tyranny. 
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George A. Plimpton 
George Plimpton was president of Ginn and Company, pub-
lishers of many of our schoolbooks. His home was on East 
Street in East Walpole. Although he was away from home a 
great deal, he felt that Walpole was a very friendly town. 
His contributions to Walpole were many. 
1. Many acres of land were donated to Walpole 
for a town forest, the first one in Massachu-
setts. 
2. A drinking fountain was erected in the 
square between East and Plimpton St r eet . 
3. A picnic area was made near the Neponset 
River off of Plimpton Street. 
4. School children were invited to visit his 
farm to see sheep, cows, milking machines and 
to look at his picture gallery which contained 
original pictures of American history. Some 
showed Columbus, battle scenes, Civil War days, 
and generals. 
5. People were invited to hear lectures on 
travel, artists, historians and other people 
which he occasionally provided at his home. 
6. Scholarships were given to many boys and 
girls to enable them to attend college . 
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If you lived in the early 1900 1 s and happened to be walk-
ing or playing near Plimpton Street as his carriage came by, 
chances are that he would stop and talk to you . Usually he 
asked boys and girls, "What is your purpose in life?" Many 
times a boy or girl answered that he or she wanted to become a 
teacher, artist, musician, doctor, nurse or enter another pro-
fession. If George Plimpton felt they really wanted to work 
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and struggle to secure that in life, then he found a way to 
help them. Mr . Plimpton always drove off reminding them not 
to waste their time. 
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H. P. Kendall 
After graduating in 1899 from Amherst College in Massa-
chusetts, he purchased the failing Lewis Batting Company. The 
company made absorbent cotton, carpet linings and stair pads. 
Seventy-five men were employed using a few old machines. It 
seems that the cotton was dried on chicken wire over boxed-in 
steam coils through which air was blown. 
Eventually Mr. Kendall built the company into sixteen 
plants from Canada to Mexico having a combined total of eight 
thousand people employed. The company does a hundred million 
dollar business a year. 
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Mr. Kendall believes that The Kendall Company's success 
is due to imagination, courage and unwillingness to accept 
anything as final or perfect. Manufacturing processes and 
methods are constantly analyzed and revised to prevent waste 
of materials, . thus improving the products and establishing new 
ones . Therefore, money must be spent to make money . From 
1946 - 1952 twenty million dollars was put back into the plant 
exclusive of research and advertising. 
By delegating responsibility to trained personnel, he was 
able to devote his time to planning and developing his many 
plants and to selecting responsible people to help develop the 
company . He strongl_y believed that you must be aware of your 
present needs and plan for the future . 
Mr. Kendall in one of his speeches said, 11 0ur motto here 
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is still . . . get the right kind of young men around you, 
train them, give them responsibility, check results, and you 
won't have to worry too much about what will happen after you 
are gone." 
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He believed that a business would be a success if it was 
founded on honest work, worthy and useful products, fair 
prices, and fair dealings with suppliers, customers, employees 
and the community . 
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WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED 
You perhaps will enjoy reading this verse as this history 
of Walpole comes to a close . 
You have met the great workers and leaders of Walpole 
as the years unfold , 
You have secured knowledge and experience s of people 
b~fore you, 
And with this knowledge you can advance their discov-
eries and leave your mark on his tory, too. 
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VOCABULARY 
1 • expansions straddle 
contributed consisted 
industries Wrentham 
significant 
Caleb industrial 7. 
Walpole Francis 
Dedham Jones 
thus increased 
referred prevented 
Narragansett 
2. occupied 
Natick 
3. Puritans Ponkapoag 
Massachusetts Ezra Morse 
Chicatabut 
tract 8. Norwood 
purchased dangerous 
Westwood individual 
Medfield division 
Dorchester process 
existed ploughed 
Massassoit essentials 
Phillip accommodate 
Wompatuk prosperous 
driven 
9. 
4. treaties 
Josias 10. activities 
Neponset attend 
retained majority 
tomahawk voted 
pheasants financial 
wolves residents 
independent 
5. courageous 
swamps 11. historic 
cedar representatives 
permanent province 
James Fales unanimous 
Samuel reluctant 
Quinton formation 
lured petitioned 
crude prime 
dwellings 
erected 12. reverend 
Kendall Belcher 
avenue method 
6. paved 13. graduate 
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VOCABULARY 
Harvard rectified 
college clashes 
establishing 
18 . shillings constant 
donated 
14. structure assist 
various committee 
advantage congress 
gallery provincial 
rafters continental 
overseers Philadelphia 
curb imposed 
ammunition restrictions 
prohibited 
15. French delegates 
neutrals foreign 
English revenue 
Nova Scotia prominent 
reimbursed imported 
Ticonderoga 
campaigns 19. appropriated 
banning involved 
16. Bernard 20 . Lexington 
governor population 
decision responded 
radical Breed's Hill 
taxation Bunker Hill 
opposition Roxbury 
situation 
climax 21. enlist 
request bushel 
session Ireland 
defeated enthusiastic 
Faneuil victories 
levies surrender 
loyal Cornwallis 
17. encountered 
Lafayette 
affect 22. Eleazar Smith 
presence patented 
r oyal smallpox 
treasury contagious 
freedoms inoculate 
ensure confederation 
liberties b inding 
labor regardless 
unite retained 
grievances issue 
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VOCABULARY 
23. constitution emancipation 
convention ventilated 
operate 
effectively 30. nutmeg 
funds welfare 
almshouse 
24. Suffolk County maintenance jurors maintained 
Norfolk kerosene 
taverns dusk 
Coney dawn 
venture neglected 
absorbers preventative 
infected 
25. tuberculosis 
fowl 
26. swine 
27. inf an try 31. expanded 
militia 
relations 32. 
value 
military 33. Lewis 
unite manufacturing 
fought cheaper 
artillery gravel 
preparations a.shes 
reduction 
28. Providence applied 
unitarian loam 
preached 
orthodox 34. prevalent 
cling gypsy moth 
vestry invaded 
decline suppression 
reorganized Milton 
regiment infested 
lack web 
29. versus 35. cluster 
volunteers caterpillars 
union creosote 
abolish liquid 
Lowell major 
total Sharon 
quota benefited 
bounty selectmen 
wages 
composed 36. citizens 
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VOCABULARY 
shrubbery 45. manual 
surged primarily 
tremendous reliable 
available correspond 
employment ceased 
commuted 
46. exerted 
37. Willett influence 
resided physician 
Brum.mitt recommended 
entrance thoroughly 
philanthropist poached 
mankind broiled 
Phelps 
38. authorized dental 
student clinic 
Edna revolutionary 
depicted 
47. Plimpton 
39. Blessed Sacrament recreation 
Catholic 
prior 48. ancestor 
Epiphany Episcopal adjacent 
organized utilized 
Methodist Gould 
Congregational 
Sumner 49. pertaining 
incorporated access 
moderate 
40. fee 
exietence 
41. 
50. generous 
42. deacon quartered 
instance concerts 
dramatic 
43. certificate volumes 
merit agricultural 
dismissed literature 
multiplication Harper's 
castle Scribner's 
St. Nicholas 44. elementary acquired 
grammar enable 
gymnastics 
promoted 51. Pillsbury 
discontinued suitable 
per cent Andrew 
system Carnegie 
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VOCABULARY 
photographs 59. device 
loaned filters 
impurities 
52. 
60. Quakers 
53. warrant jolts 
notifying sloop 
appointed toll 
assemble 
moderator 61. 
constable 
reeves 62. 
auditors 
expenditures 63. gristmill 
scales implements 
accuracy forges 
surveyors foundry 
assessors snuff 
trustees lint 
commissioners twine 
authority contractors 
products 
54. accountant multibestos 
registrar texol 
counsel 
sewers 64. depressions 
warden standards 
survive 
55. 
65. previously 
56. defective deposits 
installed 
apparatus 66. Greeks 
severity parchment 
chemical papyrus 
extinguishers mulberry 
adequate producing 
ranked chlorine 
result extensively 
locomotives 
inaugurated 
scanty 
67. pamphlets 
57. cylinders clumsy 
scientifically inferior 
periodically coarse 
bulletins 
58. artesian well seams 
porous uniform 
standpipes reduced 
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VOCABULARY 
pulp tongs 
welds 
68. accumulated riveting 
expel molten 
twentieth 
procuring 77. corporation 
oval artificial 
Fourdrinier phonographs 
Jordan devoted 
fascinating 
69. similar 
muslin 
70. site lacquer 
currency pigments 
moisture embossing 
proof exhibit 
documents registered 
secretary Germany 
Quincy Italy 
president Argentina 
glazing Australia 
71. sufficient 78. Manila rope 
Belgium Melbourne 
destructive jute 
insulation 
72. colonel 
receded 79. gauze 
surgical 
73. bronze Slattersville 
medal varied jointly eliminate 
Vose surplus 
Arkansas 
granule 80. research 
Roalindale superior 
linoleum league 
display Griswoldville 
briefly Bauer 
74. 
plasters 
leadership adhesive 
rounder Cur ad 
75. Damon Forge 
Curity 
Cuba 
anvil organdies 
intense Cl ex 
76. vanes 81. Webril 
acetylene converts 
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VOCABULARY 
synthetic 91. university 
Perx mansion 
interlining Ende an 
diagrams Gaelic Estes 
82. innovation 
adjoining 
83. unsatisfactory e~ecutive 
Detroit 
92. impressed 
84. transform political 
Tremont 
85. Bernard publication 
accompanied candidates 
Nathan qualified 
Virginia Louisa Alcott 
consult author 
Shirley Ralph Emerson 
Monroe Thoreau 
bribing 
86. monument rebates 
Julia 
hymn 93. 
anniversary 
senator 94. employees 
throng 
95. 
87. concrete 
96. truth 
88. triangle virtue 
Everett tyranny 
Isaac 
Barach1a.h 97. lecturers 
symbolizes artists 
sketch historians 
Wales scholarships 
fountain profession 
contri butions 
dona tor 98. 
mortar 
99 . Amherst 
89. comprises coils 
settees combined 
analyzed 
90. intrigued revised 
Matta.pan exclusive 
distinguishing personnel 
Need.ham motto 
ingenuity responsibility 
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VOCABULARY 
100. worthy 
101. 
1 1 1 
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102. advance 
discoveries 
103. 
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A SYNOPSIS OF THE STORY 
Great Grandfather's~ is divided into three parts ; Fun 
With Nancy and Bruce , Colonial Days, and More Exciting Times With 
Nancy and Bruce . 
The first part centers around two children, Nancy and Bruce, 
and their experiences of opening their great grandfather's old 
trunk. While rummaging through the trunk, they find a book 
written by him in 1860. This book, about colonial life, is read 
to them by their father. 
Part Two of Great Grandfather's Book contains Colonial Days. 
Here the way of life of colonial people is portrayed through two 
children, Prudence and John, their parents and a colonial school-
master . 
Part Three contains Nancy 's and Bruce 's reactions to their 
great grandfather's story. Their excitement and enthusiasm in 
learning more about colonial life leads them to the library and 
to lively discussions with their father. 
The purpose in writing this story is to give children an 
accurate and interesting account of the life of colonial boys 
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and girls. From this it is hoped they will gain an understanding 
and an insight into life in that period . 
The story is baaed on how the majority of people lived in 
Massachusetts in the 1700 's. Although some people lived in 
beautiful houses and had exceptionally fine imported furniture , 
the average person didn ' t have these luxuries, especially the 
colonial people in Walpole . 
Thus , this story gives children an idea of how people lived 
in Walpole in the 1700 ' s . 
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SUGGESTIONS ON PRESENTING AND USING THIS MATERIAL 
KIT OF MATERIALS , GLOSSARY , VOCABULARY 
In connection with this stor y , things from the kit of 
materials may be displayed and used for motivation . (See page 6 
for a descri ption of these materials.) 
Extensive use can be made of the illustrated glossary either 
before the reading of each section or during the reading. 
The vocabulary contains all the words not presented in the 
Houghton Mifflin reading books grades one - three . 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Read and discuss the books that accompany the kit of 
materials . (See pages 8 - 16 for a list of books . ) 
2. Wr ite about what interested them most and why . Perhaps 
write their own reviews on books about colonial life . 
3. Draw scenes that they read about or things that they 
imagine might have happened in the 1700's . 
4. Plays dealing with colonial life can be presented. 
5. Clay models of colonial towns can be constructed . 
6 . Dramatizations of events and things that occurred 
during that period can be put on . 
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SUGGESTIONS ON PRESENTING AND USING THIS MATERIAL 
ACTIVITES CONTINUED 
7 . Children may have fun reading the parts of the various 
people in an oral rereading of the story. Other pupils can be 
chosen to read the non-conversational lines. 
8 . Visit colonial houses near Walpole 
a. Fairbanks House 
b. Concord Antiquarian House 
c. John Adams House 
d. John Quincy Adams House 
9 . Visit other places of interest 
Dedham, Mass . 
Concord, Mass . 
Quincy, Mass. 
Quincy , Mass . 
a. Walpole Library to see a colonial fireplace 
iron kettle , flax and wool spinning wheels, and 
other objects . 
b. Sturbridge Village Sturbridge, Mass . 
c . Plymouth , Mass . 
d . Salem, Mass . 
of Ma±eriols 
INCLUDES 
1. A pressed bloodroot mounted under glass 
2 . Herbs -- pressed parsley , dried parsley , mint mounted 
under glass 
3. Cross- stitching -- a sample of done by a seven year old 
child 
4 . Flax fibers mounted under glass 
5. Flannel 
6 . Ginger 
7 . Rock candy 
8 . A ruffle 
9 . A wick 
10. Old fashion candy sticks 
11 . Iron kettle 
12. Bristol glass 
13. A large paper drawing of a sampler 
14 . Candied fruit 
15 . Dried fruit 
16 . Sweetmeats 
17. Cards 
kit Of Mo±eriols 
SLIDES 
Objects Used in Colonial Days 
1 • Bloodroots 
2 . Bayberries and making candles 
3. Butter churns 
4 . Cards 
5 . Spinning wheels 
Other Slides Include 
1 • Old houses 
2. Colonial kitchens 
Objects Found in the Old Trunk 
1. Watch that winds with a key 
2 . Telescope 
3 . Old books 
4 . Stereoscope 
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Supple.me,niocu Books 
~} -:i- 1. Anderson, A. M. and Emmett A. Betts, Sguanto !i!:.lli! the 
Pilgrims . Chicago: Wheeler Publishing Company, 1949 . 
156 pp . 
The authors have written an interesting account of 
Squanto 's life. 
They tell: 
(1) of his bravery and courage in becoming a 
brave 
(2) how he saved his tribe's chief 
(3) how he became the loyal friend of the 
Pilgrims and prevented their · starvation 
and attack from Indians. 
Also emphasized is the bravery and courage of the 
Pilgrims . 
'" * 2. Bailey , Bernadine , Picture Book of Massachusetts. 
Ch icago: Albert Whitman and Company, 1949 . 28 pp . 
The author tells the story of the Pilgrims in England 
and their settl ements here. 
Miss Bailey also brings in many Massachu setts towns 
like Marblehead , Newburyport, Salem, and others . There is 
Book s secured from the 
~:- Walpole Library 
* East Wal pole Library 
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a map showing these and other towns. An illustration of 
what the town is noted for accompanies the name of the town . 
Thus, the book contains a simply written account of 
early Massachusetts stressing the hardships and the rigid 
life along with the wonderful results that were accomplishe~ 
The colored illustrations help to make the book appeal-
ing to second and third graders. 
-:~ ->< 3 . Bulla, Clyde Robert, !LQ.hu Billington Friend of 
Squanto. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1956. 88 pp . 
It is the story of a young Pilgrim named John 
Billington . The story evolves around John's ability to get 
into trouble and mischief, whether he is on board the 
Mayflower or later when he becomes friends with Squanto. 
The book also gives children an idea of how the 
Pilgrims and Indians lived and the hardships endured by 
both . 
The style of writing and simple vocabulary will appeal 
to second and third grade children. 
'' ->~ 4. Bulla, Clyde Robert, Squanto : Friend £f. the White Men . 
New York : Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1954. 
Squanto's adventures are told in an exciting and 
interesting way. 
The book is written at a second grade vocabulary level. 
5. Cavanah, Francis, Q!!.! Country's Story. 
Rand McNally and Company, 1945 . 72 pp . 
Chicago : 
4 
The book contains a brief account of a few things that 
have occurred in making America what it is today. It is 
extremely useful in helping children develop an understand-
ing of what life was like in colonial days. 
Such chapters as "The Pilgrims Have the First Thanks-
giving ," "The Colonies Get Better Acquainted," and "Paul 
Revere Gives a Warning" are the most valuable. 
Janice Holland 's illustrations are excellent in giving 
a realistic touch to the stories. 
~< ~· 6 . Coatsworth, Elizabeth, First Adventure. New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1950. 60 pp . 
This is the story of John Billington, a seven year old 
child, who came to America on the Mayflower. The book tells 
of the preparations for settling in their new homeland and 
of his like for adventure. 
One day John wandered into the woods and reached an 
Indian settlement. After resting with the Indians, they 
took him back to the Plymouth Colony by canoe. 
The account of the adventure is contained in Governor 
Bradford's , History El~ Plimouth Plantation. 
7 . Coffin, Robert P., Life in America,~ England. 
Grand Rapids: The Fideler Company, 1951. 124 pp . 
The book takes the children on a fascinating tour of 
New England. It contains many beautiful photographs of the 
seashore, mountains , farms and factories. 
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The author tells about old New England and New England 
today. 
8 . Dalgliesh, Alice, The Thanksgiving Story. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1954 . 
The book contains a beautifully written family story 
following the Pilgrims across the ocean, through their first 
winter and the first Thanksgiving. 
-i: 9 . Dalgliesh, Alice and Lois Maloy , America Builds Homes. 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938. 
The section on English Homes in New England is well 
written . The authors tell why the people came to live here, 
what they found, how they built their homes and how they 
lived. Miss Dalgliesh and Miss Maloy have tried to select 
incidents which would appeal to children and which will make 
the life of the pioneers as vivid as possible . 
Much emphasis is placed on "Life in New Plymouth ." 
Topics discussed are: a settler, his supplies and the great 
importance of the fireplace . 
10. Duffee, Marcelle, New England Colonial Days. 
Row , Peterson and Company, 1941 . 36 pp . 
New York: 
It is interesting to read this colonial story of 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire , in having children understand 
colonial life . Nathan Jeffries , his brother, Sam and Martha, 
his sister, have many interesting adventures in 1690. 
The illustrations are in color. 
24 
,, 11 . Emerson, Caroline D., Pioneer Children .2f America. 
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1950 . 302 pp . 
This is an excellent book in helping the ch ildren to 
understand life in colonial times. Unit Three "Pilgrim 
Pioneers from England" provides a great deal of information 
about early settlers . 
The book would have to be read to second grade chil-
dren . 
·~ * 12 . Hays, Wilma Pitchford, Christmas.£!!~ Mayflower . 
New York: Coward- Mccann, Inc ., 1956 . 
Wilma Hays tells about the important part the captain 
of the Mayflower, Christopher Jones, played in the life of 
the Pilgrims. He saw to it that the Pilgrims had adequate 
shelter for the winter . He refused to leave for England 
until the Pilgrims were settled, although the sa i lors were 
on the verge of mutiny because the longer they stayed the 
rougher the seas would be, making it more dangerous for the 
ship to return to England . 
Also discussed were the other hardships faced on that 
December 25, 1620 -- lack of food, cold weather, and a 
child's want for a Christmas celebration which eventually 
comes true for all . 
~· 13. Hays, Wilma Pitchford, Pilgrim Thanksgiving . New 
York : Coward- Mccann, Inc ., 1955 . 
The book stresses how the Pilgrims and Indians learned 
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the meaning of friendship and understanding as they 
celebrated the first Thanksgiving. 
-;;- * 14. Heal, Edith, ~ First Book £f America. New York : 
·~~ ~~ 
Franklin Watts, Inc . , 1952 . 93 pp. 
Miss Heal tells the story of the original thirteen 
colonies . Much of the book deals with happenings that 
occurred in Massachusetts. Topics discussed are : its 
industries, the minutemen and the tea party. 
The author stresses freedom and the never ending fight 
to gain and keep it. 
and the Indians. Boston : Ginn 1 5 . LaRue, Mabel G. , Dicky 
-
and Company, 1948. 128 pp . 
This is an excellent book for showing and describing 
the types of early settlements that occurred in New 
England . It is written in the vocabulary of the show 
second grade reader . 
The story centers around Dicky, a boy who came over on 
the Mayflower . It describes in an interesting way how h e 
lived, what he ate and the Indians that were friendly and 
unfriendly . 
-i< .,, 16 . Morris , Richard B., The First~ of~ American 
Revolution . New York: Franklin Watts, Inc . , 1956 . 67 pp . 
The story of the American Revolution is vividly told, 
especially why and how the colonies fought. 
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,,~ * 17. Pine, Tillie and Joseph Levine, 1.h.§! Pilgrims ~· 
New York: Whittlesey House McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1957. 32 pp. 
This book gives an excellent picture of life in 
Plymouth. It tells: 
(1) what the Pilgrims knew how to do 
(2) whether we use some of those same 
things today 
(3) what experiments children can do to 
prove simple science concepts like 
wind and water moves things. 
It tells how children can make candles, butter, syrup, 
and weave mats . 
The large illustrations by Jack Keats add much to make 
this book delightful. 
~: -ii- 18. Rich, Louise Dickerson, ~ First Book of New England. 
New York: Franklin Watts Inc., 1957. 60 pp . 
Miss Rich tells the story of New England in a simple 
way so that children can easily understand it. The author 
includes sections on the "Beginnings of New England, 11 
"Old New England," "Boston," and other New England states. 
The story of New England is told by having the story 
book people take trips to many cities in New England. These 
include Plymouth, Sturbridge, Boston , and many other his-
torical towns and cities. 
Life today is constantly being compared with life in 
the olden days. A one room colonial school versus the 
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modern regional school is just one example of this. 
~; 19. Sickels, Evelyn, ~ School ~ Rings . New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942. 
The book contains many well written chapters about 
schools in New England. It describes Boston's schools 
centering the story around a boy names Nat. Many hardships 
that children faced are brought out in the story. 
20. Smith, Mila and Stephen Bayne, Frontiers Old and New . 
New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1947 . 
Children can secure glimpses of early America through 
the stories of families who came over on the Mayflower . 
Conversation adds a great deal to make the book appealing. 
The authors describe the blacksmith, the Indians and the 
colonial schools. 
The book is written beyond the level of most second 
grade children. 
21 . Turner, Mina, !2.!'.!!! Meeting Means Me . Boston : Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1951. 
The book illustrates the basic democratic principles 
and concepts in terms understandable to children. 
22 . Wilkins, Mary E. Freeman, The Green Door. New York: 
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1940 . 
The story centers around a girl named Letitia who lives 
in an old house which was her great great grandmother's. 
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Letitia tries to re-live the past as it would have 
been in her great great grandmother's day . Thus, the author 
weaves into the story what the colonial children did, home 
furnishings, herb gradens for medicine, and attacks from 
Indians. 
Miss Wilkins points out to her readers the numerous 
chores girls had to do, because repeating the addition and 
subtraction combinations were of little value to girls in 
the past. 
Letitia sets herself to acquire the wisdom of her 
ancestors to card, spin and weave and to dye cloth. The 
seven year old girl imagines attending services at the cold 
meeting house which had hard benches to sit on . 
Thus, the author describes in an interesting way child-
hood in colonial days. 
Because of the sentence structure and difficult 
vocabulary, the book must be read to third grade children . 
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An:Dfle_e_ ~ll 
Part I 
1 • paper 
2. board houses 
3. grass 
4. 1700 's 
5. sampler 
6 . village church 
7 . books 
8. Saturday 
Part II 
x 
0 
0 
0 
x 
0 
large spinning wheel 
small spinning wheel 
2 1 
Draw a circle around the correct answer to each question . 
1. The Pilgrims had windows made from -------------· 
cloth leather pa per glass 
2 . Pilgrims lived in ---------------· 
log cabins board houses brick houses 
3. The Pilgrim houses had roofs made of 
-----------· 
pap er wood clay grass 
4 . Prudence and John lived in the ---------------· 
1800's 1700's 1500's 1900's 
5. Each little g irl had to make a ---------------· 
sampler dress collar doll 
6. Some colonial children went to school in the ________ • 
town hall village church general store 
7 . In the colonial schools children had few ____________ • 
toys friends books quill pens 
8 . Most of the cooking was done on ______________ • 
Sunday Saturday Monday Wednesday 
2 2 
Put X before everything that is true. 
Put O before everything that is not true. 
The schoolmaster lived with different families 
during the school year . 
Stoves were used by the Pilgrims. 
Most colonial people bought candles . 
A warming pan was used to cook food . 
Some children studied from a Hornbook. 
A tithing man was a teacher of boys and girls. 
Draw a line to the correct answer . 
How did people spin wool? on a small spinning wheel 
How did people spin flax? on a large spinning wheel 
on a por table spinning wheel 
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/ 
'iJ 
•••• 
It was Saturday. Nancy "nd Bruce we~e o:ttlng watc~ing 
_: ..... favorlte te:evl.s.ion rroe;ram THE BIG TOf c:RCU8 . T~ .; 
became so lnterested in the clowns that t:.e . rocr'Jm was over 
before ~hey kne~ it . 
" Oh ! It ' s all over . And it ' s ral11l u • :·ow w:~at will we 
do ?" ~ sked Bruce. 
J:..~ot:.e1· , hearlng his question , answered , "There is ar. old 
old trunk u :n the attic . 'louldr ' t it be fun to fiLd out 
wh ... ' "" .:.n l. ... ? " 
"o: , o ," sald 1:ot:1cr . "It belon_ed to your e:,rea t 
__:randi'ather , Alden '.:Tuild . Ee llred ln 1 .~alryole almost a hu1dred 
years G.g ." 
Before llother could say any more , ~Ja .• cy and Bruce ran u. 
the stal:."s ... o the atti c . '.:'hey found ... : ... e o:!.d blac1'" trun'{ in the 
0 orner . I ~ was made oi' wood and iron. 
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11 TT..l.r J ! Let ' s o en it ," said ~Taney . 
"T can ' t, said Bruce . 11 T:1e cover ls s tuc1r. 11 
':'urning to Mother , who ::ad ""ollo·:ed them u_:-i the stairs , 
Nancy cried, 11 .Hel,.... us , I'otl..er ! I can ' t wait to see ,·hat ' s 
insidP '" 
:he three of them tugged and ulled at the dusty cover. 
Finally they opened it . 
11 c·. ! Loo'{ , 11 said rancy , 11 an old watch that winds with a 
key . And a telesco e t!lat pulls out . Herc , you try it , Bruce ." 
11 I can ' t see .., " +~ing v;ith· this . .ust be broke , " 
sa.i.d Bruce . 
'' Xo , Bruce, you ' re usln2 .:.. t the wrong way . Let .ne show 
yo , 11 said l1ot:1er . 
Just t'.en :~ancy spoke up . " '"'""e w:~at I found --- staJrr"s, 
old sl-'oons , a camera, and ::::ome small ictures of bu ldlng~ ." 
" ':'hut i. sr. ' t a earner~ , 11 said !•:other . " Pu+ this small 
.:_ J-'-,ure between the TT · 'Y" 0 s . Now · ~ol,.:i it close to yo1r e., sand 
loo' + ·- -,.o-- j.: tr 
l!U-1 l@J llld 
~IW 
"Bruce ! Come and see thi~ ," '3a.:.d :Taney. " See how large 
the buildings look now . Lr+ ' s look at some more ::::>lctures ." 
:r:other left the c' l 1 1ren as they begai1 to look at the 
~ictures throu~h the stereoscope. 
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Hr, · ~ seen all the picturrs , riruce wer.t ta~k to tee trunk. 
"I wonder whr+ ' t:! under all those clothes? " :1e asked. 
"I don ' t l{now , '' said Nancy . 
3ruce quickly took out the old clothes and put them beside 
the trunk . 
" Look at these boo'rn! " cried Nancy . " One ' s about A:.ICE ' S 
AD':ENTlJRES I\' WOKDERLA:::\IJ: . And th.i.s funny-looking one has a 
leather cover . The "C ' "' one about HAITS BRD~KER or the SIL 'r~q 
SKATE:-' ." 
" ~1d look at this one !" shouted Bruce . "~+,has a paper 
cover and some writ ng on it . Let ' s show it to l~other ." 
Bruce and Nancy rar. down t:1e attic stairs shout.:.ng, 
"Mo th er ! Mo th er ! Look what ue found . " e 
Bruce handed her the small book . Nancy and Bruce could 
~ardly wait to see what the book was about . 
"~lhat kind of 3. book .:.s .it , Mot'_er? " asked ...'ancy . "v:l.ere 
d:'..d l t come from ':' 'lho wrote 1 t ';' What does t say?" 
Just then Father came home from work . 
"What ' s all tl.e ev , .. ement abo +?" 11e asked . 
2 
:Taney and Bruce told h.irr. al l about the old black trunk and 
tl:e stra.~ :e looking book . 
"Daddy , le-'- ' '" look at .it r.ight no·.T ," ,,-:i · r Bruce . 
Father looked at the boolc as he walked toward the sofa .:.n 
the living room . Nancy and Bruce followed closely behi d ~ -
___ Lil 
__ s_: . 
" vlhy , this is a real old book written by your great 
grandfather when he was only eight years old ," he said . 
" That ' s how old I am ," said Nancy . 
" I ' ll be ten tomorrow ," sa:d Bruce proudly . 
"\ 'hat ' s the book about?" asked Nancy . 
" It ' s about young boys and girls your age who l i ved in 
Walpole many years ago ," said Father . "I t ' s about colonial 
children ." 
"Did any colonial children live in this house? " asked 
Bruce . "How did they live? I ' d like to kno-w ." 
"Me , too !" said Nancy . 
" Supper ' s ready now ," called :I.other . 
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"We ' ll read the book after supper ," Father said as he set 
the book on the table . 
The children quic~ly ate their supper and helped dry the 
dishes . They wanted Father to read the book written by their 
great grandfather . 
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and girls lived many 
years ago? '' Father asked the children as they settled tl:emselves 
comfortably on the sofa . 
11 Yes , 11 said Nancy and Bruce together . 
"Did you know that tt.e colonial children didn ' t have any 
faucets from which to i:,ct water? 11 he asked . 11 They didn ' t even 
have telephones or refrigerators . 
" This book , written by your great grandfather in 1860 , 
tells how boys and girls your own age lived here many, rrany 
years ago . The pictures will also help you to understand how 
the boys and girls lived from the time of the Fil~rims in 1620 
to ribou t 1780. 11 
Before: Father could be:in the sto.i.·y , 9ruce asked, "Did the 
houses in colonial days look like our houses ':" 
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" , they ·Herc d .:. fforent frorr: our homes ,'' sc.id Father . 
"Lost of the early settlers didn ' t h~ve glass , no.ils or strong 
bricks . They chopped down trees from which they could rr.ake 
boards . Then they used the boards to bu i ld their homes ." 
"'mat were the colon.:al schools like , Fa t"1el ':'" '1.sked Bruce . 
" Stop ask.i.ng so many questions , Bruce ," sald Nancy . " I 
want Father to read about Coloni al ~~ J ~ ~rom Great Grandfather ' s 
story ." 
" : )W try to imag.i.ne youri::elf ln colonial days ," said 
Father . 
~hen he began reading ~~o Col oni ql Day s . 
I 
Co/onio Da~s 
B~ 
A den Guild 
Jun~ /gbo 
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Intradt iction Colonial 
I +' + • -" I"' 1 • 1 T\ • 1 ., l b t n .... _.e se s vor.ic s o. ""'-' ~ c ... " ~ Jr you w.:.. .L cc:: rn a ou 
bo~·r. and :lrls goine: to scLool and cnurct. , :he ~c:me..r t:r ... cy 
... layed , the :!::our.es they :lved ir. , "!,he fco.d :,::cy c.tc and. .... ~ " 
oth~r things . You wlll have some excit:ng ~dventures witL 
Prudence and John . 
Colcn:~1 T\ SlS begac with the Pil~rlrrs landlng :~ Fly~outh 
.in 1620 and contlnuec to tt.e Revolutlons.ry ·;::.r :n l 77~ . 
/ 
/// 
/ 
It was fall . The nights were cool. Prudence , a 
'.-':"~ 
--......... 
--~ 
~' 
...,, '"' 
girl about seven , ran to the door and called her brother who 
was outdoors getting some wood for the fireplace . 
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"John , hurry up wi th the wood!" She qui ckly shut the door 
to keep out the cold , then ran back into the parlor . 
Mother was s i tt i ng on a settle sewing a blue coat for John . 
Father was reading the Bible . 
"Why can ' t we have other books besides the Bible?" asked 
Prudence . 
"
1iell ," answered Father . '' The Bible is about the only book 
most people can afford to buy . I sn ' t that true , ~r . Jones? " 
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Th quest.:on r.+ erru ted the tr.in' · n:::: of Mr . Paul ~ones, 
t e +o n ' s school "e r r s +hinkin~ a· out: .:.s cxrer ' er:ces 
a"' ,.. teac:.er 1 ho :!.l ved i ' he ho e of r ... is u_ ' ls .&' r two wee ~s . 
11 SomF+ · "'S +he 't,t;dS were comfortable and the fooc ",.. s 
._cod ," r.o t:.ou:ht . " O~hert .:mes , because the fa .:1.:.es were poor , 
y bed ··a ~ hard rr.d food terrlble . ,..,u t li v lr::g .in ,. i th the 
fa lly ls hO\ I arr aid for teach · r::g chlldrer. . I n,us 
co :a · n." 
Pr· dence ~u _e u and r " r. to the coor . 
'"Mnat ' s kee ing you , .John !" s! e yel:!.ed . " If you do ' t 
hurr~ , we ·rnn ' t have tie to h ar the sc>:ool stcr ' s story . 
'!.'omorrow . e leaVE;S to ~O to r nother r.ouse ." 
Zohn , who , ·as ten ye"rs old , hurried nto :,he house and :--ut 
'"'re ' re ready fort:. story , ~!r . Jones ," 1::1 ~ .. 
- "'lhn ~ ... . 
" Tonight I will tell you a story about Pilgrim boys and 
girls . They lived long, long ago ," said the schoolmaster . 
"Who were the Pilgrims? " asked Prudence . 
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"They were men, women , and children who landed in Plymouth 
in 1620, " he answered . "They left England on the ship Mayflower, 
because they were not allowed to worship or pray the way they 
wished . 
"When they came ashore in the shallop, the only people 
there were the Indians. There were no houses . So the Pilgrims 
chopped and sawed logs into beams and boards from which they 
built their houses. 
" Beams are large pieces of wood that hold a house together . 
The beams were held together with wooden pegs because nails were 
very hard to get . Each nail had to be made by hand . That took 
a long time and made them very expensive . 
"Most of those early houses had no wooden floors. A few of 
the Pilgrim houses had floors made from logs cut in half . The 
roof was thatched with bundles of coarse grasses tied with 
grapevines . The dry grass often caught on 
/ ------......__; 
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_e~~ 
" r ~ lde t:_e one-room house ~as a f L ... ..,._:ice bu.:.l t of stone . 
mhe f.i.rep:ace chimney las made of s all logs covered with c:ay . 
'T'he clay 'rept the logs from 'tt.rn.ing. : .:. '--' .:.ron kettles !' illed 
wit .. food or 1ater hun~ over the !'ire. Did you kno" , .:-ohn , 
that a fire was kept burn.:.n'"' all the time ever. · n the sumn:er? '' 
" No , .L didn ' t ·~now that . \'hy d.id they have a fire in the 
summer? " 
11
·1.:. thou t a ;: .:.re, they couldn ' t cook the · r· foo 
school aster ~nswered. 
" ,he 
"Bu .. why didn ' t t.Ley cook on a stove? '' said Prudence. . 
" There ,·ere only a few stoves in the 16'.: 0 ' or early 1700 ' e . 
mhe r.:.re~lace ua 0 used not only to cook t~e ~ood but to h at the 
one- room house . Very often t .... c fire wer.t out .'' 
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""hat v·ould h~prcn theY'?" sked Jol1n . 
" 'T'11e P.i.lgr.i.ms l:..ad no :natcl:es . Instead they h.i.t a r:ece o.!' 
.:!:'2...i.nt and steel to~e-t~ ... er ." 
.i.t take a long time to a f lre started that 
John asked . 
''°Y'"rn , t d.:.d , '' ~aid the schoo:!..rr.aster . lf m-i. e fl nt and 
steel often sli""ped and it took a long time +o start a fire . 
" In the eo.rly houses the kitchen was the par:!.or , bedroom, 
and d.:.nlr,g room all lr. one-room . WL.en "he ...,.i.lgrirr:s rad n:ore 
'Iloney , be"'v ter and larger houses '··ere bull t . But tels didn ' t 
hn ,en until the late 1600 ' s . 
" F lgrirr: childrer. sle"Y"'t on the floor w th clot:. cover .:.ngs 
under them . Several years later , the c!.ildren ' s beds were made 
of quilts 11·1+n only ro:'os for S""rings ." 
":C.:i.d they hll.ve candles made frorr. bayberries like we de? " 
as~ed John . 
"Yes , they dld , 11 answered the schoolmaster. 
"Bayberr.:.es are 8mall gray berrles. When they are boiled. , 
the fat from the berr.i.cs comes to the to • Ttls can be sk.:.~med 
--
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" I 'rnm · how cand::..e s are r:ade , '' sa.id .,....rud nee . "I hel ed 
: other make them one • " 
The schoo:master looked at her crossly , as ~f to eay you 
uetn ' t interrupt . 
.;ust t:1en the clock began to stri'rn . C.:-ohn counted to 
h.i.mself . 1 2 -- :::: ~ -- ~ -- 6 -- 7 . 
" Seven o ' clock ," he a.id . 
'' I not.iced you counted the ch.i.. c~ ," sald .t::.:.~ schooln.aster . 
" .,.... rha s you car. guess how the F.i.lgr.:.i:: ch.i.ldren told t.:.me? " 
"That ' s an easy qucstlo ," nswered ~ohn . " '!3y a clock , of 
cour .... e ." 
'' Ko , yo ' ·~ wron~ , 11 sa.i..d the schoolmaster . 11 rr 1€ Pilgrim 
c>:.:.ldren d.i.C .1 1 t have any clock . " 
"·e 1 :, '.f they didn ' t :Lave c:ocks , how "ld the: tell 
time? '' a. .... ked Prudence . 
'' :y the sun," repl.i.ed r.:r . Jones . "W:.cn t'1e sun "as 
OVE)rhead the :reorle knew : t was noontime . 'vhen th(. ...,un set .in 
the west , they knew night 'as ,..,.... · "'S ·" 
.,..., 
'"' ,} . 
----
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" <r . Jones, wrat k.:.na of coaches dld t:r..e r le:r.:.m..., rave? " 
asked J'"ohn . 
'' 'Ihey had no coaches pulled by horses. They tad to w~lk 
wherever they wanted to :o. Bec~use they c0u::n ' t walk lon~ 
d.:.::: tances , ,eople 11 ved close toget:.er. '' 
"I wonder what t:ie Pilgrirr. children \\ore ," said Prudence . 
"You remon:ber t' .. e Pil....,r.i.ms can:e fro En0 land . ',/hen -:..LeJ 
C"' e +o 4.mer.:.ca , they broug .. t all the.:.r clc:._.es with the 1 . So 
.. he :r.:. ., grl c:'l.:.ldren dressed l:ke the Er ... ~lish children ," said 
Jol:n . 
" T'. ' ~ r:.ght ,'' sa · d tle schoo:master . 
"G"ually "" .. t.e boys wore lorig sleeve shlrts witt white 
collars and \\hite cuffs . Their )ants t:.ed ~t their knecc . 
K!1ee '11::,h stockings were worn . Lost of tl:c glr:!.s wor ., one 
sleeved dresses w:th lar~e whl.. "o:lars aLd ~ite cuffs . 
'' :I~r1.- ls a '"'.:.cture that shows you ·rhat t:.ei.r clot: ... es 
looked l ::re ," r.e .. aid as he un!'olded :.::e . a_ er from 11.:. c- ocket . 
"You can sec t:.at tl:ey d ... wear any fancy :ace clo~hes . '' 
":>id they real ly look like tha +? If l.Sked Prudence . If n~ey 
look so funny ." 
"You mustn ' • say they look funny , Prudence ," sald Mr . 
Jones . "Did you ever stop to think that your clothes may look 
funny to boys and glrls who live .in the 1900 ' ." 
" '"'ly couldn ' t they wear fancy clothes of lace and silk? '' 
asked Prudence . 
11 Laws were passed telling neoph: u·_t-y couldn ' t spend much 
money for cl othes . That ' s why people couldn ' t Hear lace unc 
s.ilk ruffles . 
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"You kr..ow most of the cloth and clothes were made by hand . 
There were no stores where the Pilgrlms could buy things . They 
couldn ' t even buy spoons or dlshes . That ' s why most of the 
children ate !rom wooder.. dlshes called trenchers . Later · n 
the late 16rc ' ,.. , some ~eople had dishes and bowls of pewter . 
T:ten the cf:.ildren cou:d eat the.i.r porridge fron: t:tem ." 
'' Like tl"!.is onn, '' cr.i.ed John , who r·an to the kl tchen "!.o get 
a ewte r bowl . 
"Yer ," said ' ... ... . Jones . 
"Silver in those olden days was scarce . Not many 
families had silver spoons and knives. Nobody had ever heard 
of using forks then. 
" Some of the people who had a lot of money could afford a 
few cups and spoons of silver . But there weren ' t many who 
had much money . 
"Well ! It ' s getting late and you have to go to bed . 
Perhaps on my next visit I will tell you another story about 
the Pilgrims ." 
"Oh, Mr . Jones ," cried Prudence . " Couldn ' t you tell it 
to us now? I like to hear stories . I ' m not sl--ee--py ." 
"Why are you yawning then? " asked Mr . Jones . 
"Oh , all right , I ' ll go to bed ," cried Prudence . 
"That ' s no way to talk to the schoolmaster ," Mother said . 
" Now tell him you ' re sorry ." 
While Prudence told the schoolmaster she was sorry , her 
father pull ed out a little bed from under his bed. That ' s 
where .the children in those days slept . 
trund~ ~\ ~I I .........__ 
Mother put a warming pan between 
It was called a 
the sheets to warm them . 
-----....r I I 
I"-------~ I 11 ·~ 1 
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The warmin~ ~an was a round ~etal ~an with a cover on lt . 
The lor.: ·.·ooden : ... [..nd.le kc_ t people !'ro get t.:.ng burned after 
the hot ashes ''ere put lnto the pan . 
T J. 
· , · ~ take lcn~ for Prudence a~d ~ohn ~- p 11 ~tleep . 
--
-----------
-- -
-
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".:r_ :-_ udence and John awo'~e .:.n the mor.r.ine, tht:y i'uund 
that the sun was shlnlng . T ~ was a beautlful cool day . 
The children were so anxlous to :et dressed that they 
al~ost forgot to wash . 
Splash! S. lash ! Out spilled the cold water ~rom the 
bas.in . 
'fhile the children was~1ed u.• , t:i::e ir fa the.r J,Ush&d tr ... e 
trundle bed under the biz bed . 
" NO\' we have more space to walk around the roo:r. , '' he said . 
:-rudence and John ;rnre fort:_ma te . '.!:'hey had one trundle 
bed to sleep in. Usual 1 J ~hree or !'our cl:lldren llad to sleer 
in one bed . People couldn ' t afford to g:ve each chlld a bed 
o.:' his own . 
After washing, the children hurried to the !{.itch.en to 
~elp Kother ~et breakfast . 
"Prudence ! You may set the table ," said Motter . 
'' Are ;.;e go~n:; to use the greenish or the .:n::ky white 
dishes?" asked Frudence . 
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"We ' ll use the mi lky white dishes this 1torning ," 
~~other answered . 
" Prudence ! D~ ' ,_ forget to put the knives , forks and 
sryoons on the tab:'..e l" 
" .7ohn , you may !:el""'l , too ," sa.id r-:ot!ler . "Fut tr.c ::tilk , 
Indlan corn porr dge , and eggs on t:!::e :.able . We will also 
need bread and butter . Then fill the wooden bucket ,, th water 
from the well ." 
"I' fu glad the well is near t":e house ," ;;ohn cald . "Some 
:1eo9le have a 1 on.::, walk to get water from a brook or sr r in0 • '' 
As John left to get the •·:a ter , ::'rudence asked her mo:.her , 
"~lll ::. milk be scarce thls w .:nter?" 
" I don ' t know ," sad r-~other . 
" ::: :11rn mllk ," said Prudence , "but I don ' t lil{e cider 
m.:.xed w.ith water ." 
Breakfast was soon ready. 
Prudence and John stood at the ~a~le and ate as qu.:.ckly 
and as c 1c.~ 1 y as they could . 
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After breakfast was over , Prudence helped wash and dry the 
dishes . John got ready for school . 
As he put on his winter coat and mlttens , he called , 
111•other! I ' m leaving for school now ." 
"Be sure to take your luncl ," h i s mother shouted . 
l 
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John started off on h:s two mil~ \alk to ~~~0~1 . As he 
walked ~long the dirt road , he thoug.~t about the town's Lew 
schoolhouse . It was made ~rom wood and had oiled paper :nstead 
of glass for windows . Glass was hard to get and it cost too 
much to be used in the new one- room schoolhouse . 
As he came near the new school , he could see the church 
steenle in the distance . That reminded hlrr. of how he had 
wa:ked up the steep hill to school when :twas he:d ln the 
c:~urch . 
:n the colonial days many towns used the churc~ as a 
school . \Jsually the m.lnister was the town ' s schoolmaster then . 
Just as he got to the schoolhouse , t~e schoolmaster ca~e 
out and ran~ the cowbell . 
As ... Tohn entered the buildL~0 , :Le thought, 11 ':.'h:s is a 
wonderful school. I aJL :-roud to go to thls new schoolhouse. '' 
Inside the schoolhouse John saw big boys and little boys . 
They were all in the same roo- . 
John took his seat on the wooden bench behind the long 
wooden table . 
After everyone had taken his place , the teacher or 
schoolmaster , as he was usually called , stood and read from the 
Bible . Then he asked the ten and eleven year old boys lf they 
had studied their lessons in the NEW ENGLAND PRIMER . 
John raised his hand and stood . 
"Mr . Jones ," he said . " I know my lesson." 
"All right , John ," said the schoolmaster . " Come up and 
recite your lesson. Then we will see how well you know it ." 
John recited without looking at the book . This is what 
he said . 
" In Adams Fall 
We sinned all . 
A Dog will bite 
A Thief at Nig..~t . 
The idle Fool 
I s whipt at School. " 
"You said that very well !" replied the schoolmaster . 
11
"
1ow you may be seated . William , you recite the next lesson ." 
William walked slowly to the front of the roo~ . He said , 
" C ls for Camel 
That Lives in the East ." 
Then William couldn ' t say any more . He didn ' t know his 
lesson . 
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'' ls that all you ::now':' '' asked the rcl:oolrr:aster, an ___ rily . 
' ' Ye~, M ~ " 
. r.r . "'ones , sald w:lliarn . 
11
·.·cry well! " said t!!E: schoolrr.a.ster . " ~ore Ui- and s · t on 
this hi ___ :: stool and rut on the dunce ca . " 
Tr.e ot!::cr ,..,oyr laughed . This rr.ade ':il:. ia .. feel ve""'y oad . 
Sometimes Zohn l:ad seen the scl:oolmaster whip sorr.e bo;>s ~t 
the !'.:.ve - foot wooder. ;·: • .:.ppln..., post, .:.r tt.e:y d.:.a ar.ythi 1._, 
As tr.e other coys recited their Catect..:.su:, .;ohn took ou: 
his .::oos€ quill ren 'that the teach6r ::ad rr.ade. !:e d.:.r.ped i ~ 
into hl s "lame-made in': . Zohn had made the ink cy mix int: sorr.e 
ink rov·cipr with ·vat er . 
John was luc~y . Today he had a ·iece o~ :aper . ~sually 
he had to wr 1 te on wLi te birch bark or €Ven v rite nu:r.ters n 
sand . 
Ac Le pr2cticed writing the alphabet and sorr.e sentences, 
he could hear so e of the younger boys 1carnirg to say tl.e 
alrh~bet frorr: tl ·• --rboo': . 
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The Hornbook was a small thin board which usually had a 
small wooden handle . There was a piece of paper on it . On the 
paper were the capital and small letters of the alphabet and 
the Lo~d ' s Prayc~ . A thin sheet of horn was put over the paper 
to keep it from getting dirty . The paper and the sheet of horn 
were held onto the board by a piece of metal . 
Now the morning was almost over and lunch time was near . 
John could hardly wait . He was getting hungry . 
Just then the schoolmaster told John to put some wood on 
the fire . 
John was sitting near the end of the bench and it was e~sy 
for him to get up . He quickly went to the woodpile and took 
some logs that his father had given him to put on the fire . 
All the children had to bring some wood for the iron stove . 
Remember there were plenty of trees that could be chopped down 
to get wood to burn . 
After lunch of bread with butter , ~ilk and cooked 
cranberries , John started on his lessons again . He studied his 
lesson in his NEW ENGLAND PRIMER. Then he wrote some numbers . 
John couldn ' t help but think of the long walk home . The 
wind was blowing and the sky was getting dark . His back was 
getting tired , too . mhere were no backs to the long hard 
wooden benches . 
Soon it was four o ' clock , time to go ho1.e . Before John 
started for home , he filled the dipper full of well water and 
took a drink . Williq~ also had his drink from the same dipper . 
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Then John put on his coat, scarf and ~ltten~ . As he left 
the schoolhouse, he put on his woolen hat. 
John was tired, but he tried to walk quickly. His fingers 
were beginning to feel the cold even through the mittens. 
-----
---
~H~ome.L Agai11 __ , 
He fel~ ~lad as ~6 sm· his house. As ~ohn opened the 
front door , be co~ld sffiell the freshly baked tread and the 
ccokies . 
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When he entered the ,..,arlor , John saw h s slater working on 
her s~m~ler . A sampler is ,., piece of liner. with the cc.~ital 
letters of t!le alphabet and numbers to ter. on it . The nc.me of 
the :lrl who ~ade .:t and t~e year are also e troidered on it . 
Prudence had wor~ed on lt while John was ln school . 
0:-1 ! How she wantt.d to go to school and :!.eC' l"n to read and 
wrlte . But not many g:rls were allowed to go to cchool . 
"l'1ot..her ! "fl.:othe t" ~ried Prudence . "T' ~ ~ ust :-.:nls::ed 
the last cross - st.:tc~ . !'y sampler is finished." 
Mother ~nd Johe h~rrled to see the s~~rler . It wc.s , -~.:te 
and :.s.d n•"'VY pretty colorc" ~ . .. ' s on lt • 
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Supper was reaay . John and Prudence stood and ate it 
quickly . The long walk made John very hungry . Mother gave him 
some more ~ ilk and roll • 
After supper John asked , "Prudence , ,,,.ould you like to 
help me ILake a list of rules that we have to follow? " 
"Yes , tr;..at, will be fun ," said Prudence . "Let ' s see who can 
follow the:r:i for two week . Every time we break a rule it will 
be a mark aga i nst us ." 
John wrote cown the rules . 
"Father ," cried JoLn . "Here are the rules we n.ade . Will 
you listen to them?" 
"All right ," ~ald Father . 
Then John began reading . 
-
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i . Stand u~ when someone sieaks to us . 
2 . Do exactly what Mother and Fat~er tell us to do . 
rruC.cnc€ .intcrrurted . "You know ".:~ 1 . .ian:: d "dn ' t do what his 
xrother told l:.im to do and he was beaten very hard by hl s .!'a the • '' 
"Do"' ' ... .interru'"' ... ," :Jaid :ohn. 
3. Dr 1 • co~pla n about our food or as~ for 
anything on tl.e ta~le . 
4 . Talk to older rco~le only w~en th€y talk •o us 
first . 
s. :reak our bread into sm~ller ~1eces . Don ' t 
b.:te :nto a whole slice . 
6 . Take off my cap when I enter the school and bow 
to the schoo:master . 
7 . ::Jo exact:y \;hr-~ ~he schoolma0ter te:ls me to do . 
fl I I m set t.:n£ slee:--y ' ti sc..id Pruder.ce . 
'' So arr: T, '' Tohn said . 
:u t be fore they went to bed , they -rle.nned out whc. t they 
were £0.ing to do the next day . 
At seven o ' clock they were n bed . 
Prudence wns a Droud l.ittle girl because ~other let her 
wear her new flannel nightgown . 
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The next day wrs SaturdaJ . John had no school . Then 
Prudence and John could play , if they didn ' t have to help their 
father and mother around the house . 
After Prudence helped her mother with the dusting , she 
played some singing games with her friends . They sang "Oats, 
Peas , Beans and Barley Grow , 11 "London Brldge is Falling Down, " 
"Farmer in the Dell" and "Ring Around the Rosy ." 
While Prudence played , John had fun playing with a ball . 
When he got tired of that , he blew soap bubbles . 
Later in the morning he played tag with William and his 
other school friends . 
In the afternoon Prudence made some dolls out of corn 
husks and played hop- scotch . After that she used milkweed pods 
as fairy cradles . 
John made a cob house and a fiddle . 
In the 1700 1 s some children were lucky to have a tin toy . 
But John and Prudence didn ' t have any . 
By nighttime they were tired . Mother didn ' t have to tell 
them it was time to go to bed . 
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Sunday came. John and Prudence __;ot u_ ear·lJ . After u 
big break.fast, they _ut the dlshes ln a wooden tub to be i!ashed 
on ronday . Then they walked w l t:1 their pa.rents to church . 
T~e cturch w~s very cold and damn . 
John whispered to ::ls father , ": t ' s as cold here as it ls 
outdoors ." 
"'Tot quite , 11 re lied Father .:.n a soft voice . 
Father was glad he had carr~cd the small footstove u.i.th 
:J. l rr. • 
~ohn sat with the other boys on the stair~ l •. side the 
church or the meet.in..., bouse as lt was called . Prudence was 
~"ttin~ with her father and rather in a cox ~ew . 
Soon the sermor. began . John was tired and sleepy . Soon 
he started to nod : ... ls :·iead . A man called the T.:.thing Lan 
"'Wa}cened John by :-0'....:. 0 hlr:i ··.i.th a stick . 
.At noont:i.me the .ninister told them they could eat . 
Prudence and JoLn ate "Y-.i. th their mother and father .i.n t:1e box 
..... e .. at the rr.eet.ing house . '::'hey had shortcalce and cheese . 
\·fhen al:!. the other fam.il.i.es had eaten their dinner , the 
rr.in:ster began i - ~ sermon aga.in . 
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~he church servlce was very long. It lusted t:.ree or four 
.ours or even lon~er . 
The clock struck four as John and Prudence entered the.ir 
house Sunday afternoon . 
" l'T'oo bad .i.t : l'>iondaJ- ," 3ald John . " '::'hen we could pl::i.y 
some garr.es or s:-in sone "t.ops ." 
T:!::a t evr'... ....: John ' s father read a c: ... apter .!'rom the Bible 
and said a -nrayer . Then they all went to bed . 
John d:dn ' t go to sleep rig.'it aw'\, • He ;:as : .... :.i.n5 
about hav.i.ng his :;>ortrait painted wl th Prudence tomorrow . 
Oh ! How he hated to set dressed u. and WElar his very best 
3unday clothes , ~ust so a man could paint his picture . 
Finally L ~r11 ~nr~ ~ : 0 ep . 
The week passed quickly . John and Prudence were gl ad it 
was Saturday again . 
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Would there be time for p l ay? John and Prudence hoped so . 
Oh ! How disappointed they were when Mother tol~ them there 
was no t i me for play . Today they had to help around the house . 
Prudence helped her mother cook and sew . Then she spun 
flax on the small spinr.ing wheel while her mother spun wool 
into yarn on the large spinning wheel . 
Flax is a plant that grows about 2t feet high . Towards 
the end of summer the plant is cut . After the stem has been 
dried , it is soaked in water to make it soft . Then it is dried 
again and cleaned . Finally it is pounded into long fibers . 
These are spun into thread . 
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~ext ~rudence ~el- ~ other weave SO"'C Jf t ,c .'vol 
~ntc c: '"' :'or : __ .. ~ coat . Her eyes fo:lo"ed th ,..·.Lutt: ~" 
she ut ' t ' "'" oc .... 1een "'" ~-- t__re ds on t__e 2..oon:. 
Ir t , ~orn.i..,c:, .: "':.r ' i 1 ed h.: s fa t:_er 
' od 
furniture "ILd oo-=. n 'oo::.. • H lso ' e::.. ed ... a "o... ... 
co s , cL:ckens and ' or~~ . 
In t~e afternoon !-.other call d , " Jo:_~ ! ".:.11 yo-... ('"' r' 
so e ·oo:;.? '' 
''Yes ,'' :_e sa.i" , e ... :.irr - l took ... '.c '"'ar..:i s "ro t . 
o " en '"':,es t . 
.., rds ar .. o s ..• "11 .:eces of v·ood '.: t'. ..... -:.3."lil"li. 
T" wool .is .i:J..l +' 
" . d . 1 s 
2 1 
+ · d o e oo s"..eeo · .._ o l c:. ... r ls so 
th c u: a r:..e so~ • he "'oo'· so fro. 
... tl~ over f' . -~r .. l + -- so :iqu.:d soa. , ,i. • .in ,_, 
tc br:cks ~nd wl.dow . 
tt D ' .. v aste anJ soa ! .. sai d I~o:.ter . ''You k .o.. · t t kes a 
J :ont... time to make it .'' 
· ·h::e Jo::..n cl€an d ... t.r.:.ck .... an:. win'o 1. .. , rr ... .:ie.... cu ... 
.ic'·s .in elt~" ~yterry f + • 
:r L.i..t'ler bUSJ ls re sa" ted so e or r 
Af"'"t.r t:. n.+ h lr1.:. " SOIDEJ _ples , :_"e!J.rS and fis' 0 t +o 
dry i : .... u Sll!L 
" .. t :.alf ast- tLr ~ , ...,cl.her call ed , " _ ud .1-:: ! :::o .... ' s: t 
and t.Arr: t .i..o. crank or: the roaster . T'1c e:::oose us t c 
ev l:y • " 
ti '\" 
.... eci ' r:other ! ,, srt.:.d rrlldence as sl..t. :.:.rrr: ~ .. 
1° c · n t e , • + ' :.i. ... c r. . II~ ... s the ..::oose for 3 LlnC.a., ner? '' 
" Yes , .:. t 
.i. s ' It .... 3..i.d •. other • 
As :::'rudence t'.lrned t ' s: .. c 1001.e.:d u_ and. 
2 2 
Herbs are small dried plants . They are put in soups and 
roasts to make them taste better. 
~other fixed the brown bread and cheese on the plate and 
set it on the table . Then she took out the baked beans that 
had been baking in the brick oven for eight hours . Dried plums 
and peaches were also placed on the wooden table . 
Prudence ' s arm was getting tired and it was getting sore . 
Now she turned the goose ever so slowly. 
Mother called , "John! Turn the crank on the roaster . 
Prudence is tired ." 
"All right, Mother ," he said. 
While John turned the crank , Prudence took the dishes from 
the cupboard . In the cupboard she saw many preserved jars of 
fruit . There were wild strawberries in some jars . In other 
jars were raspberries, blueberries, wild plums and pears . 
Up on the to) shelf were so~e ~ l '~~ q iJ marmalades she had 
helped Mother make . 
---
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" 1 ay we have any sweetmeats or sugarplums no\ 711 'lsked 
.,..,rudence . 
11 :'0 !" sa i d · other . "Not before supper ." 
" Can ' t we even have any candled fruit or sugar- cove1·ed 
nuts?" asked John . " I ' _ hungry . 11 
11 i\., ! 11 said :t- o t..her again . 11 Supper is almost ready . A!'ter 
you have eaten your beans , you can have sooe rock candy . Rock 
candy ls a hard white candy on a strlng. It came all the uay 
from China ." 
"Real., ,y ! '' said .;ohn excitedly . 
John and Prudence i•ere anxious to try t:r..e rock candy . Up 
to now the i r favorite candy had been sugared almonds . 
John and Prudence didn ' t have sweet fruits very often . 
Only on Thanksgiving or Christmas they had raisins , oranges 
a~d figs for sweets . 
As the shirs traded w 1th people in othe1· countries , John 
ar.d Prudence had chocolate and glnger . Ginger candy ls 
yellowish ln color and covered wlth sugar. 
After supper Kother called , 11 ... rudence ! Fill the bet ty 
lam with grease . :ohn , you f i ll the pewter and glass l~mps 
with 1 0 • , II .l. . 
F ~V 
.-~Cdd_Win±Q/r 
l 
~ 
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lnte""' ca e. ':'here wa- c 0i, o t. _:round. Jo' 
' er. t '!.o z choo::.. even w' .en l t snowed. So.~e t l s he __:o t a r :d .i i 
a sls.:.g:. dr ·m by ti, o '1orses, but most of tL + . ' .. ..t. e '·ad to 
ua::..k. Ee didn ' t wa:kin excert on real col~ ·~ys. 
Cn ' ... ls way t., re' oo: , 'e liked t_ sto ... ar.d .._::..ance :n t.1e 
w.:.ndows of the Jener l Store . mhere : ... e saw ro.:::'c cand , d~tes, 
i.:.cor:ce st"cks, fig an" ot: ... er ..... ood +h:.nt..E: to e3..t . r•any t:. cs 
.... e w.is'. d he coul · .av~ some nice sh. tes 1-n ew t.i.n to/s • 
::.e G .... er"::. Store was ...... e town ' s on::.; store. :n it eople 
1:..o:.i_:..... t.:... t:.L ... ._s t!-... e" ne:ed&d . 
Cf te ...... .;o:_'l ' s ot· er asked ... i ... o s ... o... .., t t ... " store on :r ... .:. 
way ho .e "ro ~chool to .._e' th:n6S like "lou , salt, t=>- er 
. ... ... ' 
crac'rer ... and su r . Su._ar came ln ~ 1ar ..... e cc ... c s'· 
... 
d loaf . 
f mlly war.~ed su3ar, t~.--Y ....,.,_d to use a cu ... tt.r or 
s. -on to scra ... e so e off. 
4 
The winter months were l ong and cold . There were many 
snowEtorms . Kother and :-rudence sewed many things dur_ng the 
long , dark , cold w.inter days . John helped h s fatter make 
chairs ~nd tables . 
':'hey used many jars of preserved fruit and dried and 
salted meat . 
The cows 1 1 1 i ' t give much milk . 
Everybody looked forward to spr r..g and summer , when they 
cou:d plant vegeta~les and eat fresh fruit and berries . 
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Its Springtime, 
~ ~-l"'-
-====-lt\---~___.~r.~===:::::~~~ 
~ina_1y s_ r n~ d-d co... . Oh : •• ow lad ~ohn "r~d :'rudenc~ 
wLre . It was " wonderful tlme of ~-e year . 
"":.e blr' s sang · n the trees . Joh and Frudenc loved to 
ell b thE: apple tree to look at a rob.in ' s n et , ·L:ct h&C. foJ.r 
recnl~h-blue ev s · r. :t . 
"_ le , ear and cl:erry tree., ere ln b:l.cor.. . o .. _, :.ow 
sweet:y they smelled to ZoLn and Irucence every tl e they 
walked " t t:.em . 
Uher. the buds on the trees began to o en , .John helped Lis 
father cultiva .. e the soll . A~ter the so · 1 ~as ~ecdy , ~ohn and 
rrudence ut two herring to a h.i.11 of corn to ::r.akc it grm • 
Then they 'rop~ed ln three seeds to a . :1: . 
" .. :m , " said Father lo John and Prudenc€ aE t.:e covered th 
seeds over w .i th soil , "Wl:en the ears or. t' .. c. corn '...et:ln t., 
for. , you ,·.ill have to scare the blac blrds "'nd c1·0 s a\•ay ." 
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Other vegetables like pum_ 1~ · ns , squash , carrots and beans 
were :-lanted. 
Prudence liked spring because she could dye her doll ' s 
clothes ,,.:.th the juice of the bloodroot . 
A bloodroot is a plant that blossoms in the early spring. 
It has white flowers . After the bloodroot ' s ~etals have fallen 
to the 3round , its lar5e leaves unfold . When the stem is cut , 
a red sap runs out . 
Other plants were also used to dye cloth . 
John had fun painting pictures with the sap from the 
petals of red peonies . 
, o I f 
t o I t 
' 0 ' 
t 0 I t 
~Be.iog Ihook.ful 
John and Prudence always had to hel_ thelr mother and 
father whenever they could . There was :nuch work to be done , 
both in s~rl:rig , sumr.1er , fall and winter . Yet John and. 
~rudence ~ad fun playing outside in the fresh alr , although 
they didn ' t have many toys . 
2 8 
T~ey didn ' t even have many different kinds of food to eat . 
Yet they never compla l nbd . 
They were happy and thankful for the things they had - -
the: r home , frlenc , food and clothes . 
• 
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Dade J, ' ' :u Nancy as her .,_osed the old 
boo'. . " '::.at was a wonderful story Great Grandfather wrote .'' 
Everyone was s.i..lent for a minute . 
Then Bruce said , "I was th.inking . You know Daddy , 
Prudence aTid ~ohn had a lot to be thankful for . But , we have 
a lot more to be thankful for like good libraries , tele.hones , 
and automob.:.les ." 
" That ' s right ," sa.i.d his father . 
uancy and Bruce were +. ' ......... rea . Tt.ey uere happy U: at they 
co..ild slee. on the:r foam rubber mattresses ..... nstead of on rope 
r.i.ngs covered with qu.i..lts . 
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It was Sunday afternoon . Nancy, Bruce and Father sat at 
the dining room table . Mother was in the kitchen putting ice 
cream on the apple pie . 
"You ~now , Father !" Bruce said . " I learned many 
interesting things about the Pilgrims yesterday . I still 
can ' t imagine that the Pilgrim settlers didn ' t have the things 
we have today ." 
" There weren ' t any cement mixers or lumber yards in those 
days ," replied Nancy. 
" That ' s right ," her father said . "They didn ' t even have 
matches, electric lights or airplanes . " 
"Did they use bicycles? " asked Nancy. 
" ~To ," said her father . "You remember that the book, 
Colonial Days, told us the Pilgrims had to walk wherever 
they wanted to go ." 
Just then Mother brought in tte d8ssert . 
As Nancy nlcked up her fork , she thought , "What would. I 
do if I dld.1 ' ... t.ave a for~:? " 
After wonder · "lb awhile , ,he asked , " Father! How did the 
Pilgrim children eat wlthout a fork? " 
" I see you r·emembered that the Pilgrims had no forks , " 
Father answered . " m:i.1e ch:ldren ate "i t!l a spoon. Eu t many 
tintes they picked up the food with their fingers ." 
" I ' .. glad I don't have to do tha+ , " replied Nancy as she 
took her ~lrst piece of ple . 
" I know a great deal about Pilgrims ," aid Nancy . "Now 
it would be fun to learn more about boys and glrls who lived 
.:.n the 1700 ' s. " 
"You know ," said Bruce . "We can go to the library 
tomorrow after school . I know , Miss Brown , the librarian, 
will help us . She might even want to look at Colcnlal D"} ." 
" :-' .. ther , do you really think so?" asked Nancy . 
"~ou may take lt w.:.th you to school and to the library ," 
sa ' d Father . ".2ut you must be sur·e to take very 5ood co.re of 
l t •II 
" I ' ll take good care of it ," said Nancy happily . 
"Now you better eat your lee crearr. or it will be melted!" 
said Mother . 
for Ta!'lcy ~nd '"'ruce . ~ · ,,,, .4-~ ........ u. ..... *J , t.,, bell r ... n ...... . It ras 
·~ancy !1urr edly :'U t on her coat and Ya · ted !'or Bruce by 
tl .. e sc!1ool flacpole. She didn ' t wa.:. t long. nruce waG tl...e 
f lrs• one out of hls room . 
'""'ruce and rancy hurrled off to the library . 
''.:Joo..: af-'-ernoon , :1 · ss Brown ,'' sa:d ··~r.cy and Br,..ce 
to~nther , as ~hey entered . 
"tTt.a t can : do for you thl s afternoon? " ::: s s nrown as'-\:~d . 
'' ',·ould you l:ke to see Colon.:.al ::J::i.;r s , '' as'rnd Bruce . 
Xiss Erown looked ~uzzled , as Bruce cande~ her the old 
S!.e caref1.-..lly , but qv..icltly , lookec t:_rout::: old O.T"ler 
covered boolt . 
" ':'h.it: .:.s a .. ondE:..rful '..,ook ,'' t:' .. e sa.id . 
'' Fa t'1er read · t to us :Ja turday ," E"'uce sald . ,, . n1 ~·e w~nt 
to f.:.nd out ore about co:::.on.ial bo:rs and elrls ." 
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" Follow me , Nancy and Bruce ," the librarian sa.:.d . 
The librarian stopped at the books that had the number 923 
on them . 
"Here ' s a book about toys and games of children in the 
1700 ' s ," said Miss Brown . 
" Is that book about colonial children , too? " asked Nancy 
as Miss Brown picked un another book . 
"Yes , th i s one .is about clothes and food of co~onial 
children." 
"Does it have any colored ~ictures? " sked Nancy . " I llke 
books that have colored pictures .in them ." 
"Yes , it does ," sa i d the librarian . 
Bruce , you mlght llke these books ," ::..:.ss Brown said . 
" They show so:ne of the things that you have now whic!1 the 
colonial boys and girls had never heard of ." 
"O: ! I kn0·.J' J' ll 111'~ +hose books , t1 he said . 
11 1.fo have other books about children ir the 1700 ' s , 11 -=>aid 
the librarian , "but they are out now . However , you can 
reserve them. 11 
"'ie ' 11 reserve those bool·.s ," they said loudly . 
"You mustn ' t talk loud here ." 
"Ob, I forgot, " said Bruce . "Ever since Father read 
Colonial Da}s , I ' ve been so excited." 
Nancy and Bruce could hardl3 wait for the librarian to 
stamp out the books . 
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"They will be due in two weeks ," she said in a soft voice . 
Nancy and Bruce hurried home carrying the books in their 
arms . 
1-W~ith __._Fath .............. ~r_ I ( 
That evenlng Nancy and Bruce sat with their father on the 
sofa . On the table , side of the sofa, were the library books . 
Nancy , Bruce and the i r father were each looking through a 
book . 
" ~.y book says that the colonial children played slng.i.ng 
games, " said Nancy . " They sant., ' Fuss in the Corner ' and ' Hunt 
the Hare '." 
Then Father asked , "Do you know how to play some of those 
games , Nancy? " 
"Yes , Father ," she answered , " Just yesterday we sang 
' O~ts , Pers , ~eans and Barley Grow ' in school . Daddy , it ' s 
fun to think that boys and girls who lived here long ago 
played these games . 
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" ::1is book also says the boys an'.5. :.:.rls san...: verses l:.'rn 
Lady-bu,: , lady- bug fly away home , 
Yo"..lr house .i.s on fire , Your ch.i.ldre11 will burn ." 
" You know, Fathe~ ,'' sa.i.d Bruce , ": ' m ....,o:.ni: to L:e :nore 
care~ul of my meta: toys . T' ll never a~ain leave the~ ou+ 
tl1e ra ' II 
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" .... ' cla.d to have toys to play w.i. th, " cr.i.ed Nar.cy, '' ~ -·en if 
some are lastic und breal{ easil:' . '' 
:Taney reached over to the table and too~ unother boo''". 3he 
:'ladn ' t lcoked througi· 1 ~ long be fore she sl:iou ted, " 011, Loo:>: ! 
Bruce ! :iere are some pictures of what cJ:.:.ldren did for f: .. m. " 
Bruce and Father al so looked at tLe boo:r. 
" Fa:.her , read what it says ," cried :(."lancy . 
Father re~;i , ,, ,... me boys and g.i.rl'"' were for~una+e to have 
bool\:s l.i.ke GCODY T':i'O 3:!0E3 and DR. JAK:!:::J FEVE~ IO'i'DER to read . 
~ut most colo · "1 ch:.ldre~ ~layed l:o_- scotcl: and flew kites for 
fun . :rany children ir: olden days ) , J ~1 wl th wooden ..... :lrtle;;:; ~nd 
hoo::-ia ." 
":n t:1e f.,l ,," sa · c. t!:elr f~ther , " t.C' cl1lldren had ~"..l::t as 
uch !'un as you do ca:;;:inc:; ~c.ck-o-lar:torn8 fro:.r.. tLe . uwp~;:ins tl:ey 
('.:re•• or ::--.i.:-es from horse c:1estnut'" ." 
'' H:-re ' s a :'i'"'e: made ," G"'id ~ruce:. ''It loo:r: ~ us t like 
"!:.he:.rs ." 
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" '!'he glr:..s !nad .Laces out. of p:ne cone~, '' Ja.:.d rather . 
"How could they do that? '' asked ~~anc:{ . " ·.:1 you s::ow n.e: 
how, Fa th er? " 
Nancy and Bruce went outside and 60t some brown plr.e cones • 
. \s Father • ut the needle wltt the whlte strint; throug.h the 
cones , he sald , '' ~1any :,1::r1es colonlal boys and g.:.:rls had to find 
things tha:. grew and make play tLlngs out cf t:t.err. . Thel'e were 
no balloons , crayons or y-enclls . Sometirr.es the rr..orning elory 
could te blown up and po red ." 
'' Were there autooobllcs at the t..lme of Zohn and Prudence? '' 
asked Bruce . 
" Xot in the 177 " ' ., ," said Fa the1· . " ')body had ever heard 
of automobl :es . '!'hey l:adn ' t even heard of airplanes or rockets ." 
" One day last surr.mer : walked throue:h t:1e f leld, '' ss.id 
Bruce . " I stoo--ed and .ricked a wlde blade of :rass . Then I 
he:d it close to my rr.outh and blew on l t . '' 
'' ia t happened , Bruce?" asked Nancy exc.i. tedly . 
"You 'll have to do .i.t and find out yourself ," sa.:.d Bruce . 
"Did you k no··· , 11 sald Father , " that the colon.:.al boys and 
g.i.rls also did tha-'.:.? 11 
"Really!" answered Bruce . 
''I uou:dn ' t llke to have 1.:. ved the1 " "a.:.d Xancy . 
II ly ? 11 asked Bruce . 
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" ~.1.i.s book says -t.ha t th er€ were no radioz , telev .is.ion sets , 
su-cer· marke;ts or agazlnes , 11 sa.:.d rancy . " They only haC. a few 
newsnapers . ':'he newsnaners dl< .. '• eYen have any comlc s ." 
" Oh ! Look at thls :--lcture of a newspaper . 
what lt say" . 11 
"L,t me se "' ..... .:_ " ~ ... uc~ . 
I can ' t read 
_ _3_10 
After look.ing through the books , Bruce ra.id to !.:ancy , 
11
:.. t ' s th.:..nk up a list of other th.ings colonial boys ~nd girls 
c.:.. ~ t ' t have . " 
At last thei r list was ready . 
II ..., 
'i.il: you l:.sten whil e I read our l.:.st to you?" 
o.Eked Bruce . 
"Yes ,'' repl.:.ed Father as he put down !:ls paper . 
11
" )lonial boys und girls d ic~r. ' t have these th.:.ngs , 11 
repl.ied Bruce . 
1. Fres: .. fruits and vegetables in w .inter . 
2 . Hot water in pipes . 
3. Frozen foods . 
4 . Car.ned foor . 
f 
-. 
Boolrn w .i th colored pictures . 
6 . Librarles . 
'7 
I • :Ulkmen w!:o sold mil k , esgs and but tr ..1. • 
As Bruce read tl:e word butter , :-a!!cy cr.:.ed , " :!: th.'...nk 
I ' ll wr.ite a poeIIi. ." 
She hurr.ied to her father ' s large desk drawer and got 
some wh.ite paper and a rencil . 
" I ' m ~o.ing to wrlte one too ,'1 shouted Bruce o.s he ''ent 
over ~o hls desk . 
This wo.s harder than they thoug.li.t . Words were crossed out 
. 
and new ones were wr.itten . These too were crossed out . 
Finally the poems were ready . 
Winter 
by Bruce 
In olden days when winter came , 
The children sat by the fireplace tall . 
L:stening to stories of Pllgrlm fame , 
As told to them by Schoolmaster Paul . 
Busy Days 
Sald John to ?rudence one day , 
"~ • 'h d .. h t 1" , " ~ w .1.s .. e "--a we cou a p.Lay . 
But sucl. was not the case , 
For they ~ad to clean the !:replace . 
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~ 
t",,,llo .. s "re ..1.::; ..:i 
ir ...... ..., f lre 
buru 'bett r . 
'lhen ""' 1 c'1ed ' n and 
ou+ , alr :..s blc~n out 
3.t one end . 
.:.n 
. .. · c. rer""e ls 
oured-'l.nd i·t •o 
.,.,, ,.... ,iven 
l r~c or s~all blrf 
"'1a' .,re bl"c11: in 
0 .,-. ..... 
.._ used foI 
,, .,,. ' T l!'; 
.._, .J 
"dded -'-c frult ~o 
'ee · t fro "::'0.:.1.:. • .:; . 
@) 
cherries 
l!...Ors 
.:.n co t:.. .,: 
ool to • J 
-.; 
sm 
.";. :.. - - • :_ ..i. c 1. ' ..... s 
qucs"ions fol~o~ea ~.; 
t:.e answerc . 
:r r Q ~red •r.to 
a ;·ooden tub . '!'' .. en t! 
Jon~ ~'"'ndl~ · A moved 
,.. nd l • 
rrred hy :::-eo""'le tc 
~o from enc tow +o 
-not':cr • 
J tied i. 
t:_c colur · al da.; .,. . 
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-1' • T: ... e cream .,·as taken from the top of the Ir ilk • 
2 . It was put into a wooden butter churr. . 
3 . '.!:'he wooden handle of the paddle was moved up and down 
a grea. t many t.:r.!e s . 
4 . ,.l:en the cream had formed little balls of tut ter , t ..... e 
tuttern:.:.lk was poured out o:!' the churn .i.nto ~ur- . 
'!'hen the ba:ls of butter we~e gathered and squeezed 
and pressed together , so that u.11 the buttern;ill{ was out 
of it . 
How Clo tr 'r :."de 
1 . ?lax was gathered and dried in the sun . 
2 . Tt.eL was soaked in \later . 
3. It was rounded into fibers . 
4 . :he fibers were s.un .:nto tLread on~ s~al: s .:.nning 
·"heel . 
C"' 
- . So.!!: 1,,.:. .. 1 s the thread was dyed w l th the sap fr·orr. rlants . 
6 . Threads were woven together into clot• • 
Wool 
1 
-· 
The wool was cut fro~ the sheer . 
2 . It was cleaned and washed . 
3 . Then it was combed with the cards . 
4 . It was ready to be srun lnto yarn. 
5. The yarn was dyed and woven .:.nto cloth . 
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rnicOdl JCtioo 
Walpole, I!& ~ !.!!£ Present contains stories, charts and 
illustrations about the history of Walpole. Included in these 
stories are the moat important and significant events that help 
make Walpole the town it is today. 
Purpose. 
The purpose in writing this history of Walpole is to give 
children a knowledge and an understanding of their community. 
From this study children will have a greater awareness of com-
munity problems. 
SUGGESTIONS ON PRESENTING AND USING THIS MATERIAL 
EXPLAIN 
1. creosote 6. trust fund 
2. chlorine 7. selectmen 
3. pound keeper 
4 . college and university 
5 . moderator 
8. st. (Saint) 
9. Jr. (Junior) 
10. inc. (incorporated) 
The word incorporated (inc.) begins with a small i in 
Bird & Son, inc. because it was felt that a capital i would 
distract from the name. 
The area now Walpole was known as South Dedham until 
1724. Thus, South Dedham refers to the present Walpole area. 
VOCABULARY 
The vocabulary contains all words not presented in the 
Houghton Mifflin reading books grades one through five. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Time charts can be drawn showing when important 
events occurred. 
2 . Visit historical places. 
3 . Compose poems, songs or plays about Walpole's past 
or present . 
4 . Draw a map of Walpole's past. Taverns, factories and 
houses can be included. 
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INCLUDES MATERIALS FROM 
Bird & Son, inc. 
1 • Tack boxes 
2. Shoe cartons 
Of 
3. Corrugated cartons 
4. Roofing shingles 
5. Asbestos siding 
6 . Flowerpots 
7. Cutworm collars 
8 . Floor treads 
Mo±eriols 
9 . The complete coating process for linoleum and 
other floor coverings . 
10. Pamphlets and booklets on products produced 
Farrington Texol Corporation 
1. Printed embossed artificial leather 
The Kendall Company 
1. Milk filters 
2 . Diapers 
3. Booklets containing: 
a. Twenty samples of cheesecloth ranging from 
coarsely to finely woven materials. 
b . Twenty- five samples of scrims of various 
thickness and weaves. 
c. Many samples of drip-dry cotton cloth 
d. Poplins 
e . Non- woven materials 
Walpole Woodworkers 
1 • Milking stool 
328 
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Of Mo±eciols 
SLIDES 
Buildings 
1. Town Hall 
2 . Police and Fire Station 
3. Central Libr ary 
4. Bird and Son, inc . paper mill 
5 . Bird & Son, inc . office building 
6 . Farrington Texol Corporation 
7. Hollingsworth & Vose 
8. The Kendall Company 
9 . Walpole Woodworkers 
Schools 
1. Bird 
2. Boyden 
3. Fisher 
4. Plimpton 
5. Stone 
6 . Junior High 
7 . Senior High 
Churches 
1. Blessed Sacrament 
2 . Epiphany Episcopal 
3. Methodist 
4 . St . Mary's 
5. Union Congregational 
6. United 
Other Places of Interest 
1 • Cedar Swamp 
2 . Neponset River 
3. Lewis Castle 
4 . Colonial House (Fuller ' s Tavern) 
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SLIDES 
5. Statue in the triangle formed by East, Plimpton 
and Everett Streets . 
6 . Fisher Street, North Walpole near Willett Pond 
7 . Bandstand 
8 . Common 
9 . Damon Forge 
10 . Francis William Park 
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INTRODUCTION 
You have studied about America and how it came to be the 
great country it is today. You learned about its early set-
tlers, its expansions, its ware, its inventions and many other 
things that helped to make America as we know it. 
Our town shared in these developments and contributed, 
along with many other towns, to America's growth. You will 
read about our town's early settlers, its industries and its 
famous people. You will see some of the significant events 
that make Walpole the fine industrial community it is today. 
As you read the history of Walpole, you must keep in mind 
that until 1724 Walpole was part of Dedham and was known as 
South Dedham. Thus, the land referred to as South Dedham was 
the area which today is called the Town of Walpole. 
334 
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Indians and Their Trails 
When the Puritans came to America in the 1630's and set-
tled where Boston is now, Indians roamed through the woods in 
Massachusetts. One of the famous Indians of Massachusetts in 
the 1630's was Chicatabut. He claimed that he was the chief 
Indian ruller of many of the tribes around South Dedham. In 
1636 a large tract of land was purchased from him. This land 
included what is now Dedham, Westwood, Walpole, Medfield and 
other towns shown 
- shows boundaries of present 
towns within that tract of land 
---land purchased in 1636 from 
Chicatabut 
Soon Puritans settled in the Dedham territory close to the 
Dorchester settlements. People were afraid to settle any 
great distance •from one another. They feared the many dangers 
that existed at that time. 
Although the large tract of land had been purchased from 
Chicatabut, several Indian chiefs claimed the area. Massassoit 
claimed it in the 1640's. Later it was claimed by the famous 
King Philip, and Wompatuk, son of Chicatabut. Thus, the early 
settlers constantly faced the danger of being driven off the 
land and having their homes burned. 
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Settlements, payments of money and land titles were agreed 
upon with Wompatuk and King Philip. However, these treaties 
failed to end the Indians' claim to the land. 
As late as 1685 another agreement was made. This time it 
was with Josias, the grandson of Chicatabut. He agreed that 
the white people could have claim to the land as long as two 
hundred acres was left between Dorchester and the Neponset 
River for two Indian reservations. In this two hundred acres 
was the area now called East Walpole. 
In October, 1685 Josias sold what is now East Walpole to 
Dedham, but he retained his claim to the right to hunt within 
South Dedham. You recall South Dedham refers to the present 
Walpole area. 
The Indians had many trails through the Dedham territory. 
There were paths in every direction through South Dedham. Some 
were blazed trails. 
trees by a tomahawk. 
feet. 
A blazed trail consists of marks made on 
Others were paths worn bare by trotting 
Where did these paths and trails lead? Most of them led 
to Indian hunting, fishing and planting grounds . Streams 
provided them with pure water and fish. The woodlands were 
rich with such game as wild turkeys, pheasants, ducks, geese, 
bears, foxes, wolves and wildcats. For these reasons, South 
Dedham especially now East Walpole was a popular area for the 
Indians. 
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Early White Settlers 
Around 1640 a few courageous men left the Dedham settle-
ment near Dorchester to explore the area further west. 
Traveling on foot along Indian paths they passed through swamps 
and hills. 
When these men returned, they told stories about thousands 
of cedar trees growing in a vast swamp. Cedar trees are ever-
greens which grow sixteen to eighteen feet tall. The reddish 
wood from these trees was often used because it was long 
lasting. 
It wasn't until the 1660's that the first permanent set-
tlers appeared in what is now Walpole Center. James Fales was 
the first settler. Shortly after came Thomas Clap, Samuel 
Parker, and Quinton Stockwell. They were lured over the Indian 
trails to this area by the stories of the rich timberland. The 
men came in hopes of building a sawmill. 
Soon four crude one-room wooden dwellings were erected 
near what is now Walpole Center. One was located near Spring 
Brook, another near the present Kendall and Main Streets, and 
two at the corner of Stone Street and Massachusetts Avenue. 
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The First Industry 
The early settlers decided to build a sawmill at the cedar 
swamp near the Neponset River. The sawmill was to be located 
near one of the three main Indian trails leading from Dedham 
through the South Dedham area. The old trail that was selected 
has become Walpole's fine paved highway known as Route lA or 
Main Street. 
After the location of the mill was determined, saw pits 
were built. These were twelve feet in length, four and one-
half feet across and five feet deep. Boards were sawed direct-
ly from the logs. The man in the pit pulled the downward 
cutting stroke. It was this stroke that left its mark on every 
inch of board. Another man would straddle the log while 
holding the upper handle of the saw. Thus, he would direct the 
cut. Near the sawmill were a few rough log dwellings for the 
workers. 
It was very difficult for the oxen to haul lumber over the 
narrow Indian path to the main Dedham settlement. So a crude 
highway was laid out. Not a highway in the sense of the word 
today, but a clearing which consisted of several feet of land 
free from trees. 
Along this newly cleared highway passed supplies for the 
early settlers and lumber for the other people in Dedham. Once 
in awhile people traveled beyond the sawmill road, as it was 
called in the 1660's to Wrentham. At that time Wrentham had 
only sixteen families. 
More People Come 
In 1669 two more men, Caleb Church and Francis Jones, 
joined the small sawmill community in South Dedham. 
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As more people passed along the two main Indian trails and 
settled the tract purchased in the 1630's from Chicatabut, the 
Indians increased their attacks on the white settlers. Fear 
and suspicion continued between Indians and whites. 
At this time, 1630's, King Philip had complained that the 
white man's fences prevented the Indians from using the land. 
He further claimed that the land should be shared by the In-
dians and white people. Thus, although the land was being set-
tled by the white people, King Philip felt, the Indians should 
have ownership and control of it. 
In 1675, at the start of King Philip's War, a force 
gathered in Dedham to fight the Indians. Thomas Clap and James 
Fales joined them in an attack on a Narragansett fort in Rhode 
Island. This fort was occupied by Indians. 
Friendly Indians were ordered to the Indian reservations 
at Natick or Ponkapoag, Canton to protect them from danger 
during the war. 
South Dedham was fortunate not to be within the area of the 
war. However, it was under constant attack from Indians until 
the late 1700's. 
Just three years after the start of the terrible Indian 
war, in 1678, Ezra Morse built a sawmill near Ellis Pond on the 
main Indian trail in South Dedham. This was part of Walpole 
until 1738. Now it is Norwood. This sawmill was Walpole's 
second industry. 
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Although the Indians were useful in freeing the forests of 
wolves, wildcats, foxes, rattlesnakes and other dangerous wild 
beasts, some of the townspeople living in South Dedham in 1682 
told the Indians to leave . The Indians left, but refused to 
give up their fishing privileges. 
In the 1690's and early 1700's the sawmill divide took 
place. Thie sawmill divide gave several acres near the mill to 
individual owners. This land division brought more people into 
this territory. These families cleared land for their homes 
and for planting. In the process, Indian hunting grounds be-
came plowed fields. 
Dwellings were built from boards produced at the sawmills 
or cut by hand nearby. The homes were furnished with only such 
bare essentials as a few wooden chairs, tables, beds and a 
chest. All the furniture was hand-made including the pegs. 
Later, looms were built and spinning wheels secured. 
To accommodate the increased amount of traveling in the 
early eighteenth century, a wooden bridge was built over Spring 
Brook near Main Street. 
As the century came to a close, South Dedham was becoming 
a prosperous community. More and more people were settling the 
area near the sawmill. 
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Dedham Refuses Its Southern Townspeople 
You will recall that the present Walpole territory was 
owned by Dedham until 1724. It was known as South Dedham. 
~3 
The people who lived in South Dedham were separated from 
activities in Dedham. It was difficult for these settlers to 
travel eight miles along the Indian trails to attend church, 
town meetings or other special gatherings at the Dedham Vil-
lage. Medfield was much closer for them, being only about 
three miles away. Because of this hardship, Dedham allowed the 
people in South Dedham to pay one-third of their church taxes 
to Medfield for the privilege of attending its church. How-
ever, the people of South Dedham still had to pay high taxes 
on their homes as well as taxes for the support of Dedham's 
schools. 
In the early 1700 1 s the people of the Dedham Village were 
asked during a town meeting to relieve the people of South 
Dedham of their tax for the Dedham meeting house so that they 
could have their own minister. However, their requests were 
denied. The majority of townspeople voted against it because 
without the taxes from this group their own financial burden 
would increase. 
In 1722 the South Dedham residents asked the people of the 
Dedham Village if they might become an independent town. They 
were refused. 
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An Historic Year, 1724 
On May 15, 1724 the question of forming a new township 
was brought up again. This time the Dedham townspeople agreed. 
In June of that year, the House of Representatives of the 
Province of Massachusetts Bay granted the sawmill residents 
separation from Dedham as a new township. Because the township 
had so few inhabitants and desire for separation from Dedham 
was not unanimous, the Upper Massachusetts House or Council was 
reluctant to grant it the right to become a town. 
The question of township came up again before the House 
and favorable action was taken. But it wasn't until early 
December of that year that the Council took its final vote and 
agreed with the Massachusetts House of Representatives on the 
formation of a new town. Finally on December 10, 1724 a new 
town called Walpole came into being. 
Perhaps you are wondering why the name Walpole was se-
lected by those forty-eight settlers. At the time the resi-
dents of South Dedham petitioned for an independent town, Sir 
Robert Walpole was prime minister of England and her colonies. 
He was a peace-loving man and he had always proved a true and 
helpful friend. In recognition of his fine qualities the town 
was named in his honor. 
Hardships Faced by the New Town 
One of the first requirements placed upon the Town of 
Walpole by the Massachusetts Council was to erect a meeting 
house within eighteen months and to secure a minister. This 
proved difficult because there was disagreement among the peo-
ple as to where the meeting house was to be built. Finally, 
it was agreed that it should be built near what is now Main 
Street just before you get to Walpole Center. The meeting 
house was to be twenty-six feet long and eighteen feet wide. 
Soon the eighteen months were up. Still the meeting 
house had not been completed. 
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In 1726 the residents of Walpole voted to make the meeting 
house twenty-eight feet long and twenty feet wide -- two feet 
longer and wider. 
While some were attempting to build the meeting house, 
others tried to secure a minister. Reverend Belcher accepted 
after being offered one hundred pounds (about two hundred 
eighty dollars) for the first two years to be increased by ten 
pounds (about twenty-eight dollars) every year after that. 
Although the salary was large for those days, it was not 
enough. The minister also received all the firewood he needed 
anytime he wanted it. 
How would this and other town expenses be paid? The peo-
ple planned to pay their bills by free contribution. However, 
this method didn't seem to be successful. Reverend Belcher 
left Walpole 1n 1728 because he had received only fifty pounds 
for pay. Also the town had no meeting house . 
Walpole was again faced with the same two problems: 
1. Building a meeting house 
2. Finding a minister 
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In 1729 Reverend Payson, a young man twenty-five years old 
and a graduate of Harvard College (the first college in our 
country), was called upon to act as the town's minister. The 
town agreed to pay him one hundred pounds a year and in addition 
to that four- foot logs were to be brought to the place where he 
lived . Reverend Payson accepted the town's offer . 
As progress continued on the erection of the meeting 
house, the people turned their efforts towards establishing a 
school and building better roads . 
The town was faced with other hardships. Among them was 
the constant danger from Indians and wild animals. 
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The First Meeting House 
Finally, in the late 1740's the meeting house was finished. 
It had taken over twenty years to build. The structure was 
small and crude having been built from boards perhaps sawed at 
the local sawmill. A fireplace furnished heat on damp or cold 
days. 
The pews were built by each family and would be for their 
own use. Thus, there were many different sized pews of various 
designs and heights. The walls on many pews were so high that 
the people couldn't be seen in them. This proved to be an ad-
vantage because they could fall asleep and not be seen. Several 
pews had floors higher than the meeting house floors. In order 
to enter them, you passed through a gate, walked up a step or 
two and sat down. Here you would remain for several hours on 
Sunday. 
The very poor people had only a wooden bench with no back 
on it. Imagine sitting three or four hours on it! 
The boys and girls eat in the gallery near the rafters. 
It was hot and stuffy in the summer and freezing in the winter. 
In 1755 the townspeople voted to elect twelve overseers of 
young people to curb their whispering and laughing in the church 
or meeting house as it was usually called. 
The meeting house was not only used as a church and a place 
to hold town meetings or other events but in 1758 the town's 
stock of ammunition was placed there. 
The French Neutrals 
There was fighting among the English and French in the 
area now Maine and Nova Scotia during the 1750's. Two resi-
dents from Walpole joined other men from surrounding towns and 
left this area to aid the British. 
The French Neutrals were taken from the region to settle 
in other lands in Massachusetts. Maine was part of Massachu-
setts at that time and was not known as a separate state. 
Some French families came to Walpole to live. The towns-
people had to provide them with shelter and food. However, 
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the people who cared for the French would be reimbursed for it. 
As the struggle continued between the French and English, 
other Walpole men joined the group from Massachusetts to march 
on Canada. A year later, Walpole's soldiers took part in the 
English move against Fort Ticonderoga, and also fought the 
final campaigns of the war which resulted in France's loss of 
Canada. 
Months passed since the first French settler had come to 
Walpole. Still no money had been paid to the Walpole residents 
who fed and cared for them. Therefore, the townspeople didn't 
want the responsibility of caring for the French Neutrals any 
longer. Thus, after several years, upon the request of the 
Walpole townspeople, they left. Banning together with other 
French Neutrals, they started in 1766 on their long walk to 
their old homelands in Northern Massachusetts or Nova Scotia. 
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A Struggle Is Near 
Early in 1768 Sir Francis Bernard, Governor of Massachu-
setts, made a decision to dissolve the Massachusetts General 
Court. What did this mean to the colonists? To them it seemed 
that they had lost their only means of true representation in 
the government controlled by the British. 
Why had Sir Bernard made such a radical decision to dis-
solve the General Court? The members of the court were in 
favor of the colonists in their opposition to "taxation without 
representation." 
The situation reached a climax when Sir Francis Bernard 
refused the colonists' request for a special session of the 
General Court. The colonists were not defeated by his deci-
sion. Instead, they took matters into their own hands. In 
September, 1768 a special meeting of representatives from each 
town was called to meet at Faneuil Hall. 
The people of Walpole being interested in the affairs of 
Massachusetts sent one person to represent them. Such topics 
as the increased number of British troops, larger taxes and 
greater levies made upon them by the British were discussed. 
Again, Sir Bernard interfered with the discussions. He 
wasn't going to let that meeting interfere with his duties as 
a British governor loyal to the King of England. He ordered 
the meeting dissolved and warned them that any person not 
obeying the King's orders would be punished. However, this 
didn't stop the colonists who were determined to do something 
about their hardships under British rule. Therefore, they 
continued their meeting. 
Months passed quickly. Soon September came and with it 
one of the most unforgetable days Massachusetts settlers had 
encountered up to that period. On September 28, 1768 the 
British troops arrived in Boston. 
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How did this affect the settlers of Boston? Why were they 
so concerned? With the presence of British troops and by 
paying judges out of the royal treasury, England was able to 
establish a tighter control over the settlers. The colonists 
felt they were losing their rights and freedoms. They wanted a 
government run by . their own people to ensure their rights and 
liberties. 
As years passed, the colonists labored under increased 
burdens and hardships. In January, 1773 a special town meeting 
was called by Walpole to discuss the course of action. At the 
meeting it was agreed that Walpole would unite with other towns 
which were also crying out against the grievances placed on 
them by the British. This included war if necessary as a means 
of bettering their conditions. 
Some of Walpole's townspeople feared clashes with the 
British. Because of this fear in May, 1773, Walpole set aside 
five pounds or about fourteen dollars in today's money to build 
a powder house six feet square. 
The following year, one hundred fifty pounds of gunpowder, 
bullets and flint was secured as ammunition and placed in the 
powder house. Also one pound and four shillings was donated 
to assist the Committee of Congress in establishing a Massa-
chusetts Provincial Government. Money was also given to the 
Continental Congress to help the representatives from the 
thirteen colonies in North America who were meeting in Phila-
delphia to discuss the British situation. 
The English rulers imposed still more restrictions. 
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They prohibited town meetings in 1774. However, Walpole held 
one in that year to select delegates to attend various meetings 
held by Boston and the surrounding towns. These meetings were 
held to determine what should be done in view of the closing 
of Boston's port and the extra tax burden on the colonists due 
to the Sugar and Stamp Acts. The Sugar Act placed a duty on 
foreign goods like sugar, silks and molasses. The Stamp Act 
required stamps to be bought on almost everything that was sold 
here including newspapers. This was one way that Britain pro-
vided revenue for supporting its army and for regulating colo-
nial trade to encourage British trade. 
Walpole now had various committees. Some aided in running 
the town, others assisted in the cause of the colonists. In 
December, 1774 a committee of prominent leaders in Walpole was 
established to inspect merchants and traders to see that goods 
imported from England were not being sold to Walpole residents. 
Our town like many other towns had its minutemen. In 1775 
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twenty pounds (about fifty-six dollars) was appropriated to 
pay the men who were being trained to fight ~gainst the British 
soldiers. 
On one occasion early in the year 1775, a Walpole resi-
dent, Philip Robbins, informed some British soldiers in a 
Boston inn that the Americans although poorly equipped would be 
better fighters than the British if war broke out between them. 
For that remark, he was arrested and held prisoner a few hours. 
Agreeing that they were losing their freedom, the majority 
if Walpole's residents, including Philip Robbins, soon declared 
their desire for independence from England. 
The question now arising in the minds of the settlers was 
who would be the first to face the British in battle. Would 
Walpole be prepared should it get involved in a war? You will 
soon find the answer to this question. 
War Comes 
April, 1775 was a month of greatly increased harships. 
During this month the Americans and British began fighting at 
Lexington. 
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As soon as news of the fighting reached Walpole, the 
minutemen secured arms and horses and marched toward Lexington. 
About one hundred sixty men, out of Walpole's population of 
eight hundred, hastened to fight against the British. However, 
by the time they arrived in the area the encounter with the 
British troops was over. Thus, they took no part in the actual 
fighting. The minutemen spent a week in Boston and then re-
turned to Walpole because food was scarce. 
Later that year the Massachusetts Provincial Congress 
asked for troops to establish an army to fight the British. 
Walpole's troops were among those of the newly formed company. 
In June of 1775 Walpole quickly responded to the alarm 
that there was fighting at Breed's Hill. This is now referred 
to as the Battle of Bunker Hill. 
At this time many colonial troops from Rhode Island and 
Connecticut passed through Walpole on their way to Boston. 
Cannon and other arms also passed along Walpole's three main 
roads leading to Boston. 
Walpole now had men in the colonial camps at Roxbury, 
Charlestown and even in Rhode Island, after the British fleet 
had sailed into Narragansett Bay. 
In 1777 Walpole voted to give thirteen pounds or about 
thirty-six dollars to every man who would enlist in the Conti-
nental army for three years. To us this seems a very small 
salary and the men at that time thought so too because they 
failed to respond to the offer. So the sum of money was 
greatly increased to one thousand pounds and a half-bushel of 
corn for each twenty miles they traveled. 
This new offer readily brought many acceptances. In 
addition to these, Walpole hired three soldiers who lived in 
other countries to fight. One of the hired soldiers came from 
Ireland, the other two came from France. Hiring soldiers from 
foreign countries was a common practice. 
Even though a few Walpole families refused to pay taxes 
which would be used to pay the soldiers, appropriations of 
money for the war continued. Among these appropriations was 
eighteen thousand pounds for beef for the army. 
Years passed. Walpole's soldiers were still fighting in 
the war. People became enthusiastic every time news arrived 
telling of victories by the Continental armies. 
Finally the war was over on October 19, 1791. After the 
surrender of Cornwallis, the British General, thousands of 
French troops passed over Walpole's roads. Remember that the 
French under General Lafayette's command helped the colonists 
fight the British. 
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Walpole Continues to Prosper 
In 1776 Eleazar Smith came to Walpole to live. If you 
were living in Walpole in that year, you would know him as an 
inventor. Among the many things he invented were: 
1. A machine that turned out 1,500 pins a day 
2. The first machine in America that cut nails from 
cold iron 
3. A machine for making cards. Cards were used to 
comb and fluff wool or flax fibers. His idea 
was stolen and patented before he could perfect 
the machinery. 
Also, in 1776 smallpox, a highly contagious and deadly 
disease, was spreading in Massachusetts. At the town meeting 
that year permission was granted to the town's doctor to in-
oculate the children. This action saved the lives of many 
children in Walpole. 
It is interesting for us to note that Walpole approved 
the Articles of Confederation in 1777. You will recall that 
these were a series of articles binding the thirteen states 
together, allowing one vote to each state regardless of its 
size. It gave Congress no power to levy taxes or secure money 
other than by asking the states for it. Thus, the states re-
tained most of the power including the right to issue and 
coin money. 
Maybe you are wondering what the Congress could do? It 
could control foreign affairs, an army and navy which were 
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raised and equipped by the states, and Indian affairs. 
The residents of our town showed another interest in their 
state government . One year after passing the Articles of Con-
federation, Walpole approved the constitution of Massachusetts. 
But due to the failure of many towns to vote on the constitu-
tion, no action was ever taken on it. So in 1779 Massachusetts 
held a constitutional convention. Walpole chose and sent a 
representative to the meeting. Finally, on September, 1779 
Walpole's men voted on the constitution of Massachusetts in our 
first state election. 
After the war was over, the townspeople turned their at-
tention to the meeting house. By now it was beginning to show 
its forty-six years of use. Thus, in 1783 the old one was torn 
down and a new one built . Material that was in good shape was 
re-used. The building was sixty feet long and forty feet wide. 
To erect the new building and to operate the town effec-
tively, the town needed funds. One method of securing money 
was by fining people about six shillings or eighty-four cents 
if they tied their horse within a rod and a half (twenty-four 
feet) of the new meeting house. 
The towns in Massachusetts were grouped together into 
counties. Walpole was part of Suffolk County. The townspeople 
had in 1727, 1732 and 1740, asked to be separated from Suffolk 
County which included the city of Boston. The answer was always 
no. However, the residents wouldn't take no for an answer. Wal-
pole again asked in 1785 to be in a different county. 
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Why didn't they wish to belong 1n Suffolk County? The 
main reasons were the distance the jurors had to travel and the 
small pay received. 
Walpole's request for a new county was again denied. 
Finally, they got their wish but it wasn't until 1793. In that 
year, a new county was established called Norfolk County. 
Now that peace had come more people were traveling. Stage-
coaches and taverns were busy accommodating travelers. Walpole 
had four taverns during the 1700'e. These included: the Roe 
Buck Tavern, on what is now Coney Street, East Walpole; Clapp 
Tavern, near the present town hall; the Braes Ball, just beyond 
Walpole Center; and the Morse Tavern, in what is now East 
Walpole Center. 
It was expensive to venture far from home. It cost 
twenty-~ive dollars in 1795 to take the stagecoach from Boston 
to New York. Travel was bad because of the poor roads. It 
took eight days to cover two hundred thirty miles. Not many of 
you would have wanted to take such a journey unless it was 
absolutely necessary. Today you can sit back in a modern car 
with soft comfortable seats, shock absorbers, strong springs, 
and travel to New York in about five hours using our super-
highways. Times have certainly changed! 
Postriders in the late 1700's took only five days on 
horseback. It's hard for us to imagine that the people of the 
1790's thought this was a speed record. Compared to the eight 
days it certainly was. 
Just think, today we can travel around the world in an 
airplane in less time than it took to get to New York in those 
days. 
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More Changes Occur 
In 1802 Walpole had its light infantry. Its members were 
easily recognized by their high leather hats with brass 
mountings. The infantry was in addition to its militia. 
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Relations with England declined in the early 1800's and 
the value of keeping these military units in readiness to fight 
was recognized by all. Even those who thought they had been 
unnecessary since the war for independence had been fought now 
agreed to support its cause. 
While relations with England grew worse, Walpole residents 
again thought of protection for the town. In 1811 they agree 
to build a new brick powder house seven feet by eight feet. 
A year later war with the British came again. Not all of 
Walpole; a residents favored the war. Many times Walpole's 
Infantry and Artillery Companies were prepared to march but 
they saw no action. On one occasion they got as far as Boston 
as prepared for an attack that never occurred. You will 
recall it was during this war that the British burned the White 
House. 
In the meantime, while war preparations were going on, 
other industries came to Walpole. Among them was George Bird's 
paper mill. You will read about his mill later on. 
After the war 1n 1815, Polley's Tavern, East Walpole, be-
came a very busy terminal. As many as twenty stagecoaches 
drawn by four horses would stop at the tavern. There the 
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people could get refreshments before continuing their trip to 
Providence where horses would again be changed. Later this old 
tavern became East Walpole's post office. 
Although peace had come to the country, fighting continued 
in Walpole. Not fighting in the sense of war, but arguments 
arising from differences of opinion. 
What was the cause of this? Some people attending church 
in the meeting house became dissatisfied with the views preached 
by Reverend Storer who had been appointed minister of the meet-
ing house. These people separated from the church and attended 
Sunday services elsewhere. 
Finally, in 1827 these discontented people built a church. 
Here at the orthodox church they could cling to their old ideas 
of worship. The men and women sat on different sides of the 
vestry just as they had done in the early Dedham church. In 
1850 galleries were built. At this date the women and girls 
occupied the eastern part of the galleries and the men and boys 
the western part. 
Interest in the Walpole militia was beginning to decline. 
By 1830 the Massachusetts militia was reorganized and the 
Walpole Company was made part of the First Regiment. This 
regiment was disbanded in 1835 because its members lost inter-
est. 
In the middle of the nineteenth century the first rail-
road ran through Walpole. Its significance and importance was 
felt by all, especially the industries. How did it help 
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The 1800's now come to a close. You have seen how the 
town slowly increased in population as its industries expanded. 
Walpole in its development as an industrial town? Railroads 
provided convenient and fast transportation. 
Excitement was high among the people who attended church 
in the meeting house in 1851. It was the first time an organ 
was played there. 
Again war comes during the nineteenth century or 1800's. 
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Not with the British but among the colonists themselves -- the 
north versus the south over the question of slavery. Abraham 
Lincoln called for volunteers in 1861 to save the Union and to 
abolish slavery. Four Walpole men were among the first to 
serve. One of the men, Lowell Fales, participated in the first 
Battle of Bull Run. The town raised money to pay each volun-
teer enough money in addition to his army pay to make his total 
pay twenty-five dollars a month. 
In 1862 twenty-four men of Walpole were ordered into 
military service. Walpole's quota was now filled, so a dozen 
men were "sold" to Charlestown. Being "sold" meant that 
Charlestown paid a soldier's bounty and other additional wages. 
Our town now had sixty men enlisted in the service for 
three years. Several were under eighteen years of age. 
Just a year later, two hundred twenty of Walpole's men 
were in the Union army. Twelve of these men gave their lives 
for a "United" States and emancipation of the slaves. 
As late as 1881 the town meetings were held in the vestry 
of the first church. It was poorly ventilated and not many 
attended the meetings even though they were offered cake and 
nutmeg buns. Something had to be done! A new building, known 
as the town hall, was erected in September, 1881. This is our 
present town hall. 
Walpole spent larger and larger sums of money to operate 
the town and provide for the welfare of its residents. Our 
town with money appropriated at the town meetings always took 
care of its people who couldn't work because of illness or old 
age. Most of those people lived together in one house called 
the almshouse. 
Money was also appropriated at the town meetings for the 
maintenance of street lamps. Six dollars was given to every 
person who maintained a street lamp. These lamps were kero-
sene lamps which had to be lighted each night at dusk and 
turned off at dawn each day. 
The health of Walpole's residents was not neglected 
either. Preventative measures were taken by the owners of 
cows infected with tuberculosis or other sick animals. An 
inspector was hired to examine cattle and other animals for 
disease. It was also his job to see that measures were taken 
by the owners of unhealthy animals. 
At that time, 1890's, there were more horses than houses 
in Walpole. Here are some figures on the number of animals in 
Walpole in the late 1800's. There were 586 horses, 384 cows, 
3,693 fowl, 66 swine and 5 sheep. 
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Life In This Century 
Now let's turn our attention to the 1900's. Many changes 
have taken place during this century. Industries have ex-
panded, especially the Lewis Manufacturing Company (know to-
day as The Kendall Company) and Bird & Son, inc. Grocery, 
hardware and clothing stores have been built in Walpole and 
East Walpole. Older stores expanded to accommodate the in-
creasing population. Electric streetcars operated between 
Walpole and other surrounding towns until 1919, when they gave 
way to "modern" buses. 
During this century electric lights were erected over 
most of Walpole's streets. What an improvement over kerosene 
lamps! 
Roads were widened and improved. New methods of building 
them better and cheaper were tried. In 1907 because gravel 
was expensive, an experiment was tried using ashes secured 
from Bird & Son at a cost of twenty-five to thirty cents per 
yard. This was a reduction of twenty to thirty cents over the 
price of gravel. Two or three inches of ashes were put over 
the whole length of the street. Then it was wetted down with 
water and rolled. Another three inches was applied. The same 
process continued until the desired thickness resulted. On 
top of this was put an inch of loam. 
This type of road absorbed water and it was cheaper to 
build. But frequent oiling was needed, especially during the 
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the summer months. 
This experiment proved that gravel roads were the best. 
Therefore, most of the roads built after 1910 were of gravel. 
Later, cement or tar was used. 
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The early twentieth century saw an increase in a number of 
insects in Walpole. Especially prevalent were the insects 
which destroyed trees. Farmers were always trying to rid their 
land of harmful insects. Now, however, all the people in the 
town worked together because they were concerned about the 
gypsy and brown-tailed moths which had invaded their land. So, 
in 1909, the town appointed a man to be Superintendent of Bugs. 
Later, he was known as Superintendent of Moth Suppression. 
About $2,500.00 a year was spent by the town on this work. 
How did the gypsy moth come into this area? What did they 
look like? Why was so much money spent? These are some of the 
questions that will soon be answered. 
In 1869 a man in the Town of Milton, Massachusetts, which 
is about twelve miles from Walpole, decided to raise silk 
worms. A silk worm spins a web from which silk is secured. The 
silk fibers are finally made into cloth. He secured some worms 
which he thought were silk worms. To his amazement and disap-
pointment, they turned out to be a different worm known as a 
gypsy moth. They escaped from his home in Milton and multi-
plied. In the 1900's the area around Milton was infested with 
them. They soon spread throughout the New England states. 
The male gypsy moth is brownish in color. The female is 
a lighter brown. She has large wings with blackish marks, 
yet is too heavy to fly. The male can fly easily and quickly. 
Eggs are laid on the bark of trees in a cluster of four 
to eight hundred. Each cluster is covered with a buff-colored 
web. Egge are laid in July and hatch in spring. The cater-
pillars or worms are usually two to three inches long. They 
are night eaters of leaves from any tree, especially oak and 
apple trees. 
Home owners were requested to use creosote on the nests. 
Creosote is an oily liquid with a burning taste. The creosote 
killed the eggs and young caterpillars. 
Assisting in spotting trees infested with the gypsy moth 
was the man on the lookout tower. However, this was not his 
major work. The state had built a forty foot steel tower at 
Moose Hill, Sharon so that fires could be spotted before they 
got much headway. The tower was equipped with maps, field 
glasses and a telephone. The tower benefited not only Sharon 
but Walpole and other surrounding towns. 
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In addition to fire protection, Walpole's Selectmen passed 
laws to safeguard the lives of children. Suppose you were 
living in Walpole in the early 1900's and wanted to go coasting 
in the winter. A law was passed prohibiting coasting on the 
sidewalks or streets unless the Selectmen had set aside the 
area for that purpose. If the rule wasn't followed and you 
were caught, a fine of one to ten dollars had to be paid. A 
fine of that same amount was imposed on boys and girls playing 
ball on the streets or sidewalks. 
During this century our country was faced with two world 
wars. Many of Walpole's citizens saw action in both of them 
and gave their lives that we may continue to enjoy our wonder-
ful freedoms. 
In the 1900's Walpole was made a more beautiful place to 
live. Parks were improved with shrubbery and trees. Thou-
sands and thousands of trees were also planted along the sides 
of the streets. Swimming pools were built for its residents 
to enjoy. 
Walpole's population in the last fifty years has surged 
from 3,500 to over 12,000. Why this tremendous increase? The 
expansion of existing industries and available employment drew 
many people to Walpole. Also, there was a general move from 
the city to the country throughout Massachusetts. Excellent 
transportation for those who commuted to such cities as Boston 
and Providence also increased settlement in Walpole. The 
fact that Walpole had available land for homes and excellent 
schools were two more factors aiding its growth. 
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A Pond Is Built 
Of interest in the early 1900's was the building of 
Willett Pond or "New Pond." It is hard for us to imagine that 
in the 1800's and first part of the 1900's, this was a swampy 
marshland where people picked blueberries. George Willett, 
who formerly resided in Walpole; decided around 1916 to make 
the swampland into a pond. Earlier he had built Brummitt Pond 
near his old homestead on Peach Street now the Walpole Country 
Club. 
His dream came true after many months of digging and 
scraping by nearly a hundred men. The gravel, mud and soil 
taken from the area was banked up on the side of the pond. 
Sandbags were also used. This pond is almost a mile long. 
The largest part of the pond is in North Walpole. Willett 
Pond is also part of the territory of Norwood and Westwood. 
Appropriately enough, Willett Pond was named after George 
Willett. He was also the founder of the Norwood Hospital. 
Land and a building was donated by him to be used as a hospi-
tal. This not only benefited Norwood but also people in the 
surrounding towns including Walpole. This white wooden 
building, which is at present used as a nurses home, can be 
seen in Norwood on Washington Street near the entrance to the 
hospital. 
George Willett was known as a philanthropist because he 
gave money, land and buildings to benefit mankind. 
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Our Town Beal 
The town in 1913 authorized twenty-five dollars to be 
spent on a design for a town seal. A contest was held and a 
high school student won. Edna Buck's sawmill design best 
depicted Walpole in its early years. In 1914 it became our 
town seal. 
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If you have looked at the town seal, you will see that the 
early history of Walpole is told. 
It shows: 
1. The Neponset River on which Walpole's 
industrial 11f e was centered 
2. A water wheel necessary for the operation of 
the early mills 
3. The cedar trees that lured Walpole's first 
settlers to this area 
4. A sawmill -- Walpole's first industry 
Churches 
Walpole's churches include the: 
Blessed Sacrament Church -
The church was built in Walpole in 1913. The 
Catholic people prior to building this church, held 
their services in a wooden church building. Before 
that they worshiped in a local mill. 
Epiphany Episcopal Church 
It was built in Walpole in 1904. The people 
organized an Episcopal church group in 1886. 
Methodist Church 
Its first service was held in 1822 in a small 
house. As membership increased, the present church 
was built in South Walpole in 1886. 
Union Congregational Church 
The church was built in East Walpole in 1915 on 
land given by Charles Sumner Bird. Thie church was 
first organized in 1877. 
United Church 
The church is located in Walpole Center. It 
was organized in the year Walpole was incorporated 
as a town. The members of the church back in 1838 
built a new church and changes have taken place 
since then. 
St. Mary's Church 
This church was built in East Walpole Center in 
1927. 
(Jue lownS 
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Schools 
Middle and Late 1600's 
Your schools are different in many ways than the early 
schools. You are taught subjects that were unknown to children 
in the 1600'e, 1700's and 1800'e. Your buildings are much 
different, too. Now let's find out what the early schools were 
like. 
The boys who lived in South Dedham in the 1600's and early 
1700's attended the village school in Dedham. It was a one-
room wooden building with a tower on the top which served as a 
watchtower. The boys were taught reading, writing and some 
catechism. Books were few and paper was 
- ~ - extremely scarce. 
It wasn't very pleasant attending 
school then. Walking or riding horse-
back such a great distance was dangerous 
especially in winter. Can you name some reasons why this was 
true? 
If you arrived at school cold and shivering, you had no 
chance of warming up. In winter, the room became very cold 
because the fireplace didn't throw off enough heat to warm the 
room. 
Girls didn't attend school, but they were instructed at 
home by their mothers in cooking, sewing, spinning and weaving. 
1700's 
When Walpole was incorporated in 1724, a school was re-
quired by law. However, it wasn't until 1732 that Walpole 
appropriated the necessary money for a school. Thirty pounds 
(about eighty-four dollars) was appropriated to support two 
schools, a writing school and a dame school. Classes for both 
were to be held in local dwellings because schoolhouses had 
not been erected. 
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The writing school, held in winter only, was attended by 
boys your age. For hours, they practiced the correct formation 
of letters in the alphabet. Birch bark, sand or paper was 
used. However, the boys didn't have paper very often. 
The dame school was taught by a woman in her living room 
or kitchen. She taught young boys and girls the alphabet, 
reading and arithmetic. 
In 1757 a schoolhouse was presented to Walpole. It had 
been built by Deacon Robbins on land given by Walpole's second 
minister, Reverend Payson . The town accepted it and thus had 
its first schoolhouse. It was twenty-one feet long, eighteen 
feet wide and nine feet high. Soon other schoolhouses were 
built in the North, East and West parts of town. 
The town didn't hire teachers. Instead, the schools were 
taught by the selectmen or by the minister. 
1800's 
Improvements were gradually made. For instance, in the 
early 1800's a fireplace and a box-iron stove were used to 
heat the room. The stove had an open oven where children 
warmed their dinners. The children had to make the fire when 
they got to school in the morning. 
Girls in the 1800's gradually received more education 
than what was offered by the dame school. 
Books were still scarce. One book was used by many chil-
dren. After one child had finished reading the ~ England 
Primer, it was passed onto another boy or girl. For lessons 
learned well you received a certificate of merit. 
On Mondays, the children would have to tell how many 
chapters of the Bible they had read over the week end. Just 
before being dismissed the multiplication tables up to 144 
were said by all. 
The school in East Walpole near Lewis Castle was a long 
one-story building. Its hallway was used to store wood. The 
schoolroom had a continuous board seat around the side and 
rear walls. In the front on a raised platform was the desk 
and seat of the teacher. 
In 1831 a two-story schoolhouse was built in Walpole 
Center. 
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Harvard College students were employed as teachers in the 
early 1800's. Later in the 1800's when a high school was es-
tablished, teachers with special training were employed. How-
ever, a great many of the elementary schoolteachers were still 
only high school graduates. 
Besides reading , writing, arithmetic, spelling and gram-
mar, the grammar schools taught music, gymnastics and art. 
Even in the 1870's there were still three or four grades in 
one room. Even then the room wasn't crowded. 
As time sent on, children bad more books to study from 
and paper to practice on. New methods of manufacturing paper 
made this possible. 
Can you imagine taking only one test a year? Contrary to 
our present practice of frequent testing, only one test was 
given and that was at the end of the year. If you passed it, 
you were promoted to the next grade. If you didn't, you 
would remain in that grade another year or until you had mas-
tered what was taught there. This was changed in the late 
1800's, and more tests were given to the pupils. 
Perhaps you are wondering if children had report cards. 
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Yes, they did. The first report cards were used i n 1889. Then 
the one test at the end of the year was discontinued because 
parents wanted to know how their children were progressing in 
school. The boys and girls were marked by percent, 80% in 
spelling, 90% in arithmetic, 70% in grammar and in other sub-
jects. It wasn't until 1921 that the letter grade system was 
used. 
Sewing classes were available for girls in 1895. Manual 
training classes were provided for the boys .several years 
later. 
Until 1896 children secured water from wells. In that 
year, all schools except the West were connected with town 
water. 
1900's 
Transportation was provided for children who lived a 
great distance from their school. However, it was primarily 
for the high school students. 
What was used for transportation? Until 1920 railroads, 
electric cars or barges were used to transport the children to 
school. Barges were horse-driven wooden wagons used for 
transporting a large number of people. These proved to be the 
most reliable and successful of the various forms of transpor-
tation. Railroads and electric cars were used only a short 
time because timetables didn't correspond to the opening of 
school. After 1920 buses were used. 
In the 1900's the schools ceased to be called North, 
East, South and Center. 
North School became Fisher 
South School became Boyden 
East School became Bird 
Center School became Stone 
School 
School 
School 
School 
Each school building was named in honor of a resident of 
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Walpole. This person lived in the section where the school was 
located or had exerted a great influence on the educational 
system of Walpole. 
Without a good breakfast , you cannot do your best school-
work. Do you know what boys and girls ate for breakfast? 
Surely not packaged cereals! The school physician, Doctor 
F. Fuller, in 1909 recommended the following breakfast for 
children. 
1. Fruit 
2. Cereals thoroughly cooked with sugar and milk 
3. Eggs lightly cooked, boiled or poached 
4 . A light vegetable like baked potato with butter 
In place of eggs, broiled steak or lamb chops could be 
eaten. 
During the First World War vegetable gardens were planted 
by school children. This greatly increased the food supply, 
so that food could be sent to American soldiers in Europe. 
In 1920 Mrs. F. w. Bird and her mother, Mrs. George 
Phelps, established a dental clinic at Bird School. Here boys 
and girls were provided with excellent dental care. The 
clinic was not operated on town funds, but with money given by 
the Bird family and Mrs. Phelps . Many years later, the town 
provided funds for dental clinics throughout the schools. 
Today in addition to dental clinics, our schools are well 
equipped with books, maps, colored paper, crayons, paints, 
flannel boards, motion pictures and television sets. Our 
system of education has certainly come a long way since the 
Revolutionary War. 
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During the years between the 1800's and the 1900's other 
schools were built and later sold or torn down. It would take 
too long to go into the history of each school building. How-
ever, let's read about our present elementary school buildings. 
Our Present Elementary School Buildings 
Plimpton School 
In 1913 a new eight-room school building was erected on 
Common Street in Walpole. It was built on thirty-five acres 
of land donated by George Plimpton, a prominent citizen in 
Walpole in the early 1900's. Few towns had so much land for 
parks, recreation, playgrounds, school gardens or forestry 
purpose a. 
Bird School 
In 1919 a sixteen-room building was built on Washington 
Street, East Walpole. It was named after Mary Bird, who had 
contributed so much to establishing a library 1n Walpole. 
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Boyden School 
This school was built in 1930 on Washington Street in 
South Walpole. The Boyden family are old Walpole residents. 
Their ancestors first settled in this area in the early 
1700's. 
Stone School 
This large two-story school building was erected in 
1950 on School Street in Walpole Center. It is adjacent to 
the old Stone School which is still being utilized. 
Fisher School 
This modern ranch type school was completed in 1955. 
It is located on Gould Street in North Walpole, not far 
from the old Fisher School. 
Libraries 
In the 1600's, 1700's and early 1800's, a public library 
was unknown. During those years some people were fortunate to 
have enough money to purchase books, others borrowed them from 
friends or neighbors. But not many people in Walpole had 
books except for the Bible. 
In 1816 a group of women met and voted to hold meetings 
to read and discuss books. Usually the meetings lasted for 
five hours. Imagine talking about books for that length of 
time, because all conversation not pertaining to books was 
prohibited. However, the women braided straw as they talked. 
The straw was sold and the money used to purchase more books. 
Non-members could use the books if they paid one dollar a 
year. This provided people with access to a small number of 
books for a moderate fee. 
Nothing was done about starting a library until 1826. 
During that year the Walpole Social Library came into exist-
ence. This was not a free public library where residents of 
the town could secure books. Again people had to pay a fee to 
borrow books. This ~ime the fee was four dollars and the bor-
rower was only allowed to take two books per year. Due to a 
lack of interest, the Social Library was discontinued the same 
year it started. 
The year 1872 was a very important one for Walpole. Miss 
Mary Bird presented the town with a public library on the con-
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dition that books were to be sent free of charge from Walpole 
Center to the people in East Walpole. The town gratefully 
accepted this generous offer. 
This first public library was quartered in the town hall. 
The town appropriat·ed the money collected from dog-taxes for 
support of the library. This amounted to around two hundred 
thirty dollars. Many people gave books, magazines and pic-
tures to the library. Concerts and dramatic performances were 
held to raise money. Other people donated gifts of money. 
The library was able to purchase many books. By 1877 
there was a young people's library of one hundred twenty 
volumes, an agricultural library of fifty volumes and seven 
hundred volumes of literature. The library subscribed to five 
magazines. These included Harper's, Scribner's, Atlantic 
Monthly, ~· Nicholas, for children, and ~ North American 
Review. During that year, 1877, 325 volumes were acquired. 
The library's circulation increased as many school children 
began to borrow its books. 
The library was only open during the business hours. For 
many adults, this meant that they could only select library 
books on their lunch hour. 
To enable the library to be open at night, Francis W. 
Bird in 1878 said he would give twenty-five dollars to the 
library if the town voted an appropriation of three hundred 
dollars a year for its support. The people at the town 
meeting agreed. The hours were changed to 1 - 5:30 and 6:30 -
~3 
9. This greatly increased the library's circulation. 
In 1878 the library was forced to move out of the town 
hall because the rooms were needed by the town. The library's 
new home was Mr. Pillsbury's store and the town agreed to pay 
sixty dollars a year for rent. 
Among the largest gifts made in the late 1800's was that 
willed by Francis W. Bird. In a few years, with interest, the 
money had increased to six thousand dollars. 
The library soon outgrew its two rooms and a suitable 
place had to be located. A contribution of fifteen thousand 
dollars by Andrew Carnegie, the great philantrhopist, was 
given on the condition that #1,500.00 was a ppropriated by the 
town per year in support of the library. The town agreed. 
Thus, this generous offer by Andrew Carnegie enabled Walpole 
to erect a library in 1903, on land given by Charles s. Bird. 
This building on Common Street is the present home of our 
library. 
Through the years, many people gave books and magazines. 
Among those contributing a large number of books were G. A. 
Plimpton, Mr . and Mrs. C. s. Bird, and C. S. Bird, Jr. Many 
pictures and photographs were also received. These are fre-
quently loaned to the schools. 
In the 1900's space was given by Bird & Son for an East 
Walpole Library. A North Walpole Branch was later started in 
the Fisher School through money appropriated by the town. 
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Total Number of Total Number of 
Year Books Magazines 
1880 1'978 9 
1890 3,590 20 
1900 8,583 51 
1910 12,296 48 
1920 16,359 38 
1930 20' 194 46 
1940 22,956 52 
1950 28' 563 61 
1958 46,496 86 
Notice how the number of books have increased. 
The magazine subscriptions increased except between 
1910 through 1920. 
Our Town Government 
How is our town governed? Since its incorporation in 
1724, our town has had the New England town meeting form of 
government. A warrant is issued notifying the people that on 
a certain day a town meeting is to be held. At the appointed 
hour the townspeople assemble to discuss and vote on matters 
pertaining to the town. 
In 1724 our town had its elected officers like town 
clerk, selectmen, moderator, constable and hog reeves. A 
total of five in all. 
As the town grew in the 1800's, new town officers were 
elected and appointed. These included in addition to the ones 
mentioned above: collector of taxes; auditors to check the 
expenditures; police; engineers of the fire department; sealer 
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of weights and measures, to teat scales for accurcay, surveyors 
of lumber; assessors, to determine the taxes on buildings; 
field drivers; pound keeper; fence viewers; and treasurer. 
Today our town has many more officers. They are: 
Officers Elected 
Moderator 
Selectmen (total five) 
Tax Collector 
Assessors 
School Committee 
Trustees of the Public Library 
Trust Fund Commissioners 
Walpole Housing Authority 
Town Planning Board 
Town Treasurer 
Officers Appointed 
Town Accountant 
Town Clerk 
Registrar of Voters 
Town Counsel 
Town Eng ineer 
Purchasing Agent 
Superintendent of Schools 
Superintendent of Sewers 
Inspector of Buildings 
Wire Inspector 
Forest Fire Warden 
Fire Department 
Inspector of Animals 
Health Officer 
Plumbing Inspector 
Librarians 
As our town continues to grow, more officers either 
appointed or elected may be established to handle the town's 
business. 
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Police and Fire Departments 
Police Department 
When Walpole was incorporated as a town, its people 
promptly elected a constable. He acted as a policeman for the 
town. 
added. 
As the town increased in size, more const ables were 
However, this didn't happen until the late 1800's. In 
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fact, in 1880, Walpole had just two policemen. One received 
twenty dollars as his salary a year. The other policeman re-
ceived thirty-seven dollars a year. In 1940 seven policemen were 
employed. Today eighteen serve on the police force. 
Fire Department 
Fire protection in the late 1600's and 1700's was a 
community affair. Usually a small leather fire bucket with a 
handle was kept in every household. The alarm consisted of 
shouting and notifying the people that something was on fire. 
Then people would form two lines, one to pass the full water 
buckets, the other to pass the empty buckets. How did this 
operate? The first person in one line was at t he scene of the 
fire and the last person was at a supply of water. Water was 
passed by hand from person to person until it was thrown on 
the fire. The empty buckets were passed down the other line 
of persons. This enabled a constant supply of water to pu t 
out the fire. 
After the fire, the firewarden made sure that each 
leather bucket was returned to its owner. This wasn't too 
difficult for each bucket contained the initials of its owner. 
The firewarden's other duties included an inspection of all 
kitchens. He looked for defective and wooden chimneys which 
he ordered removed at once. 
In the late 1880'e the town installed a fire alarm at a 
coat of $97.73. The town's fire apparatus was drawn by a pair 
of horses. Unlike today, it perhaps was used only four to ten 
times a year, depending on the number and severity of the 
fires . 
In 1891 the town purchased two chemical fire extinguish-
ers. Lacking adequate equipment, Walpole at this time ranked 
sixth in amount of lose by fire of all the cities and towns 
in Massachusetts. Many of the calls to put out a fire, al-
though fewer than the surrounding towns, would result in a 
total loss of a house or building. A steam fire engine was 
badly needed. 
By 1896 the town added two more stations -- one in East 
Walpole and one in South Walpole. The town now had a total 
of three fire stations. 
Most of the fires in the late 1800's and early 1900's 
were due to sparks from steam locomotives, lightning and over-
heated stoves. The fire alarm whistle system, which was in-
augurated in the early 1900 1 s, aided in the reduction of loss 
from fire. This same fire alarm system is in effect today . 
In 1911 a new building was erected in East Walpole to 
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house both a fire and police station. Horse stalls were built 
in the fire station so that horses could be stabled there for 
immediate use at night. 
A fire engine was purchased in 1917. It had six cylin-
ders and was equipped with taillights. The new engine was 
placed in the East Walpole Police and Fire Station because 
horses were difficult to secure there. The gasoline motor was 
capable of propelling the fire apparatus at a speed of thirty 
miles per hour. It could cover twenty miles an hour carrying 
a full load. But it wasn't too successful because of frequent 
engine failures. 
More modern and scientifically equipped fire engines were 
added periodically during the last twenty-five years. The 
latest fire alarm boxes were also installed. A new fire and 
police station was built in Walpole Center in 1956. Thia 
makes a total of three fire and police stations presently in 
Walpole. 
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Water Supply 
Until the lat 1800's Walpole's residents secured water 
from their own wells or springs. 
The town decided in 1894, after much discussion and 
figuring, to build its own water system. Forty artesian wells 
were driven near Lowe Brook on Washington Street. These are 
wells drilled by powerful machines to forty or sixty feet in 
the ground until a layer of porous rock is reached. 
In 1895 a pumping station was erected and miles of piping 
was laid. Standpipes were built in South Walpole and East 
Walpole. They are tall metal tanks. Water was and still is 
supplied by pumping it into the standpipes. 
-
\ 
, I ·, \ 
Standpipe 
South Walpole 
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Houses during 1895 wer.e supplied with water only upon 
written request by its owner. The people were charged a flat 
fee of twelve dollars regardless whether they used all the 
water allowed them or not. 
How can you measure the amount of water used by each 
family? A device called a water meter records the amount ot 
water used. 
Today nearly every house has a water meter. Our water 
supply has expanded so that more standpipes have been built 
and wells driven. 
The water secured from the wells is pure and safe to 
drink. As the water filters through the various rock layers, 
.. 
An Artesian Well Boring Standpipe 
Walpole Center 
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Roads 
In the early 1800's Walpole had three major roads. These 
included the: 
Old Post Road 
The East Walpole section of the Old Post 
Road is known today as Pleasant Street. In the 
middle of the 1600's, the Quakers were driven 
by a whip from the Dedham Village because they 
refused to attend the Puritan Church. They held 
fast to their own ideas of worship and they re-
fused to call officers of the British government 
by their proper titles. The Old Post Road was 
called the first National Highway in America. 
Road through Walpole Center 
It is known today as Main Street or Route 
1A. The postriders in the middle 1750's, trav-
eled over this route to Rhode Island. In the 
1800's stagecoaches also traveled over this road 
giving its passengers many jolts. To go to New 
York from Boston in those days would take six 
days. The only way it could be shortened was to 
take a coach from Boston through Walpole to Prov-
idence, then to continue on in a packet-sloop to 
New York. If the weather was good, the trip 
could be made in three days. 
Washington Street Route 
The road was established in 1802 by the 
General Court of Massachusetts. The turnpike 
road was opened in 1806 and passed through East 
Walpole and South Walpole. It was one of the 
finest roads existing then. At that time most 
of the roads were dirt roads. This "new" pike 
was of stone and gravel laid seven feet wide at 
a cost of five thousand dollars per mile. In 
1828 thirty-five thousand people traveled over 
this toll road. The fare being about two dollars 
to travel from Boston to Providence. 
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In addition there are now more than 197 fine paved roads 
in Walpole. 
Many of our roads were named after Walpole's early set-
tlers or people who contributed time and money to Walpole's 
development. Perhaps you are familiar with some of these 
roads. 
Bird Street was named for the Bird family. 
Plimpton Street was named for the Plimpton family. 
Stone Street was named for Doctor Stone. 
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'Walpole's Industries 
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From the chart you can see that many businesses failed to 
continue operating from one century to another. 
Reasons for this are many. 
1. Business declined due to depressions. 
2. Buildings destroyed by flood or fire. 
Construction was usually of wood. Also fire 
fighting apparatus was poor in our standards to-
day. 
3. New inventions came into existence. 
4. The products could be produced better and cheaper 
elsewhere. 
These are just a few of the more important reasons why 
industries fail to survive. Can you name others? 
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Industries of Walpole 
Some of Walpole's early industries have been previously 
mentioned. These included the sawmills and gristmills. Forges 
were also among Walpole's early industries. The forges drew 
their materials from the bog iron deposits along Spring and 
Mill Brooks. Its iron was used in cannon for the French and 
Indian War which occurred in the 1750's. 
As you read some interesting facts about each major in-
dustry, you will find out what is made, how it is made and in 
what way their products affect our way of life. However, be-
fore you begin your study of Walpole's present industries, you 
will read a history of paper making. This will enable you to 
understand East Walpole's paper making industries. 
History of Papermaking 
Making paper is not a new industry. It goes back to the 
ancient Greeks and Romans. 
the skin of goats or sheep. 
They had parchment paper made from 
They also had papyrus which con-
sisted of strips of plants laid together, soaked, pressed and 
dried to form paper . As papyrus became unavailable about A. D. 
200, learning declined. About this time, the Chinese made 
paper from mulberry leaves or from rags. 
These methods produced only a small amount of paper, but 
larger amounts of paper were needed due to the invention of 
printing. To supply the demand for paper, mills were con-
structed in Europe. 
Paper remained scarce in the United States during the 
colonial period . Why? Primarily, it was due to the lack of 
rags and the failure to secure new methods of producing it. 
Linen rags were best, but scarce, because linen cloth didn't 
wear out easily. Woolens were not suitable for papermaking. 
Bleaching paper by chlorine began in 1774 , but was not 
used extensively. The queer colors of the newspapers of that 
period were due to the scanty supply and the careless sorting 
of rags from which paper was made. 
When the American army entered Philadelphia in June 1778, 
they needed paper but little could be found. So 2,500 copies 
of a minister's sermon were taken and promptly turned into 
cases for musket cartridges for the colonial troops. 
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Massachusetts had more printers than the rest of the 
country. Four of the six American newspapers in the 1770's 
were published in Boston, two-thirds of the books and pam-
phlets were printed in Boston. 
Procedure in Making Paper, 1785 
To manufacture paper, a large supply of water was neces-
sary because the rag fibers had to be mixed with it. The 
clumsy mill machinery was also run by water. Paper making in 
those days required a great deal of knowledge and know-how 
which few people acquired. The steps involved in making paper 
were many . 
1. The first step was to sort and grade the rags that 
had been bought by the mill. Inferior grades were used for 
coarse papers like printing paper. The better papers were 
used for writing purposes and bulletins. 
2. Pins were removed and the seams were opened. 
3. The rags were cut into fairly uniform sizes. 
4. Rags were then reduced to fibers of suitable length 
for the kind of paper to be made. 
5. The fibers and water were beated by hand. 
6 . The beaten pulp was carried to the molds and the 
water drained from them. 
7 . A wet sheet of paper was removed from a mold and 
placed onto soft felt. Then another felt was laid on top, 
ready for the next sheet of paper. 
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8. When 144 sheets had accumulated in a pile, the pile 
was removed to the great press. All hands joined in turning 
down the press to expel all the water . 
9. After they had been left under pressure, they were 
released and the felt was removed. 
10. The sheets were piled up and put through a second 
pressing. 
11. Four or five sheets of paper were hung together to 
dry. 
Paper in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 
Paper was expecially scarce in 1812 due to the shortage 
of raw materials and difficulty in procuring molds and engines 
from abroad. 
In the middle 1800's, beating the fibers in water was 
done by machine. The machine was an oval tub which had a 
roller and a plate below it. Between the roller and the plate 
were some knives. Thus, the rage in the water were gradually 
reduced to pulp. The process sometimes took as long as twelve 
or more hours. 
Today when a Fourdrinier machine is used, enormous sheets 
of paper five to twenty-five feet in length can be produced at 
a speed of 1,200 feet a minute. All this can be done in one 
process. In a Fourdrinier machine after a jordan cuts the 
fibers to the correct length, they are pressed together in 
water, then the water is drained from them. Next, the rollers 
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squeeze out more water. Then the pres sed wet paper passes 
over large steam-heated drying rollers. Finally , it goes 
through metal rollers which iron out the paper. 
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Bird & Son, inc. 
In the early 1800's George Bird was looking for a good 
site for a paper mill. He finally found what he wanted. It 
was located on the Neponset River in East Walpole. The land 
was cleared and a small wooden mill with a water wheel was 
erected in 1817. 
At that time, 1817, he 
produced the paper for the 
United States currency. Some 
o~ the paper was used in 
printing the three dollar 
bills now no longer printed. 
A Paper Mill 
1817 
Tarred paper was also produced. The tarred paper was 
objectionable to mice and moths, rust and moisture proof. 
Therefore, it was used by woolen manufacturers to wrap their 
cloth. Many old government records and documents were also 
wrapped in it. 
The Bird Company, as the business was called then, re-
ceived its first patent in 1825. It was signed by Henry Clay, 
Secretary of State and John Quincy Adams, President of the 
United States. The patent was for a device for polishing and 
gl~zing paper. 
When Francis W. Bird entered his father's business, the 
name became George Bird & Son. In 1845 the business name was 
changed to F. w. Bird. 
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What kind of machinery was available for papermaking in 
the early 1840's? The company had four small beaters run by 
water . These beaters mixed the rag strips with water . That 
was the end of labor-saving devices . 
In the late 1840's a new kind of machine was installed, 
known as the Fourdrinier machine. It came equipped with five 
steam driers. 
After paper had been made either from raga or pulp, it 
was cut into sheets to be polished . To polish paper consisted 
in putting it between iron or other metal sheets and when a 
sufficient quantity was ready, a thick heavy piece of paper 
was placed at the top and bottom. This was passed through 
rollers eight or more times . About one hundred fifty pounds 
of paper was made per hour . 
In 1850 F. W. Bird was buying twenty tons of rags a day . 
Most of these were shipped from Belgium, France and England . 
Now the company began manufacturing industrial papers. These 
included brown wrapping paper and other heavier quality paper . 
The company employed less than fifty men. F. W. Bird 
operated the paper mill twenty- four hours a day . There were 
two, twelve hour shifts. 
During the middle 1800's fire and floods were the com-
pany's greatest danger . A destructive flood occurred in 1864 
when a dam broke. The company was without power . That was 
bad enough without including loss of some machinery . F. w. 
Bird had no sooner gotten over this loss when a fire raged 
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out of control. Only two machine rooms escaped damage. 
Many paper mills had the advantage of water or railroad 
transportation for their products. F. W. Bird's company had 
neither. They transported heavy rolls of paper to Boston by 
large wagons drawn by four or six horses. The round trip in-
cluding stops for supplies took the whole day. 
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Water power was still used in 1877 and the paper was still 
produced the same way. 
Can you imagine factory men being let off today to do 
chores around their home, especially during the summer haying 
season? This was the practice until Francis W. Bird's son, 
Charles s. Bird, curbed it. 
There were constant difficulties arising in the operation 
of the paper mill. One day in the late 1800's the old walking 
beam engine called "Colonel Cobb" slipped from the belting and 
walked right through the roof. However, there was little dam-
age and the next day the machinery was back 1n its place and 
running smoothly. 
In 1880 another flood filled the machine room with four-
teen inches of muddy water. The water had no sooner receded 
when another fire broke out. Four buildings burned to the 
ground . Machinery, paper and supplies were lost. The total 
amount lost was about fifty thousand dollars. 
Could you recognize the trademark of Bird & Son, inc.? It 
is a little girl holding a sheet of waterproof paper over her 
head. It was first used in 1890. Perhaps you have seen it on 
a television advertisement. 
In 1880 a bronze medal was awarded jointly to F. W. Bird 
& Son and to Hollingsworth & Vose, another East Walpole in-
dustry, for wrapping paper . 
In the late 1800's the company manufactured shoe-boxes, 
boxes for tacks, shipping-cases and flower-pots. These are 
still being sold throughout the United States and other coun-
tries. Floor covering was manufactured in five colors in 
1894, but it was unsuccessful until 1911. 
In the early 1900's many developments took place. The 
roofing plant was built in Norwood, Massachusetts in 1903. 
Bird Machine Company was established in 1909, and it is now 
located in South Walpole. Mills were built in Rhode Island, 
five in Canada and one in Chicago. 
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Today Bird & Son, inc. have in addition to the plants 
mentioned above one in Arkansas, Louisiana, South Carolina, New 
Hampshire, Connecticut, Maine and a granule plant in Norwood. 
The Norwood plant takes rock from its quarries from Roslindale 
to Rhode Island, crushes, heats and forms it into granules to 
be colored. 
A new product recently put on the market was Bird lino-
leum. You will see this and some of the other products in the 
display. 
Briefly let's turn back to 1875 and you will see how the 
production of the company has grown. One and one-half tons of 
paper per day were produced by twenty people in 1875. In 1959 
around one thousand people in the East Walpole area produce 
seven to ten tons per hour. Quite a difference isn't it! 
Raw materials used in producing its many products come 
from the United States and from countries all over the world. 
However, most of the raw materials used in manufacturing paper 
come from the United States. The rags and waste papers come 
from dealers in and around Boston. 
The leadership of the business which started in 1817 in 
East Walpole has passed to George Bird's son, grandson and 
great grandson. 
George Bird founder 
Francis w. Bird son of George Bird. He 
operated the business in 
the middle and late 1800's. 
Charles s. Bird son of F. w. Bird, 
grandson of George Bird. 
He controlled the mill in 
the early 1900's. 
Charles s. Bird, Jr. son of c. s. Bird . At 
present he is Chairman of 
the Board of Directors. 
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Damon Forge 
The forge is located on Washington Street, East Walpole. 
Perhaps you have recognized this place by the anvil which has 
hung over the doorway. 
The wooden building is about two hundred years old. In-
side you will see huge beams and large wooden pegs which hold 
the beams together. There are also two brick fireplaces. 
There is no wooden or cement floor, just a dirt one. Perhaps 
you know why? Because the blacksmith works over intense heat, 
which is essential for the heating of iron bars, the danger of 
fire becomes great. Therefore, wooden floors couldn't be 
used. There is also another reason. This structure was built 
before the Revolutionary War and cement was not used in build-
ings in that period. 
Some of you may be wondering if this building was used as 
a blacksmith shop in the 1700's. According to the present 
owner of the forge, it was not. The owner pointed out that 
the original builders when putting in one of the fireplaces 
sawed a piece out of a huge beam near one corner of the build-
ing. The support of the roof was weakened by this. However, 
the roof has stood through many storms even when modern struc-
tures have crumbled under the weight of heavy snow. 
We are now ready to discover what a blacksmith does and 
how he operates his forge. A forge is a place where iron is 
heated and hammered into many objects like iron railings, 
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hinges, fireplace sets, weather vanes and many other useful 
items. 
Perhaps you would like to follow the owner in his work . 
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First, he takes a straight iron bar twenty-two feet long which 
he secured from a steel concern . Next, he measures the length 
he needs and cuts the bar with an acetylene torch. He also 
might use a hardy which is a device for cutting off iron when 
it is cold. The iron bar is now put into the hot coal fire. 
The intense fire makes it red hot, but not hot enough to melt 
it. When the bar glows a bright red, the blacksmith removes 
it from the fire with suitable tongs. There are many different 
tongs in the shop. The heated bar is then hammered into the 
desired shape. Perhaps a bar for an iron railing. The owner 
welds the bars together instead of riveting them as was done in 
the olden days. There is a device on the blowtorch that blows 
the molten steel away. It is the moltened steel that makes the 
sparks not the flame of the acetylene torch when he is welding. 
Farrington Texol Corporation 
The factory was opened in 1950 to produce artificial 
leather, steel and wooden cases for radios and phonographs . 
Today the corporation employs about seventy people. Moat of 
their work is devoted to making artificial leather. There's 
quite a fascinating process connected with its production . 
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First, the corporation begins with some cotton similar to 
handkerchief material. To make this material, the southern 
cotton mills wash the cotton, remove the seeds and dirt and 
weave its fibers into muslin, a coarser cotton cloth. This 
muslin remains unbleached. Next, the cotton handkerchief 
material is put on a heavy paper base. Then it is coated many 
times with a lacquer. Finally it is colored with colored pig-
ments and grained by an embossing press. The corporation has 
several presses which produce different grains. These include 
a pig grain, an ostrich grain, an alligator grain and a printed 
grain. Be sure you see the printed grain artificial leather in 
the exhibit. 
Artificial leather is used for jewel boxes, boxes for 
watches and many other things. 
Texol is their registered trademark. The Farrington Texol 
Corporation is known in Germany, France, Italy, Mexico, Argen-
tina, Australia, Canada and throughout the United States. 
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Hollingsworth & Vose 
The buildings now occupied by this company on Washington 
Street, East Walpole were operated by the Bird family until 
1858. In 1871 it was sold to I . J . Hollingsworth . Shortly 
after, Charles Vose entered the business and the business name 
became Hollingsworth & Vose . They manufactured paper from 
Manila rope fibers. The seven men employed in the 1870's made 
a ton of paper a day . 
You recall an award of a bronze medal was presented joint-
ly to F. w. Bird & Son and to Hollingsworth & Vose at the 
International Australian Exhibition in Melbourne in 1880 . 
Today they make paper from Manila rope and jute fibers 
which come from a tropical plant. Their products are used in 
insulation materials, sandpaper, tag paper and other types of 
paper products. 
The Kendall Company 
In 1903 George Kendall purchased the Lewis Batting 
Company on West Street. It manufactured cotton batting. After 
acquiring the company, absorbent cotton and gauze were pro-
duced under the name of Lewis Manufacturing Company. The 
First World War brought a need for surgical supplies for our 
soldiers. Due to the great increase in demand, new buildings 
were added to the company. 
The Lewis Manufacturing Comapny extended its operations 
outside Massachusetts by purchasing the Slatersville, Rhode 
Island mill. This greatly increased the production of surgi-
cal supplies. 
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A great amount of tobacco anq gray cloth and other coarser 
cotton cloths were used. These cloths had to be secured from 
various states in the south. Thia had its disadvantages. Not 
only the amount available varied at different times, but the 
quality as well. To eliminate these conditions, two plants 
were built in South Carolina to spin and weave tobacco cloth 
and other low-count fabrics used for gauze and cheesecloth. 
When the First World War was over, the demand for cotton 
products fell sharply downward. There was a large surplus of 
cotton and surgical supplies. Thus, business declined and the 
company needed less workers. However, in the early 1920's, 
the demand for cotton products increased. 
The company was incorporated in 1924 and was called 
Kendall Mills, Inc. until 1928 when it became known as The 
Kendall Company. 
Experimentation was done and new products were produced 
to meet the growing needs of the American people . For ex-
ample, gauze diapers were unheard of until the 1930's when 
research done by The Kendall Company proved that they were 
superior to other types of diapers. 
Gradually the company purchased or built many plants 
throughout the United States. These included: 
1. Bike Web Manufacturing Company -- producers of 
knee caps and supports for athletic use including 
Little League Programs 
2. Griswoldville Mill in Massachusetts -- a cotton 
finishing plant 
3. Bauer and Black, Chicago, Illinois -- makers of 
surgical dressings and elastic goods, blue jay 
plasters, adjesive tape, Curad plastic bandages 
and Curity products like diapers and other baby 
products 
Other plants are located in Cuba, Mexico and Canada . 
One of the products that accounted for the increased 
sales of the company was small attractive packages of cheese-
cloth. Cheesecloth is a coarsely woven cloth used for 
dusting, netting, straining fruits for jelly and many other 
things. Ready-made dressings also became popular and were in 
demand by hospitals. Previously hospitals had to make their 
own dressings from one hundred yard bolts of gauze . 
Today the company also manufactures polishing cloth, 
dish towels, bibs, mosquito netting, sheets, organdies, 
curtain materials and a number of new products like Clex and 
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Webril. Clex is a chemically- tested fabric used in men's 
collars. Webril is a non-woven fabric used for tea bags 
permanent waving pads and oil filters. 
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It takes over 300,000 spindles and 6,800 looms to produce 
the cloth needed by the company for its many different products 
which are sold throughout the world. What does the Walpole 
plant produce? In turning our attention to Walpole let's find 
out what is manufactured in our town and how it is produced. 
The Walpole plant converts raw cotton and lightweight 
coarsely woven cloths like tobacco cloth into finished products 
such as gauze, cheesecloth, bookbinding cloth, cotton, milk 
filters, Perx, an interlining for .men's coats and new syn-
thetic products like Webril which you have read about previously . 
To understand how cotton, cheesecloth and towels are 
produced at The Kendall Company in Walpole, look at the 
following diagrams. 
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Producing Towels or Cheesecloth 
- ·- -
..- -
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Drying and Stretching Frames 
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Walpole Woodworkers 
In the early 1930's Philip Allen began making fences and 
railings from cedars growing on land he owned in Walpole. 
People liked his fencing and soon he was sold out. So in 1933 
he formed his business. The little shop on East Street, 
Walpole, produced fencing and furniture. 
In 1938 a destructive hurricane hit Massachusetts. Many 
pine trees were uprooted throughout Walpole. Something had to 
be done! Philip Allen quickly _erected a small sawmill and 
began turning out lumber from the fallen trees. This was used 
in sectional tool houses which were pre-cut and ready to be 
erected. 
Soon the local supply of timber was exhausted. Then cedar 
and pine trees were purchased from Maine suppliers. This 
proved to be unsatisfactory. Can you tell why? Some of the 
reasons were: 
1. Quantity of wood was not available when needed 
2. Quality of wood was often poor 
3. Cost of shipping the trees to Walpole was ex-
tremely expensive, especially when you consider 
the amount of wasted material on each tree. 
What would you do if you were faced with this situation? 
To eliminate this situation, the Walpole Woodworkers bought ten 
acres of land in Detroit, Maine. There they erected a sawmill. 
Today their trees come from: 
1. Their own land 
2. Farmers who bring them logs 
3. Land which they don't own but have secured 
privileges to cut trees 
After the trees are trimmed at Detroit, Maine, they are 
stacked. As demand for them arises, they are loaded onto 
trucks to be sent to their Maine plant for peeling, splitting 
and shaping into posts and other objects. Then a scoop loads 
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several tons of wood at a time onto a huge truck which arrives 
in Walpole, Massachusetts the same day. Another huge scoop 
unloads the posts and boards. Then craftsmen transform these 
into tool houses, benches, cottages, fences and furniture. 
Left over materials are used in making three-legged milking 
stools or colored building blocks for children. 
Today the company employs between sixty to one hundred 
people. The larger number is employed during the spring 
through the fall of the year. 
Early Famous People 
Eighteenth and 
Sir Francis Bernard 
Who Stopped In Walpole 
Nineteenth Centuries 
4 18 
In 1760 he was Governor of the Massachusetts Province. On 
one occasion it was necessary for him to travel to Providence, 
Rhode Island. On his return trip, he and his guards passed 
through Walpole. Even in those days such an important person 
as a governor did not travel alone. He was accompanied by sev-
eral guards on horseback. 
Nathan Hale 
He was a captain in a Connecticut Company in 1775. Pass-
ing through Walpole, he stopped and dined at Hidden's Tavern. 
Later, Mr. Hale became a famous American soldier and was hung 
by the British as a spy. 
George Washington 
As a young colonel in the Virginia Militia, he came to 
Boston in 1756 to consult Governor Shirley on military business 
of the Seven Years' War. He stopped at one of Walpole's famous 
taverns, the Brass Ball. Again in 1776 George Washington had 
occasion to stop in Walpole. This time he rested at the Smith 
House on his way to New York. 
James Monroe 
In 1817 he began his tour of the country after being 
elected America's fifth president. His tour brought him 
through Walpole and to Clapp's Tavern which was located near 
our present town hall. 
General Lafayette 
4 19 
Many of you have read about this French General and the 
part he played in helping the colonial people win the Revolu-
tionary War. As he revisited America in 1824, he stopped at the 
Fuller Tavern, South Walpole and Morse's Tavern, East Walpole on 
his way to assist at the laying of the cornerstone of the Bunker 
Hill Monument. 
Julia Ward Howe 
Mrs. Howe wrote the Battle Hymn of the Republic and many 
other poems. She gave her first lecture around 1850 in a hall 
which had been part of Morse's Tavern. In 1866 she attended 
F. W. Bird's twenty-fifth wedding anniversary where she read an 
original poem. 
Charles Sumner 
Charles Sumner was a Massachusetts senator in the middle 
1800's and a close friend of F. W. Bird. Thus, he visited Mr. 
Bird at his home in East Walpole. On one occasion, Charles 
Sumner spoke on slavery at the old Orthodox Church. The church 
was unable to hold the entire throng of people who gathered. 
There wasn't even standing room! 
First In Walpole 
Have you ever wondered when Walpole got its electric 
lights or its fire engine or perhaps its library? 
This list shows when Walpole first secured some of the 
great inventions and other information. 
First stagecoach 
First schoolhouse 
First railroad 
Public library was started 
Electric street lamps were erected 
Town water was received through pipes 
Electric streetcars began operating 
Concrete sidewalks were laid 
First test blow of the fire alarm 
whistle 6:30 in the morning and 6:30 
in the evening. 
Tennis courts were erected in East 
Walpole 
Stea~ roller was purchased 
Gasoline fire engine was bought 
Buses between Norwood, Walpole and 
East Walpole began operating 
1718 
1757 
1849 
1872 
1894 
1895 
1899 
1900 
1904 
1910 
1912 
1917 
1921 
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Places To Visit 
1. Statue of a Man on a Horse 
In the triangle formed by East, Plimpton and 
Everett Streets, is a statue erected by Isaac Newton 
Lewis. It was erected in memory of Barachiah Lewis 
who sat upon his horse in that exact location and 
saw to it that all Indians left the area and moved 
eastward to their new home. 
2. Cross at Walpole Common 
The cross symbolizes the place where the 
first meeting house or church once stood. 
3. Lewis Castle 
The castle is located on East Street. It 
was built in 1896 by Isaac N. Lewis on land held by 
the Lewis family since 1742. It was designed from 
a pencil sketch made by Mr. Lewis while he was in 
Wales during his many trips to Europe. The castle 
is made from field stones secured locally. The 
granite for the trim was hauled by horses or oxen 
from Cape Ann and Quincy, Massachusetts. The walls 
are two and one-quarter feet thick. 
4. Drinking Fountain 
Did you know that the drinking fountain in 
East Walpole Center was erected through contribu-
tions made by children in honor of Mary Bird, donator 
of the library to Walpole? 
5. Colonial House 
This old house in South Walpole Center was 
once Fuller's Tavern. You recall Lafayette stopped 
there on his tour through the United States. 
6 . Indian Mortar Stone 
The stone is located near Plimptonville. 
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7. Cedar Swamp 
It is located near Route 1A. Remember the 
cedar trees played an important part in shaping 
Walpole's history. 
8. Francis William Park 
This park comprises many acres of land in East 
Walpole. Here you can find bridges, brooks, settees, 
a swimming pool, flowers, shrubbery, many varieties of 
trees, a bathhouse and many other things for your 
enjoyment. 
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George Bird 
As a young boy in Maine, he was fascinated with the meth-
ods of producing paper . Today you may be intrigued with air-
planes or rockets. 
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George Bird had always wanted to come to Massachusetts and 
learn the art of papermaking. Finally his dream came true in 
1788 when he was eighteen years old. His first job was in a 
paper mill in Mattapan , Massachusetts. It wasn't easy work, 
yet he never lost interest and continued to learn his trade. 
He learned from older men who had the distinguishing marks of 
paper-makers, a curved back and oversized shoulders. 
After learning the art of making paper by working in a 
mill and attending the Neponset School of Papermaking, he began 
his paper mill in Needham , Massachusetts in 1790. Later he 
moved to Dedham and made printing papers by hand. These in-
cluded papers to wrap loaf-sugar and tarred rope paper. 
Although he began operating a mill in East Walpole in 
1817, his home was in Dedham until 1825. 
Through his hard work and ingenuity, his business began to 
grow steadily. 
Francis William Bird 
He received his schooling in the early 1800 1 0 from a very 
strict schoolmaster. The schoolmaster wore a cocked - hat, 
knee breeches and shoe buckles, the dress of the colonial 
period. 
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After graduating from school, he attended Brown University 
in Rhode Island. Thus, he traveled along the Old Post Road 
used by the Committees of Correspondence in Pre-Revolutionary 
days. 
Francis w. Bird entered his father's business shortly 
after his graduation from college . In 1843 he built a mansion 
on the hill above the paper mill . He called his mansion Endean 
which is Gaelic for "Bird's Hill." Doctor Estes Howe installed 
a ventilation system, a form of air conditioning and central 
heating which was a remarkable innovation for those days. More 
unusual were the six bathrooms and the running hot and cold 
water piped to the dressing rooms adjoining each bedroom. 
Francis Bird was a member of the Massachusetts House of 
Representatives in 1847, 1848, 1867, 1877 and 1878. He also 
served on the Massachusetts Executive Council for many years. 
One voting day Mr. Bird told his men, "Now I am going to 
vote just as I please and I hope you will all do the same; but 
if any one of my does not vote just as he wants to and I 
find out, I will discharge him tomorrow . " 
As a member of the Massachusetts Legislature in the 1860's 
Francis w. Bird was given a series of resolutions urging 
emancipation. These were delivered to Abraham Lincoln. From 
his meeting with President Lincoln, Mr. Bird was deeply im-
pressed with Abraham Lincoln's fine qualities. 
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F. W. Bird's political club in 1855 provided Harvey Parker, 
the club's favorite waiter, with his own hotel. The hotel be-
came the famous Parker House noted for its Parker House rolls. 
It's still in operation today on Tremont Street, Boston. 
Francis Bird published a newspaper and with others sup-
ported the publication of a magazine urging people not to sup-
port causes or candidates ·he believed were not qualified to 
hold public office. Louisa M. Alcott, author of Little Women, 
Ralph W. Emerson and Henry Thoreau were some of the famous peo-
ple who wrote for the magazine. 
Emancipation and labor legislation urging shorter hours 
and better working conditions for the workingmen were among the 
issues to which he devoted his life. Opposition was also shown 
against the bribing of a public official and unnecessary taxa-
tion. 
A large fortune was not what Mr. Bird was seeking. He re-
fused rebates, a back payment for using a certain product or 
services of a particular company. The New York, New Haven and 
Hartford Railroad offered rebates to F. w. Bird & Son because 
they were the largest shipper of goods on that line. Mr. Bird 
politely refused them. 
F. W. Bird enjoyed the friendship of as many of the lead-
ing men of Massachusetts as any man living at his time. To 
honor such a popular and well liked Walpole resident, a clock 
tower was erected in East Walpole's square in his memory. 
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Charles Sumner Bird 
Charles Sumner Bird was the son of Francia W. Bird. He 
graduated from Harvard College in 1877 and entered his father's 
business at the age of twenty-two. He realized that the future 
of Bird & Son laid in making heavier material than paper. Can 
you tell what these materials were? 
Mr. Bird was always on call in case of trouble at the mill. 
Many times he was on the scene before word could be sent to him. 
He usually was warned that something was wrong by some strange 
noise or by a sudden lack of noise . 
It is hard for us to believe that in the 1880's, C. s. Bird 
drew only fifty dollars a month from the business for household 
expenses. Most of his earnings were put back into the business 
so that it could continue to expand and provide work for many 
people in the Walpole area. In hie business he insisted that 
his employees shouldn't accept free gifts. On learning that one 
of his salesmen accepted a free railroad pass, he insisted the 
man return it. 
In 1912 he campaigned for Governor of Massachusetts, but 
was defeated. Shortly after, he acquired the ownership of the 
Boston Advertiser which he operated until 1917. 
What were his contributions to the Town of Walpole? 
The following include only a few of his many contributions. 
1. Francis William Park in East Walpole was donated 
to the Town of Walpole in memory of his oldest son, 
Francis W. Bird. 
2. Money was given to improve the parks. It 
was used for planting bushes, sowing and caring 
for the grass. 
3. A contribution of two hundred eighty dol-
lars was given towards a new fire whistle 
machine in East Walpole . Under the old system 
it seemed that no two people could count the 
alarm alike. 
4. Money was given to the library for the pur-
chase of books and magazines. 
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Charles S. Bird, Jr. 
After his graduation from Harvard University in 1906, he 
began working for his father, Charles Sumner Bird, in the com-
pany's rag sorting room. By 1909 he was superintendent of the 
paper mills. In 1918 he became a director of the company and 
in 1935 chairman of the Board of Directors. This is the posi-
tion he holds today. 
He offers the following advice to young people. 
1. Tell and seek the truth in all that you do. 
2. Believe that you can succeed through hard work no 
matter what your abilities may be. 
3. Seek liberty and virtue. 
4. Keep in mind the wonderful freedoms and liberties 
which our government gives its people through the 
constitution. Above all don't forget the many people 
who fought and gave their lives so we can be a free 
nation today. Thus, freedom through constitutional 
government protects the individual from tyranny. 
George A. Plimpton 
George Plimpton was president of Ginn and Company, pub-
lishers of many of our schoolbooks. His home was on East 
Street in East Walpole. Although he was away from home a 
great deal, he felt that Walpole was a very friendly town. 
His contributions to Walpole were many. 
1. Many acres of land were donated to Walpole 
for a town forest, the first one in Massachu-
setts . 
2. A drinking fountain was erected in the 
square between East and Plimpton Street. 
3. A picnic area was made near the Neponset 
River off of Plimpton Street. 
4. School children were invited to visit his 
farm to see sheep, cows, milking machines and 
to look at his picture gallery which contained 
original pictures of American history. Some 
showed Columbus, battle scenes, Civil War days, 
and generals . 
5. People were invited to his home to hear 
lectures by artists, historians and other 
people. 
6 . Scholarships were given to many boys and 
girls to enable them to attend college. 
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If you lived in the early 1900's and happened to be walk-
ing or playing near Plimpton Street as his carriage came by, 
chances are that he would stop and talk to you. Usually he 
asked boys and girls, "What is your purpose in life?" Many 
times a boy or girl answered that he or she wanted to become a 
teacher, artist, musician, doctor, nurse or enter another pro-
fession . If George Plimpton felt they really wanted to work 
and struggle to secure that in life, then he found a way to 
help them. Mr . Plimpton always drove off reminding them not 
to waste their time. 
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H. P. Kendall 
After graduating in 1899 from Amherst College in Massa-
chusetts, he purchased the failing Lewis Batting Company. The 
company made absorbent cotton, carpet linings and stair pads. 
Seventy-five men were employed using a few old machines. It 
seemed that the cotton was dried on chicken wire over boxed-in 
steam coils through which air was blown. 
Eventually Mr. Kendall built the company into sixteen 
plants from Canada to Mexico employing a total of eight thou-
sand people. The company does a hundred million dollar busi-
ness a year. 
Mr. Kendall believes that The Kendall Company's success 
is due to imagination, courage and unwillingness to accept 
anything as final or perfect. Manufacturing processes and 
methods are constantly analyzed and revised to prevent waste 
of materials, thus improving the products and establishing new 
ones. Therefore, money is spent to make money. 
From 1946 - 1952 twenty million dollars was put back into 
the plant exclusive of research and advertising. 
By delegating responsibility to trained personnel, he was 
able to devote his time to planning and developing his many 
plants and to selecting responsible people to help develop the 
company. He strongly believed that you must be aware of your 
present needs and plan for the future. 
Mr. Kendall in one of his speeches sa i d, "Our motto here 
is still ••• get the right kind of young men around you, 
train them, give them responsibility, check results, and you 
won't have to worry too much about what will happen after you 
are gone." 
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He believed that a business would be a success if it was 
founded on honest work, worthy and useful products, fair 
prices, and fair dealings with suppliers, customers, employees 
and the community. 
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WHAT YOU HA VE LEARNED 
You perhaps will enjoy reading this verse as this history 
of Walpole comes to a close . 
You have read about the great workers and leaders 
of Walpole, 
You have secured knowledge and experiences of 
people before you, 
And with this knowledge you can advance their dis-
coveries and leave your mark on history, too . 
To 
Miss Kathryn Adams 
Mrs. s. E. Bentley 
Charles Sumner Bird 
Edgar Grout 
Herbert Lewis 
Miss Lindsay 
Richard Lovett 
Karl Mansfield 
Robert McLaughlan 
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